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Ph. D. Thesis Abstract 

The History of the Sibilants of Peninsular Spanish from 

the Eleventh to the Sixteenth Centuries 

Dana Lynne Allen 

Queen Mary, University of London 

In an attempt to find a satisfactory and comprehensive explanation for the 

history of the sibilants in Peninsular Spanish, I explore the causal factors that 

were instrumental in motivating, prornoting and diffusing the merger of ý,, oiced 

and voiceless sibilants. An investigation of these factors includes a discussion of 
language typology and universals, the acoustic qualities of the sibilant fricatives, 

issues surrounding phonernic mergers and dialect contact and mixing. In 

addition, I investigate the history of the sibilants, compare and contrast opposing 

views regarding that history and set forth those issues that have yet to receive a 

satisfactory explanation. Furthermore, I attempt to determine the geographical 

and chronological origins and the diffusion of this sound change by an 

orthographical investigation of several medieval documents and texts. 4-: ) 

In the final chapter, I tie together theory and data with the aim of giving a 

satisfactory and comprehensive exposition of the history of the sibilants in 

Peninsular Spanish. I conclude that the Spanish sibilants behave in keeping with 

the ideal observations set forth by the language universals examined in this 

thesis. The language- Internal motivations include the ease in the articulation of 

voiceless sibilants in comparison to the voiced sibilants and the conditions that 

made the Old Spanish sibilants ripe for merger. Dialect mixing and contact and 

the weak ties within the social structure of medieval Spain are the language- 

external motivations that encouraged and promoted the sound merger and 

diffusion. With regard to the geographical and chronological history of the 

Spanish sibilants, I conclude that by the mid-thirteenth century, there is evidence 

of confusion of the /z/ and /s/ and by the end of the thirteenth century, 

neutralization of voice in the sibilants is widespread in all parts of Iberian 

Peninsula. There is possible -evidence of se. ýeo in Toledo as early as 1330 and in 

Soria in 1355. Evidence of the merger of [+voice] sibilants and [-voice] sibilants 

continues to mount throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. In Central 
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Spain, there is strong evidence ofseseo in Madrid (1403-06), Pehafiel (1465) 

and Toledo (1438). and 1, therefore, contend that earlyseseo is not exclusively 

Andalusian. By the mid-fifteenth century, there is possible evidence of inerger 

Of /3/ and ISI in Southern Spain and by the sixteenth century, there is possible 

evidence of the merger Of /3/ and /f/ in Northern and Central Spain and possible 

evidence of --czco and qeýeo in Southern Spain. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

reconstructed form (see 2.1.1.3.1 ) 

x>yx becomes v in the course of time 
Sp. Spanish 

OSP. Old Spanish 

Lat. Latin 

(I V) vowel in phonological processes 

C) consonant in phonological processes 

< -> brackets enclosing a grapheme or graphernes 

<-X-> grapheme that is between vowels 

<X-> grapherne that is word-initial or syllable-initial after a consonant 
Ety. Cat. etymological category 
Ortho. Rep. orthographic representation 
C. century 

No. number 

In the case of Latin words, for which capitals are used, long vowels are 

indicated by a macron, for example A, and short vowels are indicated by - such 

as A. 

I use the International Phonetic Alphabet (International Phonetic 

Association 1999) to represent phonemes, with the exception of /0/, which means 

null, nothing'), and I'jl, which is used for the mid-palatal fricative (as in playa), as 

distinguished from U], the glide (as in diamante). 

The most-used symbols are: 

/t3/ = voiceless dento-alveolar affricate 
/d'/ = voiced dento-alveolar affricate 
/tf/ = voiceless pre-palatal affricate 

/s/ = voiceless retroflex alveolar fricative 

/s/ voiceless dental blade convex fricative 



I -) 
/, s"/ = voiceless, the tongue is flat or curved downward, acoustically to the 

/0/, but not identical, fricative 

/Z/ voiced retrotlex concave alveolar fricative 

/z/ = voiced dental blade convex fricative 

/S/ = voiceless pre-palatal fricative 

/j3/ = voiced pre-palatal affricate 

3, / = voiced pre-palatal fricative 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ta reestructuraciön de las sibilantes que luvo lugar en la Edad Media tardia 

constituye un punto de fundamental importancia en la historia del espafiol' 
(Fontanella de Weinberg 1977,298). Many authors (IMen6ndez Pidal 1950. Lloyd 

1987, Lapesa 1988 and Penny 1991) have attempted to explain the chronological 

and geographical origins of the development of the sibilants of Peninsular Spanish. 

Since my thesis involves the investigation of the history of the sibilants in Spanish 

and the merger of the voiced sibilants with the voiceless sibilants- their explanations 

are, in my opinion, unsatisfactory and open to debate. 

It is my an-n to find a satisfactory and comprehensive explanation for the 

history of the sibilants in Peninsular Spanish. It is my contention that the devoicingy 

of the Spanish sibilants is not a peculiar or extraordinary phenomenon. Due to many 

factors (1.1,1.2,1.3), it can be argued that it is 'natural' that the Old Spanish 

sibilants developed in the manner they did. Yet, how does one account for the 

history of the Old Spanish sibilants when other Romance languages have 

maintained the [+voice] and [-voice] contrast (1.4)? 

I plan to discuss the causal factors (both language internal and external) that 

were instrumental in motivating, promoting and diffusing these particular sound 

changes (merger of the [+voice] sibilants and [-voice] sibilants to the 

[-voice] sibilants) within Spanish. An investigation of these causal factors includes 

a discussion of language typology and universals, the acoustic qualities of the 

gers and dialect contact and sibilant fricatives, issues surrounding phonernic mer,,:: > 
mixing. These will be discussed in the chapter entitled 'Theoretical and 

Methodological Considerations'. 

In chapter 2, entitled 'The History of the Spanish Sibilants from Latin to 

Modem and the Current Debate Regarding the Various Changes that Affected 

the Old Spanish Sibilant System', I investigate the history of the sibilants and 

compare and contrast opposing views regarding that history. It is in this chapter that 

I give a working definition of the term 'sibilant'. I then set forth the points of 

debate and those issues that have yet to receive a satisfactory explanation. 

In the following two'Chapters, 'Textual Evidence of the Development of the 

Old Spanish Sibilants from the Eleventh to the Sixteenth Centuries' and 'Analysis 

of the Data', I attempt to determine the geographical and chronological location of 
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the origins and diffusion of these sound changes by an orthographical 

investigation of medieval documents and texts. There are several limitations 

inherent in this type of historical inquiry. Whereas in social linguistics the central 

source of data is the speaker, the central source of data in historical linguistics is the 

written word. Past languages are attested in writings and do not present themselves 

in the social and situational context in which change is likely to occur. 
Furthermore, those writings that have survived do not equally represent all 

variations of the language in question. Ideally, I would use that which has been 

collected for the specific purpose of studying language change. This is not possible 

in this case and, therefore, I do not have experimental control over the data that I 

wish to use. The dates of these writings are often difficult to deten-nine and I have 

endeavoured to use texts and documents that are clearly and reliably dated. I not 

attempt to pinpoint, with certain accuracy, the date in which the sound changes 

occurred. Indeed, by the time the orthography reflects a change in the systern, the 

change has begun or has almost certainly been completed. Therefore, I try to give a 

time period in which the changes occurred and then discuss the geographical 

diffusion of these changes. 

In the final chapter, 'Summaries and Conclusions', I tie together all the 

theoretical issues and concrete data with the aim of giving a satisfactory and 

comprehensive explanation for the history of the sibilants in Peninsular Spanish. 
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CHAPTER1 

THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1.1 Language Universals and Typology 

It is my contention that the devoicing of the Spanish sibilants is not a 
peculiar or extraordinary phenomenon. yet, how does one account for the histon., of 
the Old Spanish sibilants when other Romance languages have maintained the voice 
contrast" For example, the sibilant phonemic inventory of French includes "s, z, 

3/ and the sibilant phonemic inventory of Portuguese includes/s, z, S. 
_5,,, 

(International Phonetic Association 1999,79,126). Part of the explanation for the 

particular linguistic phenomenon of the devoicing of the Old Spanish sibilants can 
be found in the investigation of the sibilant phonemes in the phonernic inventory of 

other languages. According to Ferdinand de SaUSSure, one of the goals of 
linguistics is 'to determine the forces operating permanently and universally in all 
languages, and to formulate general laws which account for all particular linguistic 

phenomena historically attested' (Saussure 1995,6). In an attempt to explain why 

the sibilants devoiced in medieval Spanish, it is important to determine if there are 

any language universals at work with regard to sibilant phonemes in general. 

Since the focal point of this thesis is the study of the history of the Spanish 

sibilants, I do not give a thorough or exhaustive account of language universals and 

typology. A brief explanation is sufficient. 1, however, aim to develop a typology 

and language universals that set the ideal parameters in which the sibilants can 

possibly function. To this aim, I investigate sibilant phonemes of the phonemic 

inventories of the world's languages. Furthermore, I discuss briefly the theory of 

markedness and how this theory can be applied to the sibilants. 

1.1.1 Typology 

At a fundamental level, typology was a synchronic concept. It is defined by 

Jules Marouzeau in his dictionary of terminology as 'that which defines [the] 

characteristics [of languages] in abstraction from history' (Marouzeau 1961 as cited 

in Greenberg 1978,64). Thus 
, it appears that typology and historical linguistics are 

at odds with one another. According to Greenberg (1978), however, synchronic 
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typological concepts can be applied to diachronic aspects of a language in order 
to come up with diachronic universals. Diachronic generalizations Involve 
constraints on language and sound changes over time and synchronic 
generalizations involve restraints on synchronic states that are possible but are not 
empirically attested. Work in typology in historical linguistics does indeed involve a 
synchronic point of departure. Past linguistic systems should not violate universals 
that are based on synchronic structural norms. Typology should refer not only to 

synchronic attributes of language but also should involve historically independent 
cases. Whereas Marouzeau's definition only involves defining the characteristics of 
languages, a diachronic typology would involve the study of types of change, which 
occur in numerous historically independent instances. Examples of these instances 

are palatalization and merger of morphological classes. 
The purpose of typology is 'to create a universally valid i-neans of describing 

languages, which will necessarily be based on the essential, constituting 

universal) properties' (Ramat 1987,42). By classifying and comparing languages in 
terms of their phonemic features, it is possible for one to ascertain any linguistic 

patterns that are found cross-linguistically. The data ascertained from the typology 

can then be used to support language universals, patterns or traits that occur in all or 

most human languages. How, then, can a typology be applied to language change? 

Accounts of the languages, both past and present, of which there is information or 

that can be reconstructed, show that they are fundamentally not different from each 

other (Croft 1990,204) but rather are similar in character (i. e., all languages 

function within the parameters of sounds, phonemes, syntactic structures, lexemes, 

etcetera,, and show variations geographically, socially and chronologically). Any 

study done now about the properties of human speech would have been valid in the 

thirteenth century because one assurnes that anatomically, socially and 

psychologically, people are the same. Therefore, anything universally true today 

must be, by definition, true of the past. By studying the sibilant phonemic 

inventory of today's human languages, I hope to be able to apply the infon-nation 

gleaned from the analysis to the sibilant phonemic inventory of Old Spanish. 

There are a variety of categories of classification that can be used. 

Languages can be classified by viewing a combination of features, by the 

taxonomic approach which looks at the subclass of a wider class, or by looking at 

an ideal model and comparing languages to that model., just to name a few. An 



effective typology when comparing the sibilant phonemic inventory of the 
world's languages is a 'i-nonothetic' typology. This type of typology classifies 
languages into categories according to the presence or absence of a certain feature 

or features. Using this typology, I classify the world's languages into four types- 

I- Languages with both [- voice] siblIants and [+ volicel sIbIlants 
2. Languages with [- voice] sibilants only 

J. Languages with [+ voice] sibilants onlv 
4. Languages with neither [- voice] sibilants nor voice] sibilants 

1.1.2 Database for Typoloa 
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It is advisable that the data sample used in a cross-] inguistic comparison be 
large enough to be statistically significant, particularly when the data will be used to 
deterrnine if a phenornenon is universal amongst languages. The col 1_r -nparison of 
between 40 - 100 languages has proved to be sufficient in an initial analysis (Croft 
1990,19-26). Since "widespread (or universal) features are most apt to be 

important if they recur against a background of diversity' (Hockett 196-) as seen in 
Greenberg 19633,4), 1 have selected a database involving a large number of 
languages in order to study the occurrences of sibilants in an inventory of the 

world's languages. To this aim, I hope to be able to draw conclusions concerning 
frequency of occurrences of the sibilants and also markedness of voice with regard 
to the sibilants. 

The data used for the typology I propose were gleaned frorn the phonernic 

inventories of 450 languages. I have used a database called UPSID, an acronym for 

University of'Calýfornia --- Los Angeles Phonological Segment Inventory Database, 

UPSID was designed as a standardized, multi-purpose survey of the world's 

languages. It is particularly useful 'as a stimulus to the generation of hypotheses 

which relate to otherfields qf the study of language but for which such matters as 

segment fteq uencies, inventory size, and so on,, may be the point of departure. Such 

hypotheses can be directed at issues of production, perception, acquisitions, 

linguistic change or language contact, but establish connections between other data 

and observations concerning segments and inventories' (Maddieson 1984,2, my 

italics). It offers access to the phonemic inventory of over 450 languages and is 
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convenient as a quick reference when searching for a particular segment in a 
particular language or in the languages as a whole. The selection of the languages 

is based not on the phonological characteristics of the language or language famil", 
but rather on the genetic relationship between the languages (i. e., those languages 

sharing a common ancestor). Within genetically related languages, one lan, (, Yual. )e Is 
chosen from each small language group. For example, within the Indo-European 
languages, the Rornance languages are represented by French, Spanish and 
Romanian and the Gerrnanic languages are represented by German and NorweL)ian. 
In the UPSID database, the sibilant phonemes are classified as a subclass of tile 
fricative, /affricate group. When an affricate or fricative is described as having tile 
feature -sibilant', the feature refers to manner of articulation in order to distinguisll 
fricatives and/or affricates with similar places of articulation but with distinct 

acoustic characteristics, for example /s/ versus /0/. Phonemes subclassified as 

containing a sibilant feature in the UPSID database included the Old Spanish 

sibilants (2.2) as well as a wider range of sibilants such as a pharyngealized voiced 
dental/alveolar sibilant fricative ["zý"] in which the inverted commas indicate that 

the consonant is unspecified for a dental or alveolar point of articulation and a 
labialized. voiceless palato-alveolar sibilant ejective affricate [ts"], in which the 

apostrophe indicates that the manner of articulation is an ejective. 
In the table, Language Families (1.1.2.1)ý I set out the rnonothetic typology I 

proposed earlier. The only part of the classification it excludes are those languages 

with neither [- voice] sibilants nor [+ voice] sibilants. I will address that category 
later in the analysis of the data. From the UPSID database, I looked for languages 

with sibilants (in other words, languages in which the feature 'sibilant' was used to 

describe one or more phonemes). '-V' indicates [-voice], '+V' indicates [+voice]. 

The numbers are the anomaly values of that particular segment within the language. 

The anomaly values indicate 'segments with a somewhat doubtful or marginal 

status in an inventory, but with sufficient claim to be included that they were not 

simply eliminated from consideration' (Maddieson 1984,170). An anomaly value 

of V) indicates that the phoneme is not unusual or out of the ordinary in a particular 

phonemic inventory. I have included the anomaly values to indicate that where a 

language has more voiced sibilants than voiced, the voiced sibilants tend to be 

anomalous. I will only indicate those phonemes that are anomalous. The numbers I 

- indicate, 



a segment is of extremely low frequency in the language (e. (y- it 
only occurs in a handful of words or certain morphological markers, but these are 
well entrenched parts of the language). 

I[]a segment that occurs only in foreign words or unassimilated loans 
but these are frequent enough to consider including the segment in the inventorv. 
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a segment which is posited in underlying forrns to account for some 
phonological patternings but which is neutralized in surface forms (verv rarely 

used). 
4- [ 

... 
]a segment which is treated as phonemic in UPSID but which niav be 

I regarded as derived from other underlying segments (very rarely used). 

a segment which although apparently a genuine member of the 

inventory, is described in particularly obscure or contradictory fashion (e. g. a 

segment in Ashuslay, 6814, described as simultaneously a (velar) stop and a 
lateral)' (Maddieson 1984,170). 

Please note that within the category of 'languages with both ,.,, oleed and 

voiceless sibilants', there is a subcategory called 'nurnber of languages with greater 

number of voiced sibilants than voiceless sibilants'. I use the symbol * 0' to indicate 

this subcategory. For example, in the table, there might be 00, which means within 

the category of the languages that have both voiced and voiceless sibilants, there are 

no languages which have a greater number of voiced than voiceless sibilants. For 

example, an explanation of Niger-Kordofanian (Cell 1) is as follows- 

a. Cell 22- In the UPSID database, fifty-five languages were categorized 

under the language family Niger-Kordofanian. 

b. Cell 3. The total number of languages that have both voiced and 

voiceless sibilants is forty-three. Of the forty-three languages, only four 

languages have more voiced sibilants than voiceless sibilants. Note that 

according to cell 7, the voiced sibilants tend to categorized under 

anomaly 4. 

c. Cell 4- Of the fifty-five languages, twelve have only voiceless sibilants. 

d. Cell 5- Of the fifty-five languages, there are none that have only voiced 

sibilants. Therefore, the languages in this family have only voiceless 

sibilants or both voiceless and voiced sibilants. 

e. Cell 6- The total number of voiceless sibilants with anomaly values of 

1-5 found in all the phonemic inventories of these fifty-five languages is 
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three. All three phonemes are treated as phonernic and ma-y be 

regarded as derived frorn other underlying segments. This anomaly is 

very rarely used. 
f. Cell 7- The total number of voiced sibilants with anornal"', values of 1-5 

found in all the phonemic inventories of these fiftv-five languages Is 2. 

These two phonemes are treated as phonernic and rnav be ret-yarded as 
derived frorn other underlying segments. This anonialy I,, very rarely 

used. 

1.1.2. ] Tableý LanguageFai-ndies 

Language --[ Total Number Number Number Nurnber Nurnbe 
farn i ly number of of of of -V of +V 

of languages languages b languages sibilants sibilants 
languages with both with only witli only with with 

+V I and -V +V y anornaly anomal 
11 _V sibilants 

sibilants I 
s*b'lants 11 

. 
values I values 
of(]-5) of(I-5) 

Indo- 233 21 0 - (1), 2(l), 
European 00 2 (2) 33 (2) 

Ural-Altaic 28 20 8 0 10 
*0 1 

- 
1 (5) 1 --- 

1 (5) i 
Austro- 13 6 7 0 None FNone 

Asiatic *0 1 i 

Austro-Tai 35 15 20 0 2(2) 1 (1) 
00 1 (4) 1 (4) 

-Sino- _21 15 6 0 2(1) 1 (1) 
Tibetan 00 
Caucasian 7 7 0 0 6(1) 

*0 
Dravidian 6 5 1 0 1 (1) None 

00 1 (2' ) 
Niger- 55 43 12 0 3(4) 2(4) 
Kordofanian e4 
NIIo- 22 12 10 0 1 (4) None 
Saharan 00 
Afro-Asiatic 26 22 4 0 1 (1) 2(l) 

*1 2 5) 1 (5) 

Khoisan - 4 3 1 0 None None 

*0 
Na-Dene 7 5 2 0 None None 

00 
American 1 58 20 38 0 1 (4) 2(1) 

410 3(5 
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Table: Langm 1, ), e Families (continued) 

Language 
familv 

Total Number 
number of 
of languages 
languages with both 

+V and 
-V 
Sibilants 

Number 
of 
languages 
with only 
-V 
sibilants 

Number Number iý Number I 
of of -V Of +V 
language sibilants sibilants 1 
s with with \ý,, Ith 
oniv +V anornalv I anomak; 
S. ibilants values of val ues 

(1-5) of(]-ý)) 
N 0 1 one 

2 

N 0 None one 

None None 

American 11 
(Southern) 

Eskimo- 
Aleut 
Australian 

Papuan 

4-5 
i 00 

ý 00 

10 
00 

0 

1.1.2.2 Analvsls of UPSID Data 

None None 

The results of the analysis of the UPSID data are as follows: 

1, Total number of languages investigated- 450 

2. Total number of languages with sibilants. 414 

3. Languages with both voiced and voiceless sibilants- 230 out of 414 - 

55.6% 

4. Languages with only voiceless sibilants. 183 out of 414 - 44.2% 

5. Languages with only voiced sibilants: I out of 414- 0.2% 

6. Languages with no sibilants - 336 out of 450 - 8% 

When I compared the 36 languages with no sibilants with an inventory 

of languages with no voiceless sibilants, the two lists were identical, 

save for one language, which only had one sibilant - /&3//., voiced palato- 

alveolar sibilant affricate. This language is Bandjalang (of Australasia). 

Furthermore , it contained no voiceless phonemes. 

7. Number of languages with greater number of voiced sibilants than 

voiceless sibilants (subcategory within the category of 41anguages with 

both voiced and voiceless sibilants'): 5 out of 230 - 2% 

8. Concerning the anomaly values, the values are fairly evenly 

distributed regarding the voiced and voiceless sibilants. For example, 

if a language has sibilants with anomaly values from I to 5, then 



the anornaly values for the voiceless sibilants and the voiced sibilants 
are basically the same (Note the anomaly values for Indo-European. 
Ural-Altaic, Austro-Tai, Caucasian, etcetera). In other words. the 
sibilants, both voiceless and voiced, are similarly anomalous. 

These data can be used in the monothetic typology that I proposed earlier: 
1. Languages with both [- voice] sibilants and [+ voice] sibilants- 230 out 

of 414 

2. Languages with [- voice] sibilants only-. 183) out of 414 
3. Languages with [+ voice] sibilants only- I out of 414 
4. Languages with neither [- voice] sibi lants nor [+ voice I sibi ]ants- 

-' )6 out 
of 450 

1 now turn my attention to the issues of language universals and use the 

information in the above typology and apply it to the sibilant phonernes. 

1.13 ) Lang-uage Universals 

According to John Hawkins, Joseph Greenberg's paper 'Some Universals of 
Grammar with Particular Reference to the Order of Meaningful Eiements' 

([Greenberg] 1966) is a landmark in two respects. It established the validity and 

importance of a new type of universal statement, the implicational universal, 
thereby setting a precedent for the discovery of other universals of this logical form 

(e. g., the Accessibility Hierarchy of Keenan & Comrie 1972 [ 
... 

]. Comrie & 

Keenan 1979). And it also provided the basis for much subsequent work on word 

order itself [ 
... 

] Greenberg's typology has been widely applied in historical 

theories attempting to explain why word orders change, and as an aid in the 

reconstruction of protolanguages' (Hawkins 1983,19-20). Greenberg's work 

opened up a new field of study and established a strong precedent for the use of 

typology and language universals in synchronic and diachronic studies. His 

database of information came from a thirty-language sample that had wide genetic 

and areal coverage. In this study, he sets up forty-five language universals, the 

majority implicational, involving morphology and syntax. Sorne of the universals 

are statistical in nature, meaning they allow for a few exceptions. Examples of this 

type include- '(2a-s) In lang0ages with prepositions, the genitive almost always 

follows the governing noun. (2b-s) In languages with postpositions it almost always 

precedes' (Hawkins 1983,2 1). Others are non-statistical, meaning that they are 



exceptionless. Examples of this type include: (_3) Languages with dominant 
VSO (verb-subject-object word-order] are always prepositional. (5) If a language 
has dorninant SOV order and the genitive follows the governing noun, the adjective 
likewise follows the noun' (Hawkins 1983,20). 

If, then, the use of typology and language universals is valid in linguistic 

studies, how can a synchronic set of implicational universals make predictions for 
language change and how can we use those predictions in linguistic reconstruction" 
John Hawkins addresses these questions (Hawkins 1983,209-11,244): 

What predictions are made by svnchronic universals for langfuagg 

change? 

They do not predict change that is motivated by sorne independent 

individual change but rather present an ideal state within which a 
language is to operate and defines boundaries for language change. 
Predictions about consistency in history and the relative timing of the 
language change can be made. According to the principle of Universal 

Consistency in History (UCH), 'at each stage in their historical 

evolution, languages remain consistent with implicational universals 
derived from current synchronic evidence' (Hawkins 1983,211). A 

sirriple yet abstract example is as follows (Hawkins 198-33,211)- Suppose 

a language, in the early stages of its development, had neither properties 

P nor Q. Later in its history, the properties P and Q are attested. Given 

the language universal, 'If P then Q', it will logically follow that P was 

acquired simultaneous with or after the acquisition of Q, but not before 

Q. If indeed P is attested in a language, it guarantees the prior presence 

of Q or the simultaneous presence of Q. 

2. How can we use such predictions in linguistic reconstruction? 

By offering limitations and boundaries within which to work, one can 

predict that certain changes will occur before others and the direction in 

which those changes will occur. If a statement is universal, then past 

languages will be consistent with that universal. For example, if certain 

word order occurrences are impossible in the present then they are 

impossible in the'past. This puts a boundary on the possibilities of word 

order in the past and any reconstruction of a language should take that 

into account. Even if there are discrepancies in a language between 
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attested and non-attested occurrences of word order, for example, one 
can examine the acquired properties in the attested occurrences and use 
the information in synchronic universals in order to predict the order and 
timing of changes. 

1.1.33.1 Different Types of Language Universals 

If, then, we know the scope of prediction of language universals and ho%v to 
use those predictions in a linguistic reconstruction, what are the limitations, the 
domain, on the application of language universals in a linguistic study involving an 
individual language, such as Spanish? Hawkins (1988) sets out an explanation of 
the different types of language universals and delineates the dornain of applicabilltv 
of each type. Universals in language do not rnean that a certain change will most 
certainly take place. It is the totality of all causal influences that can bring about a 
linguistic change within the system. The following are examples (but not an 

exhaustive list) of the different types of universals (Greenberg 1966a, Hawkins 

1988, Trask 1996)-. 

1. Absolute: Absolute universals define those properties, indispensable 

and fundamental, which are found in all languages (i. e., all languages 

have vowels and all languages have pronoun systems distinguishing 

at least three persons and two numbers). This type of universal is 

relatively uninteresting in that it does not deal with differences 

amongst the world's languages. 

2. Implicational (parameter)- This is a type of universal that sets out an 

implied relationship between properties in a language. For example, if a 
language has property X, if will also have property Y (but not 

necessarily vice versa). This type of universal places limits on language 

variation in the sense that it defines those properties permitted by a 
language and those not permitted by that language. For example, if a 
language has basic verb-subject-object word order, then it will have 

prepositions before a noun phrase within that the prepositional phrase 
(Hawkins 1988,5). The diachronic dimension of the implicational 

universal attempts to answer the question of how languages evolve or 

change according to the parameter set out by the implicational universal. 

Implicational universals have been particularly helpful in the historical 
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reconstruction of languages in the Indo-European f am 1Y and are 
particularly useful in predicting what are possible and impossible 
changes within the language. Irnplicational universals attempt to explain 
which given properties can change into other properties and in Nvhjch 
direction that change will occur. 

2. Distributional (frequency ý. This type of universal defines frequencies of 
scales or of hierarchy amongst languages. For example (Hawkins 1988, 
5), regarding the position of the subject relative to the verb and olýject in 
languages that have a verb-olýject construction, there are more languages 

with the syntactic construction Subject-Verb-Object-X (X being the rest 
of the sentence) than there are languages with the construction Verb- 
Subject-Object-X. Likewise, there are more languages with the 

construction Verb- S ubJ ect-ObJ ect-X than there are with Verb-Object- 

Sub 
- 
Ject-X. Again, there are more languages with the construction Verb- 

Object-Sulýject-X than there are with Verb-Object-X-Subject. 

4. Statistical (exceptional)- This is a universal that is applicable to the 

majority, but not ail, languages. For example, if a language has 

obstruents, some will necessarily be [-voice]. 

5. Synchronic. At any given point in the history of a language, the number 

of marked phonemes is never greater than the number of unmarked 

phonemes. For example, the number of nasal vowels is never greater 

than the number of oral vowels. Since I am referring to the marked and 

unmarked state of the sibilants, I place Phonetic universals (those 

universals that deal with the phonetic properties of a given segment or 

segments) as a subcategory of synchronic universals. 

1.1.3.2 Universals Pertaining to the Sibilants 

Knowing that typologies and language universals are valid tools in linguistic 

studies and being aware of the scope of prediction and limitations of language 

universals, I would like to use the infori-nation from the monothetic typology based 

on the data from the database UPSID in order to formulate some language 

universals that are applicable to the inventory of sibilants of the world's languages. 



Also, I aim to make some observations regarding the history of the sibilants of 
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Spanish. 

1. 
-IMplicational universal- If a language has sibilants, then the presence of 
a [+voice] sibilant implies the presence of a [-voice] sibilant but not vice 
versa. Simply put- if [+voice] sibilants, then [-voice] sibilants. 

2. Statistical univer5. al. When sibilants are present in a language, It Is 
highly probable that the sibilant inventory will include both voiced and 
voiceless sibilants or only voiceless sibilants. In other words. if a 
language has only one type of sibilant, it will be voiceless. 
Synchronic un' I iversat In languages with sibilants, the number of 
[+voice] sibilants is almost never greater than the number of [--voice] 

sibilants. 

Phonetic universal - The uni-narked state of a sibilant is [-voice]. 

The history of the Spanish sibilants seems to be consistent with the above 
language universals that were derived from synchronic evidence (note consistency 

with the principle of Universal Consistency in History- 1.1.33). Applying these to 

the diachronic information gleaned in my data, f make the following observations. 
In Latin, there was only a [-voice] sibilant (see number 2- statistical universal). 
Then, mainly through lenition, there were both [+voice] sibilants and [-voice] 

sibilants in the phonemic inventory of Old Spanish (see number I- irnplicational 

universal). Finally, the number of voiced sibilants was never greater than the 

number of voiceless sibilants in the history of the Spanish sibilants (see number 3- 

synchronic universal). 

1.1.4 Markedness as Applied to the Sibilants 

1.1.4.1 Praguean Concept Of Markedness 

The concept of neutralization and rnarkedness in a language system comes 

out of the Prague School in the 1920s and 1930s through the work of the theorists 

Nikolai Trubetzkoy (1969) and Roman Jakobson (1971) (Greenberg 1978a, 11). In 

Trubetzkoy's (1969) view both the phonemic inventory and the system of 

oppositions make up the phonemic system of any language (Lass 1984,42). The 
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phoneme is primarily distinctive In that It has phonetic content but operates 
mainly in defining opposition (as opposed to the theory that the phoneme is 
identified not in its opposition but rather by its phonernic content (de Groot 19-319 as 
seen in Lass 1984,52)). It is through this system of oppositions that the distinctive 
function of each phoneme is realized. There are two maýjor categories of opposition- 
bilateral, which opposes two phonemes, and multilateral, which opposes more than 
two phonernes. An example of a velar b1lateral opposition In English Is the 

opposition of the phonemes /k/ - /g/, since no other pair has that common velar 
opposition. An example of multilateral is found in the pair /kI - /'p, / because 
[voiceless] and [stop] can be found in /t/. 

It is under the heading of oppositions that Trubetzkoy places the concept of 

markedness. The condition of markedness affects the phonemic unit as a whole. In a 

privative opposition, members of the pair of phonemes are characterized by the 

presence or absence of a certain feature. /b/ - /p/ are thus [voiced] versus [lion- 

voice], /m/ - /b/ are [nasal] versus [non-nasal]. The presence of a certain feature 

indicates that a phoneme is marked for that certain feature and the absence of a 

certain feature indicates that a phoneme is unmarked for that certain feature. This 

begs the question: which feature does one take as the marked feature? [voiced] 

versus [non-voiced] is the same opposition as [non-voiceiess] versus [voiceless] and 
[nasal] versus [non-nasal] is the sarne as [non-oral] versus [oral]. For Trubetzkoy 

(1969), the answer lies in the neutralization and general phonological behaviour 

cross-linguistically. Using the [nasal] feature as an example, if there are no 

languages with only [nasal] consonants and yet there are (even if only a few) 

languages with only [non-nasal] or (oral] consonants, one could say that nasality is 

marked', having 'something extra, beyond the (normal) minimal specification' 

(Lass 1984,45). In the environments of neutralization, the opposition tends to be 

represented by the unmarked member of the pair. 

1.1.4.1.1 Neutralization 

Intimately linked with the idea of markedness is that of neutralization (Lass 

1984)- 

1. Phonemes can occur in paradigmatic distribution in which phonemes 

contrast. Allophones can occur in complementary distribution , in which 



case the segments do not contrast but rather are allophones of the 
same phoneme. An example in Modern Spanish would be /b, . /- /p/ vs. 
(b] - [0]. [bdta] 'smock, dressing gown" vs. [pdta] 'paw, foot' and 
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[6sepdrko] ýthat boat' vs. [6mbdrko] 'a boat'. 
Another possibility is that the phonemic opposition is not relevant in 
some environments. This is the term used when that which carries 
meaning (is distinct) in one environment does not in another (is non- 
distinctive). Features which are described as distinctive are not always 
distinctive in all environments. For example, place of articulation is the 
distinguishing feature of these three intervocalic nasals-. 
/m/ . /n/ /P/ 

cama cana cafia 

nasal nasal nasal 
labial alveolar palatal 
However, in syllable-final position before a consonant, the place of a 

articulation of the nasal consonant fails to be distinctive and is 

neutralized. According to Trubetzkoy (in Lass 1984,4 1), none of the 

phonemes occurs but, rather, it is an archiphoneme of all the 

phonemes that occurs in the positions of neutralization. 
For example, for the archiphonerne /N/ of Spanish the phonetic 

realizations are [m], [M], [p], [p], [n], [q]. These allophones 
have the same place of articulation as that of the following consonant. 
The Spanish speaker does not deten-nine the place of articulation of 

the nasal; the following consonant does. For example in pongo 
1po ', the nasal must be realized as a velar. In convivir , Dgol I put 

[kombipir] 'I live with, the nasal must be realized as a bilabial. The 

feature of place of articulation which carries meaning in syllable- 

initial position (as in cama, cana, cafia) is crucial to distinguishing 

those nasals. However, in syllable-final position, the velarity or 
bilabiality of the /n/ has nothing to do with meaning and thus the 

distinctive feature of locus fails to be distinctive and is neutralized. 

3 One must distinguish between neutralization and defective 

distribution. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the phonologists 

Trubetzkoy and Jakobson narrow the definition of neutralization to 



include two phonemes that share common features not shared by 
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other pairs of phonemes in the language. For example. in Spanish. the 
pair /p/ : /b/ are labial plosives. No other pair in Spanish shares those 
features. In positions of neutralization, speakers will have difficulty 
knowing to which one of the pair the neutralized sound belongs. This 

can be seen in orthography in my study in that, in the Poeina 

(le mio Cid (Men6ndez Pidal 1964), <p> and <b>, in positions of 
neutralization, were often interchangeable - (ij)(Ia(l (ihclad 
Regarding the sibilants, there is opposition of the [-voice] sibilants and 
[+voice] sibilants in syllable-final position. Graphemic representation 
of [+voice] sibilants and [-voice] sibilants can be seen in syllable-final 
position (fi( 'I made, I did', voz, vos 'you', pa.:,. 1e: 7 'lees of wine', 
mes, relox) although the [+voice] and [-voice] contrast in the sibilants 
was neutralized early in its history (3.1.2,5.1 ). 

In defective distribution, there is no confusion of phonernes nor 
does defective distribution necessarily directly contribute to 

neutralization. R. L. Trask defines defective distribution as 'the 

distribution exhibited by a segment which fails to appear in some of 
the environments occupied by other members of its class. For 

example, English /q/ has a defective distribution since, unlike the 

other English nasals, it cannot appear word-initially or after /s/' (Trask 

( 1996,103). In Spanish, the fact that the plosives /t/ and /d/ cannot 

appear word-initially before an /1/, while /p/ and /b/ can, does not 

produce neutralization of /d/ - /b/ and /t/ . 
/p/ but rather can be seen in 

light of a defective distribution. Concerning the distribution patterns of 

the Old Spamsh sibilants, I have looked at various authors' comments- 

(Alarcos Llorach 1986, Alonso 1969, Boyd-Bowman 1980, Lloyd 1987, 

Men6ndez Pidal 1987) and have gleaned information about the 

distribution patterns according to the data I have collected. The voice 

feature, as suspected, is relevant only in the intervocalic position,, except 

for the /3/: /f/ opposition in the word-initial position. I could not find any 

minimal pairs to show the opposition although Peter Boyd-Bowman 

(1980,10-11) gives the following examples (which neither are minimal 

pairs)- 



131 - initial. - I*oven 
ISI - initial: -vabo'n, xibi(i In Latin, these are initial /S// and are 

cases of confusion between O. Sp. /s, " and O. Sp. /f/. 

The above examples are tenuous at best. Del Valle (1996,83) notes 
that /s/ and/ff are acoustically similar in timbre and frequency and 

perhaps this leads to the confusion. When the graphernes do appear 
word-Mitial position, they do so in learned or semi-learned words 

zil'o), borrow'Ings from Gallo- 
Romance (gewil, gemir 'to sigh, to iTioan), from Bibilical tradition 
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(Jercinius, Jei-usulýn), or from Arabic (gengibrunle) (Lloyd 1987,250- 
1 ). It does appear that there is a defective distribution pattern re0arding 4: ý - 
the sibilants in the word-initial position. Voiced sibilants in word-initial 

position were, perhaps, never a part of the distribution pattern in 
Spanish. 

In this Praguean concept of markedness amono, sounds, there are two aspects t) 
to discern- the notion that markedness is purely phonetic and the notion that 

markedness is phonological in nature. For Nikolai Trubetzkoy and Roman 

Jakobson, the phonetic basis of the marked and unmarked categories is referred to 

in terms of physical phonetics. In an attempt to distinguish those features that are 

relevant in the opposition between the marked and unmarked phonemes in a pair, 
Trubetzkoy refers to articulatory features. For example in cases of voicing or 

nasality, the involvement of the vocal folds and the velurn will distinguish 

phonernes marked or unmarked for voicing or nasality. Jakobson adds to this list 

acoustic and perceptual features. For example, the lip-rounding is unmarked in non- 

low back vowels. Lip rounding lowers the resonant frequencies, the physical 

vibrations at certain frequencies (number of repetitions of sound waves per second) 

and backness in vowels is characterized by a low frequency second formant. A 

formant is a measure of the vibratory response of the vocal tract to applied pressure. 

The first fon-nant measures changes to the opening of the mouth and the second 

formant measures changes within the oral cavity. As a phonological basis of 

markedness, Trubetzkoy observed that it is the unmarked, and not the marked, 

phoneme that was generally allowed to appear in positions of neutralization. The 

unmarked phoneme, therefore, is that phoneme that occurs in positions of 

neutralization. 
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'[C]ertain universal constraints on phonological inventories and phoneme 
sequences seem to be explicable somehow on the basis of certa n physica factsl II- but 

the imptications of such physical facts for the form and content of a universal 
linguistic theory are not clear' (Cairns 1969,878). Perhaps physical constraints on 
voicing in the sibilant phonemes could possibly place universal constraints on 
sibilant phonemes in the inventory of human languages. The problern is how do 

you formulate a universal constraint based on a physical constraint" Three possible 

physical sources of phonological universals are discussed by Cairns ( 1969,878-80)- 

1. Acoustic-physical properties of the vocal tract- In order to produce 

sounds, the vocal tract is limited by what it can physically do. This 

seerns obvious. For example, a nasalized fricative is a costly phonerne 

to produce. If the velum were open enough to produce nasality, then the 

air pressure required in the oral cavity could possibly be insufficient to 

produce the necessary turbulence for frication. 

2. Limitations on the vocal tract control system- The configuration of the 

vocal tract can possibly set certain limitations on the production of 

certain sequences of sounds. Charles Cairns (1969) discusses eleven 

implicational universals involving the constraints placed on segmenting 

of phonemes. The ninth implicational universal states that no language 

can contain sequence-type L (+cCV), V being a [+voice] obstruent, 'C' 

being a [-voice] obstruent and 'V' being a vowel. Since the larynx 

requires different configurations when involved in the production of 

voiced and voiceless phonemes, the sequence of [+voice] + [-voice] + 

[+voice], which requires a different configuration through three states, is 

difficult and costly for the larynx to produce at a normal speech rate. 

3. Limitations on the perceptual apparatus- High, front vowels tend to be 

unrounded and high, back vowels tend to be rounded. In the Jakobson- 

Halle feature system of distinctive features, the features [grave] refers to 

[+back] and [acute] refers to [-back] and [flat], in relationship to the 

vowels,. refers to [lip rounding]. 'Flatness and gravity are features which 

may be descnbed at the auditory level as defining oppositions between 

phonemes which differ chiefly in relative positions on the frequency 

scale of high points in the power spectrum' (Cairns 1969,879). They are 

considered to be 'tonality features', a tone being a frequency of vibration 



or a combination of frequencies of vibration, and are two of the 
features, at the level of perception, that distinguish the vowels. [-back]., 
[-lip round] vowels like /I/ and /e/have higher formants and are 
considered to have high tonality and the [+back], [+hp rounded] vok'V'eis- 
such as /o/ and /u/, are considered to have low tonality. Lip rounding 
lowers the resonant frequencies, the physical vibrations at certain 
frequencies and backness in vowels is characterized bv a low second 
fon-nant. 

Cairns (1969) does suggest that 'there is a universal, ordered set 
of redundancy rules - in the form of neutralization rules - which 
places constraints on the distribution of marked features in the 
lexicon. It is suggested that at least sorne of these universals are due 

to limitations of the peripheral speech production and perception 

systems' (Cairns 1969,863). Regarding the acoustic production of 
the sibilant, I believe there are physical constraints placed on the 

production of the sibilant and I will address those issues later in the 

chapter (1.2). With regard to the Spanish sibilants, there are some 

restrictive rules regarding the lexicon. [+voiced] sibilants (the marked 

phoneme) are more naturally constrained than are the [-voice] sibilants 
(uni-narked phonemes). These constraints have historical motivation. In 

Latin, there was only the /s/. However, for example, the /s/ later 

becomes voiced only between vowels- (v) /z/ (v). It is clear from this 

example that the direction of change is not necessarily from the marked 

([+voice] sibilant) to the unmarked state ([-voice] sibilant) of the 

phoneme. The creation of the [+voice] sibilant from Latin to lbero- 

Romance was possible because it was constrained by the position of 

being between vowels and by the process of lenition. 

1.1.4.2 Greenbergian Concept of Markedness 

Joseph Greenberg (in Gamkrelidze 1978,11-22) departs from Jakobson's 

and Trubetzkoy's definition of markedness. Marking does not affect the phonemic 

unit as a whole, but rather affects the separate, distinct features of the phonemes. In 

other words, the distinctive feature [voice] can either be marked or unmarked 



depending on the individual phoneme. Furthermore, markedness is conditioned 
by the context in which it appears. It depends on the character of the other 
distinctive features with which it is combined in a phonemic unit. Depending on 

the combination of distinct features with which it is bundled, a feature can either be 

marked or unmarked. 'Because of the conditioned character of the marking relation, 

a one-to-one correspondence cannot be established between the values m (marked], 

u [unmarked] and + [plus], - [minus] of a certain feature, as was the case in the 

traditional interpretation of the marking relation, which assumed the presence of a 

certain feature in the '-i-narked' member of an opposition and its absence in the 

'uni-narked' member It is here that a difference of principle is to be observed 

between the present conception of the marking relation and its conception in the 

Prague Linguistic School' (Gamkrelidze 1978,14). Greenberg also relates the issue 

of markedness to the issue of frequency of the phonernic unit. Greenberg's theory 

proposes the following- 

1. In oppositional phonemic units, those features that are considered 

unmarked are also considered to be phonetically more 'norrnaF, 

'natural', and widespread. On the other hand, the marked feature Is 

considered to be less 'normal', less 'natural' and less widespread. 

Therefore, the unmarked unit (more natural, by definition) will have a 

greater frequency of occur-rence than will the marked unit (less natural). 

2. The marking of a phoneme is conditioned by the features that make up 

that particular phoneme. For example, [+voice] is marked in the 

nonresonant consonants (plosives, affricates and fricatives) and [+voice] 

is unmarked in resonant consonants (liquids, nasals and approximants). 

[-voice] is marked in the resonants. 

3. The number of marked phonemes never exceeds the number of 

unmarked and the presence of a marked feature always presupposes the 

presence of the corresponding unmarked. 

4. The unmarked phoneme can appear in more phonological environments 

(i. e., has a wider distribution than that of the marked phoneme). 

1.1.4.3 Avolication to the Sibilants 

Examining the sibilant phonemes , in general, in light of Greenberg's 



proposal, I observe the following- 
4 

1. The [-voice] sibilants occur much more frequently than the [+voice] 

sibilants. One of the aspects of frequency to be considered is the number 
of languages in which marked and uni-narked values are found. It is 
obvious, through the information given in the aforementioned typology 
(L 1.2.1,1.1.2.2), there are more languages with only [-voice] sibilants 
than there are languages with only [+voice] sibilants. This would lead 

rne to believe that the [-voice] sibilants are the more natural, uni-narked 
phonemes. I address the issue of 'naturalness' of the [-voice] sibilants 
later in my discussion of the acoustics of the sibilant ( 1.2). 

2. In the environment of the combination of sounds (as described by 
features) that make up the sibilants, it is my opinion that voicing is 
directly linked to the 'hissing' frication quality of the sibilants. I address 
this issue in my discussion on the acoustics of the sibilants (1.2.3.1). 

3. As noted in the investigation of the data in the UPSID database (1.1.2.2), 

the number of languages with a greater number of voiced sibilants than 

voiceless sibilants (subcategory within the category of 'languages with 
both voiced and voiceless sibilants) is only five languages out of the 230 

with both voiced and voiceless sibilants. Furthermore, only one 
language out of 414 has a voiced sibilant and no voiceless sibilants. 

4. Regarding the data from UPSID, I did not look at the distribution of the 

sibilants. This type of information was not available through the UPSID 

database. 

1.1.5 Conclusion 

A piece of the puzzle as to why the Spanish sibilants followed their 

particular development path can be found in the investigation of the language 

universals at work with regard to sibilant phonemes in general. The information in 

the monothetic typology clearly showed, amongst other things, that the frequency of 

[-voice] sibilants is higher than [+voice] sibilants and, of those languages 

represented in the UPSID database, only one had only [+voice] sibilants (1.1.2.2). 1 

then used the data ascertained from the typology to formulate language universals 

regarding the sibilant phonemes (L 1.3.2). It is clear that if a language has only one 



type of sibilant, It wIll be voiceless and that the presence of a [+vo'ce] sibi 11 dant 

implies the presence of a [-voice] sibilant but not vice versa. From the discussion 

on rnarkedness, the only conclusion that can be drawn is that the unmarked state of 
the sibilant phonernes is [-voice] (L 1.4). Details regarding the acoustic qualities of 
the sibilants will only highlight and support this theory of rnarkedness for the 

sibilants ( 1.2). The history of the Spanish sibilants seems to be consistent ývlth the 
implicational language universals that were derived frorn synchronic evidence (note 
consistency with the principle of Universal Consistency in History). 

It will be recalled that universals in language do not mean that a particular 
change will take place. They do not predict change that is motivated by sorne 
independent Individual change but rather they present an Ideal state within which a 
language is to operate and define boundaries for language change. It is the totality 

of all causal influences that can bring about a linguistic change within the systern 
(L 1.3). Other causal influences in subsequent discussions on the acoustics of the 

sibilants (1.2), mergers (1.3) and dialect contact (1.4) offer further evidence to 

support my hypothesis. 

1.2 The Acoustic Quality of the Sibilants 

Further explanation for the particular linguistic phenomenon of the 

devoicing of the Old Spanish sibilants can be found in the investigation of the 

physiological production of the sibilant phonemes. As stated earlier in my 
discussion of language universals and typology (L 1), it is my contention that the 

devoicing of the Spanish sibilants is not a peculiar or extraordinary phenomenon. 

Another causal influence that offers more compelling evidence to support my 

hypothesis involves the articulatory and acoustic qualities of the voiceless and 

voiced sibilants. In approaching this topic, I begin with a discussion of the sound 

wave and offer an explanation of the mechanics of voicing. I then discuss the 

production of the voiceless and voiced sibilant fricatives, incorporating the 

information given in the discussions on sound waves and voicing. I offer an 

explanation about the naturalness of the voiceless sibilant fricatives compared to the 

voiced sibilant fricatives. 
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1.2.1 The Sound Wave 

Movement of the surrounding air, caused either by the vibration of the vocal 
folds, by the slamming of a door, the throwing of a ball or the bowing of a cello, 

causes pressure fluctuations in the arribient air. When these fluctuations of pressure 

reach the ear, there is pressure exerted on the eardrum, causing it to move. These 

movernents in the eardrurn are transmitted to the auditory nerve and are translated 

by our nervous systern as sound. These pressure fluctuations are described as 

sound waves. As the air is disturbed, there is an alternation of cornpression of the 

surrounding air molecules and a rarefaction (reduction of pressure in which 

molecules are further apart). 'The sirnplest of this type of alternation is called a 

simple periodic Sound or sine wave. I offer a brief explanation of the two types of 

sound waves in order to establish the category of sound wave under which the 

turbulent frication. noise of the sibilant fricatives falls. 

The two types of sounds waves are the periodic and aperiodic wave. 

1. periodic- There are two types - simple and complex 

a. simple- Simple periodic sounds are also referred to as sine 

waves. In describing a sine wave, one uses the following 

properties - frequency, amplitude, phase. Frequency is the 

number of times the wave pattern repeats itself per a given time 

period (usually displayed on a horizontal axis). This repetition is 

known as a cycle and it is measured in cycles per second (Hertz). 

Amplitude, usually measured on a vertical axis, is the highest 

point at which the fluctuation in pressure deviates from the 

normal ambient air pressure. Phase is the timing relationship 

between two waves of the same arnplitude and frequency. If 

two waves are in phase, they are said to reach their maximum 

amplitude at the same time. If not, they are considered to be out 

of phase. 

b. complex: These are periodic waves that are composed of two or 

more sine waves. The fundamental frequency of a complex 

sound is the rate at which the pattern repeats itself 

2. : The turbulent, frication noise of the sibilant fricatives is an 

aperiodic sound. Aperiodic sounds are those sounds that do not have a 
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regular repeating pattern. Sorne occur by random fluctuations In the 
pressure and are referred to as 'white noise". This can sound something 
like wind blowing in a tree or static from a radio. The vertical line 

measuring the amplitude is flat since all frequencies are of equal 
amplitude and have no sharp peaks. Other types of aperiodic sounds are 
called transients. These refer to types of sounds vvhich are not sustained 
over a period of time and occur when a sudden change of air pressure 
takes place. Examples Include the noise of a bursting balloon, the 
ticking of a clock or the bang of a hammer, 

1.2.2 Mechanics of Voicin 

The mechanics of voicing become important to rny explanation of the 
development of the sibilants when comparing the aerodynamic and articulatory 

requirements of voiceless versus voiced sibilant fricatives. Borden and Harris 

(1984,76-82) offer a more complete anatomical description of the process of 

voicing than I will here. 

The vocal folds are housed in the larynx and are attached to and supported 
by the thyroid cartilage and two arytenoid cartilages. These cartilages are 

manipulated by the cricoid cartilage, In the production of voicing, the vocal folds 

are brought together or nearly brought together by the adduction of the arytenold 

cartilages. In voicing, two aerodynamic forces are involved- subglottal air pressure, 

which forces the vocal folds to open, and the Bernoulli effect, which facilitates the 

closing of the glottis. 

If voicing is to occur, then the air pressure below the glottis (subglottal air 

pressure) must always be greater than the air pressure above the glottis (supraglottal 

air pressure). If the supraglottal pressure is greater than the subglottal pressure, 

then voicing ceases. 

As the air pressure increases below the glottis, the elasticity of the vocal 

folds allows them to be pressed apart. As they open at the bottom, the air pressure 

pushes upwards to open the upper part of the folds. The glottis opens up briefly, the 

air rushes through the glottis- and there is a decrease in the air pressure across the 

inner sides of the vocal folds, which is due to the Bernoulli principle. The Bernoulli 

principle, named after the mathematician and physician, Daniel Bernoulli, descnbes 
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the physical phenomenon in which an increase in the velocity of a gas or liquid 
flowing through a constriction will result in the decrease of air pressure 

perpendicular to that flowing gas or liquid (Borden & Harris 1984,83). For 

example, when air is blown across the top side of a piece of paper, the increase in 

airflow causes the air pressure on the top side of the paper to be lower than the air 

pressure on the bottom side of the paper. The higher air pressure on the bottorn side 

causes the paper to rise. In voicing, the decrease in pressure, along with the 

elasticity of the vocal folds, allow the bottom part of the vocal folds to close up 

again or to snap shut. The opening up and closing of the glottis (usually over 100 

times per second (Borden & Harris 1984,83)) sets up an audible pressure wave. 
When there is a constriction in the vocal folds (in order to produce voicing) 

and there is another constriction, that is not too narrow, in the oral cavity, the 

airflow is not significantly influenced by the constrictions. However, as the 

constriction in the oral cavity becomes narrower, the air pressure in the oral cavity 

(the supraglottal pressure) builds up to the point that the pressure exerts enough 

force on the upper surfaces of the vocal folds to push them apart. With the 

narrowing of the constriction there is a decrease in the airflow across the 

constriction and a widening of the glottis. When the supraglottal, oral constriction 

is at approximately 0.07 cm in diameter, the supraglottal pressure exceeds the 

subglottal pressure and the glottis is spread open to the point that voicing ceases 

(Stevens 2000,96). 

1.2.3 Sibilant Fricatives 

1.2.3.1 The Production of Turbulence 

In the production of the sibilant fricatives, the aperiodic noise produced is 

due to the turbulence of air, or irregular airflow, as it escapes through a constriction 

in the vocal tract. Unlike the aperiodic 'white noise' the amplitude of fricative noise 

is not completely flat. The turbulent air is produced in two ways: by air passing 

through a narrow constriction and when an airstream collides with an obstacle in its 

path. 
1. Passing through a single, narrow constriction- In aeroacoustic studies 

(Shadle 1990), it has been established that upon exIting a constriction, 
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the air forms a jetstream and then gradually mixes with the 

surrounding air causing turbulence as they mix. As the air passes 
through the narrow constriction, there is an increase in the amplitude of 
the noise, which in turn increases the intensity (measured in decibels- 

this is the amount of energy carried by a sound wave), which is 
perceived as an increase in loudness (the psychological perception of 

intensity). An example of this type of turbulent noise is found in the 

production of [h], where the turbulence is produced at the glottis 

and in the bilabial fricative [P] where the turbulence is produced at 

the lips. The turbulent air is characterized by high frequency 

fluctuations. 

Frequency, the number of repetitions of a sound wave in a second, 

is measurable by instrumentation and is directly related to pitch, 

which is a subjective, psychological perception of sound frequency. 

In general, a high frequency is perceived to be a high pitch sound. 
An increase in frequency will be perceived as an increase in pitch. 
However, as frequencies get higher, it takes a larger change in 
frequency to affect a perceptible change in pitch. Therefore, there is 

a need for more airflow and air pressure to produce greater 

turbulence, after the point of constriction, in order to achieve a high 

frequency. The airflow rate is higher in voiceless sibilants than in 

voiced sibilants (Laver 1994,244), suggesting that there is greater 

turbulence produced in the voiceless sibilants. 

The factors determining the turbulence are the size of the 

constriction, the rate at which the air flows through that constriction 

and the presence of an obstacle. 'For instance, If 100 CM3 persecond 

of air flows through a channel, turbulent airflow is created if the 

channel is less than 10 MM2 , 
but not if the channel area is 20 MM2 

So, you can get turbulent airflow more easily from a narrow straw 

than a wide one' (Johnson 1997,110). By using progressively 

realistic mechanical models, Shadle (1990) is able to deten-nine that 

the flowrate of aii, the length of the oral cavity in front of the 

constriction and the presence of an obstacle such as teeth or lips 

have the greatest acoustic effect on the production of the sibilants. 
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2. Colliding, with an obstacle: In the oral tract, when the air meets an 

obstacle, which is nearly perpendicular to the airflow, or a wall, which is 
nearly parallel to the airflow, turbulent air is produced. The types of 
obstacles include the upper and lower teeth or upper lip. Again, as the 
air hits an obstacle or wall in its path, there is an increase in the 
amplitude of the noise, which in turn increases the intensitV. which is 
perceived as an increase in loudness. An example of turbulent noise 
produced at an obstacle is found in the production of [s] and [f], where 
the turbulence is produced at the upper teeth and lower lip repecti%, ýely. 
An example of turbulence produced by air hitting a wall is found in the 

production of the velar fricative [x]. 

1.2.3.2 Voiceless Fricatives 

In the production of the voiceless fricative consonants, the aperture of the 

glottis is usually greater than that of the area of the supracylottal constriction, at 

which the turbulent noise is produced. An adjustment to the opening of the glottis 

is made in order to maximize the amplitude of the turbulent noise that is generated 

at the supraglottal constriction. The turbulent air produced at the point of 

constriction depends on the area of the constriction and the velocity at which the air 

flows through that constriction. The turbulent noise can be made over a constriction 

that is approximately twenty-five to seventy-five percent of the area of the glottis 

constriction (Stevens 2000,388). 

When measuring the acoustic output of a fricative between vowels, the point 

of articulation of the fricative and the shape of the constriction largely dictates the 

amplitude and spectrum (graph plotting amplitude against frequency) of a given 

fricative sound. As stated earlier, with an increase in the amplitude of the noise 

comes an increase in the intensity, which is perceived as an increase in loudness. 

The fricative turbulence is perceived as being stronger and more hissing. For the 

labiodental fricative [fl, there is no oral cavity in front of the constriction and the 

spectrum amplitude is weak. However,, for an alveolar fricative such as [s], there is 

an oral cavity in front of theconstriction in which there is vibration. This vibration 

coupled with the frication at the point of constriction leads to high frequency 

spectrum peaks of the fourth and fifth formants (acoustic energy measured in a 

frequency band). In the palatoalveolar consonants such as [S], there is resonance in 
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the front oral cavity which leads to high frequency spectrum peaks at the third 

and fourth formants (Stevens 2000,411 ). 

1.1 "1 . 

11 

3 -3 Voiced Fricatives 

To produce turbulent al Ii ion 'n the vocal ir either through a narrow constr ct I 

tract or at an obstacle, a high velocity of airflow is needed (Johnson 1997,11 -5). 
In 

the production of voiceless fricatives, there is a primary constriction at which the 

airflow is impeded and turbulence occurs. However. during the production of the 

voiced fricatives, there is more than one constriction that impedes the airfloxv. 

There is a constriction at the vocal folds in order to produce voicing and there is a 

constriction at the point of narrowing or at the point of obstacle at which the 

turbulent air is produced. There is a necessary increase in the subglottal air pressure, 

due to the constriction of vocal folds, in order to produce voicing, and, in turn, there 

is a decrease in the velocity at which the air flows into the vocal tract. The 

decreased velocity of airflow may be insufficient to produce the turbulence needed 

to produce the frication. The velocity of airflow needed to sustain both the 

production of voicing and of turbulence is more difficult (but not impossible) to 

produce than in the voiceless fricatives. 

In order to maintain voicing, air pressure across the glottis must be 

maintained by an increase in the volume of the oral tract cavity and by enough 

airflow from the lungs to maintain transglottal. pressure. Voicing is achieved In the 

following manner. As the supraglottal pressure increases due to the oral 

constriction, the vocal folds relax thereby decreasing the stiffness of the 

surrounding vocal tract walls. This allows the oral tract to expand thereby 

increasing the volume of the oral cavity. Furthermore, lowering the larynx further 

tilts the cricoid cartilage, which leads to further relaxing of the vocal folds, thus 

allowing for further expansion of the oral tract. This, in turn, decreases the 

supraglottal air pressure in relation to the subglottal. pressure. The slackness of the 

vocal folds and the decreased supraglottal pressure allows for the vibration of the 

vocal folds. As one can see, changes made to the stiffness of the vocal folds, the 

volume of the oral tract and the height of larynx can help to maintain voicing in the 

voiced fricatives (Stevens 2000,483). 
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Fricatives, plosives and affricates are all sounds characterized by aperiodic 
high frequency energies. The duration of the noise is transient in stops, Ion-ger in 
affricates and the longest in sibilants (Borden & Harris 1984,190). Sibilant 
fricatives are distinguished by a continuant, hissing, aperiodic frication. Affricates 

are distinguished by having the acoustic cues of both stops and fricatives in the 

sense that there is silence before the release of the articulators, a sharp onset burst of 
noise and frication. Stops are distinguished by an initial transient burst of noise. 
The primary way in which the fricative, affricate and stop (i. e., manners of 
articulation) are distinguished is the duration of the noise in the production of the 

phonemes. 

When forming a stop, there is an occlusion in the oral tract. The supraglottal 

pressure is higher than the subglottal pressure and therefore there can be no voicing. 
Upon the release of the occlusion, supraglottal pressure is lowered making voicing 

possible. tn the case of [b], the vocal folds vibrate when the lips part and in the case 

of [p], the vocal folds are apart. In the case of the voiced stops, the airflow needed 
for voicing passes through one (and not two as is the case in the fricatives) 

constriction and therefore there is no conflict in aerodynamic requirements. 

When forming an affricate, there is an occlusion in the oral tract as in the 

stops and a duration of frication as in the fficatives. The aerodynamic requirements 

for the affficates are similar to those of the fricatives except there is complete 

closure then initial release (Stevens 2000,413-14,416). Whereas the sibilant 

fricatives are distinguished only by the ffication duration and strength, the affricates 

are distinguished not only by the initial occlusion and release, which gives a burst 

of noise, but also by the frication noise. 

1.2.3.5 The 'Naturalness' of the Voiceless Compared to the Voiced Sibilant 

Fricatives 

Voicing of a sibilant phoneme can be attributed to assimilation to other 

voiced phonemes surrounding it. This was the case of Latin /s/ which became 

voiced between vowels in Ibero-Romance. However, as seen in my discussion on 

language universals and typology (1.1.2.2), this assimilation does not ovemde any 



markedness considerations. As stated earlier (1.1.4.2), the issue of markedness 
relates to the issue of frequency of the phonemic unit and the unmarked phoneme 
has a wider distribution than that of the marked phoneme. Voiceless sibilants are 
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more common than voiced sibilants. A contributing factor to this is that there is, for 
the voiceless sibilants, no need for the subglottal pressure to be greater than the 
supraglottal pressure and therefore there is no conflict in aerodynamic requirements. 
For the voiced sibilants, the subglottal pressure must be greater than the oral 
pressure which must be greater than the arribient air pressure. 

The sibilant phonemes are classified by the presence, or absence, of voicing 
and the location of friction. The most common explanation for devoicing 

phonologically voiced fricatives is that simultaneous voicing and frication are 
difficult to achieve. As noted earlier, in order to maintain both voicing and frication, 

the supraglottal pressure must be lower than the subglottal pressure and the oral 

constriction must be sufficiently narrow to maintain frication (1.2.3 ). 3). To keep the 

supraglottal pressure low., the vocal cavity must increase in volume or the 

constriction must be widened. If the constriction is widened, there will be a loss of 
frication noise due to the loss of airflow pressure and this would result in the 

production of a voiced approximant such as [j]. Caroline Smith notes that 'at least 

for English, it appears that simplification of voiced fricatives into voiced 

approximants is limited to non-sibilant fricatives. There do not seem to be any 

reports in the literature of voiced sibilants being simplified into voiced 

approximants, but simplification in the forrn of a loss of voicing is quite common. 

[ 
... 

] This asymmetry suggests that speakers are simplifying voiced fricatives by 

allowing oral pressure to rise and/or subglottal pressure to fall, not by widening the 

oral constriction and allowing oral pressure to fall' (Smith 1997,472-3). The 

strength of frication is directly related to voicing and, in voiceless phonation, the 

strength of frication is increased. 

1.2.4 Conclusion 

In order for voicing to occur, subglottal pressure must always be greater 

than the supraglottal pressure. If the supraglottal pressure is greater than the 

subglottal pressure, then voicing ceases. Voicing is easily maintained when there is 

one constriction in the vocal tract at the glottis. Maintenance of voicing becomes 

more complicated when there are two constrictions along the oral tract, as is the 
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case in the sibilant fricatives. As the constriction in the oral cavity becomes 

narrower, the air pressure in the oral cavity builds up to the point that the pressure 
exerts enough force on the upper surfaces of the vocal folds to push them apart. 
There is a decrease in the airflow across the constriction and a widening of the 

glottis, which leads to devoicing. In order to maintain voicing in sibilant phonernes, 

air pressure across the glottis must be maintained bV an increase in the volume of 
the oral tract cavity and by enough airflow from the lungs to maintain transgiottal 

pressure. Changes rnade to the stiffness of the vocal folds, the %, olurne of the oral 
tract and the height of the larvnx can help to maintain voicing i. n the voiced 
fricatives. 

In order to achieve the turbulence at the point constriction or obstacle, there 

must be a high velocity of airflow and air pressure to affect the high frequency 

sound fluctuations. In the production of voiceless sibilants, there is a prii-nary 

constriction, in the oral cavity, at which the airflow is impeded. However, during 

the production of the voiced sibilants, there is more than one constriction that 

impedes the airflow. There is a necessary increase in the subgIottal air pressure, 

due to the constriction of vocal folds, in order to produce voicing, and, in turn, there 

is a decrease in the velocity at which the air flows into the vocal tract. The 

decreased velocity of airflow may be inadequate to produce the turbulence needed 

to produce the frication. The velocity of airflow needed to sustain both the 

production of voicing and of turbulence is difficult to produce. 

The ease In the articulation of voiceless sibilants in comparison to the voiced 

sibilants may be a necessary condition to affect the change from voiced sibilants to 

voiceless, but does not necessarily provoke change. Subsequent discussions on 

mergers (1.3) and dialect contact (1.4) will offer further evidence to support my 

hypothesis. 

1.3 Mergers 

Further evidence to support my hypothesis involves the issue of 

sound change through merger of phonemes. The changes that affect the sound 

system of a language are rotations, in which distinctions are maintained, splits in 

which distinctions are created and mergers, in which distinctions are eliminated. 

When addressing the issue of the sibiýants in Spanish., one must examine the issues 
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of mergers. In a merger there is a reduction of the phonemic inventory and a loss 

of information in the linguistic system as far as meaning is concerned. When 

speakers adopt a new feature and use it to communicate, change in a language 

corries about. I begin with an explanation of the general character and mechanisms 

of the mergers. I then discuss the conditions that promote the merger of phonemes 

in a language. Finally, I discuss those conditions that made the Old Spanish 

sibilants ripe for merger. 

I. '). ] The General Character and Mechanisms of M 

1.33.1.1 General Character of Mergers 

Garde's Principle: The most salient characteristic of a i-nerger is that, 

once a merger has occurred, it is irreversible by linguistic means. This is 

known as the Garde's Principle. According to Garde (1961), 'a merger 

realized in one language and unknown in another is always the result of 

an innovation in the language where it exists. Innovations can create 

mergers, but cannot reverse them. If two words have become identical 

through a phonetic change, they can never be differentiated by phonetic 

means' (Garde 1961,38-9 as cited in Labov 1995,311). A merger Is 

creversible', if ever, through contact between merging and non-merging 

dialects with high prestige attached to the non-merging dialect. When a 

child is leaming his native language, he must first learn words and their 

pronunciations in what is seemingly an arbitrary manner. If a merger of 

two phonemes into one phoneme has taken place in a language prior to 

the child's learning that language, then the child will, of course, acquire 

the one phoneme. Labov (1995,312) gives the example in English of 

the merger of /ai/ and /oi/. If these two phonemes have merged into /al/, 

then the pronunciation of the vowels in the wordsjoint, point, pint, boy, 

by and spoil will all be /ai/. If there were a reversal of this merger, it 

would mean that the child would have to unlearn the merger and learn 

the new phonemes. In other words, the child would then have to learn 

the pronunciation of the vowel /oi/ forjoint, point and boy and the 

pronunciation of the vowel /at/ for pint and by. 
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Although there is difficulty in leaming a phonemi III ic distinction that 

is not part of one's native language, Garde's Priniciple does not Imply 
that it is theoretically impossible to learn new phonemes that result from 
the reversal of a merger. However, regarding the Spanish sibilants, I am 
interested only in mergers and will not comment on this issue. For more 
information on the issue of reversals of mergers, see Wilharn Labov 
(1995). 

2. Herzog's Principle- According to Marvin Flerzog, 'i-nergers expand at 
the expense of distinctions' (Herzog 1965 as cited in Labov 1995,311-3) 

Using dialect geography, In which linguistic changes are plotted over a 
given area during a given time period, Herzog supports his principle 
through his study of mergers in Yiddish in Northern Poland. In 

Northeastern Yiddish, /i-. / merged with /I/ and /u,. / i-nerged with /u/. In 

central Poland, length was maintained and /0-/ and 1OJ merged with 

and /I/. In Southern Yiddish, A/ and /Li/ merged to /I/ and /1,. / and /u.,. / 

merged to /E/. The phonemes left were /E, 1, u. -, u/. It appeared that the 

loss of length was spreading westward and the fronting was spreading 

eastward. Herzog predicted that when the two changes intersected in the 

regions between Northeastern and Southern Yiddish, then only /I/ would 

remain. There would be a loss of length leaving /1, u/ and a merger of 

front and back vowels resulting in /i/. His prediction proved correct. 

Another example to support his principle is found in the expansion 

of the merger of /m/ and /w/ on a dialect border in Pennsylvania in the 

Eastern United States. Even in the face of a number of minimal pairs 

such as wheeb'weal, whir"wit, while/wile, which. witch, wherel"wear and 

whino, "wine, the distinction was lost in favour of /W/, first occurring 

south of the dialect border and spreading north until there was no dialect 

that maintains that distinction (Labov 1995,315). 

1.3.1.2 Mechanisms of Mergers 

The loss of phonemic contrast can be seen as transitional to the process of 

merger (Labov 1995,600). As discussed earlier in this chapter,, in neutralization 

(1.1,1.1.4), there is a loss of phonemic contrast in one syllabic position (a 
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conditioned merger), even though the contrast is maintained in other 
environments. The lack of distinction then spreads to those environments in which 
distinction is hitherto maintained. When this happens, merger is considered to be 

unconditional in the sense that the neutralization applies to all environments. The 

changes in all environments do not occur at the sarne pace and a merger, as stated, 
may begin at one environment and spread. What, then, are the means by which a 
merger is implemented and at what rate does the merger proceed? There are three 

mechanisms by which a merger can occur: 
1. Approximation- In a merger by approximation, there is -the gradual 

approximation of the phonetic targets of two phonernes until they are 

non-distinct' (Labov 1995,3321 ). In other words, two phonernes 
become more phonetically similar until there is no longer a distinction 

between the two. In relation to the other two mechanisms, merger by 

approximation may take three to four generations to complete and occurs 

as a result of internal phonological changes (Labov 1995,32-3)). An 

example of this can be seen in the merger of /or/ and /ur/ in New York 

City (Labov 1995,221). 

Transfer: In a merger by transfer, lexical items 'are gradually 

transferred from one phonemic category to another' (Labov 1995,32 1). 

A merger of this type occurs when one or more lexical fon-ns carry a 

social stigma or are seen as prestigious and occurs when there is contact 

between different speech communities. The transfer continues until there 

are no longer any words that fall into the category from which the 

transfer is occurring. Of the three mechanisms, merger by transfer is the 

slowest (Labov 1995,323). Milroy (1980), in a study of the vernacular 

of Belfast, showed that the merger of /a/ and /a/ was brought about by a 

merger of transfer on a word-by-word basis. 

3. Expansion: In a merger by expansion, the distribution of the phonetic 

realization of two distinct phonemes overlaps. The lexical constraints 

placed on the distribution of the two phonemes cease to matter and the 

new phoneme occupies the phonetic space that was once assigned to the 

two separate phonemes. In contrast to the other mechanisms, merger by 

expansion occurs in a single generation and occurs when there is contact 

between different speech communities. (Labov 1995,323). 
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For example, in a study carried out by Herold (1990 as cited in 

Labov 1995,322-3), the spontaneous speech of an eighty-one year-old 
father and his forty-one year-old son was examined for the distribution 

of /o/ and /oh/. /ohJ indicates a tense vowel and /o/ indicates a lax vowel 
(Labov 1995,322). By examining the fon-nants one and two (Fl, F2) 
(1.1.4.1.1,1.22.3.1.2) of the vowel production in certain lexical items, 
Herold was able to deten-nine the distribution of the phonemes involved. 
In the father's speech, the Fl hertz for the /o/ class words were much 
hig), her than for the /oh/ class words and the F2 hertz for the /o,, class 

words was significantly more fronted than for the /oh/ class words. 
However, for the son, there was very IJ ttle di fference in the FI and F2 

hertz output for the /o/ class words and the /oh/ words and statistically 
this indicated that the two phonemes occupied the same acoustic space. 
Herold concluded that, in a single generation, the two phonernes had 

become one through a merger of expansion. From this information, i. t 

might appear that there is a loss of capacity to distinguish meanings as a 

result of the merger. The reverse, in fact, is true. Those speakers with a 

two-phoneme system soon realize that one-phoneme speakers do not 

make the distinction. Over time and in order to avoid any 

misunderstandings, the speaker with two phonemes ceases to rely on the 

phonemic distinction between the two phonemes, even though the 

speaker may continue using the two. The speaker with two phonemes 

will most likely stop producing the distinction altogether. 

1.3.2 The Conditions that Promote the Merger of Phonemes 

Having examined the character and mechanisms of mergers, I now turn my 

attention to the conditions that promote the merger of phonemes. Why do certain 

phonemes maintain their opposition in certain speech communities while the same 

phonemes merge in other speech communities? What are the conditions within a 

particular speech community that nurture and promote the merger of particular 

phonemes in opposition? These conditions can be categorized in the following way- 

1. Functional load. This is the degree to which lexical items depend on 



certain phonological oppositions for their distinction. There are two 
types of functional load (Labov 1995,328-9)- 

a. LextCal opposition - This type of functional load examines the 

11 n 
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number of minimal pairs distinguished by only one phonological 
contrast. If a merger takes place, the fewer the i-ninti-nal pairs that 

are distinguished by one phonological contrast, the fewer 

homonyms are created and therefore the fewer instances in which 
there could be communicative confusion. For example, in 
English, a merger of /o// and /o/ create few homonyms in such 

words as cot caught and Don. Dawn. 

b. Lexic. al predictability - This type of functional load examines the 

extent to which the phonemic opposition depends on minimal 

pairs to maintain the opposition. If the opposition is maintained 

in spite of the fact that there are few minimal pairs (low lexical 

opposition), then the lexical predictability is high. An example 

of this is seen in the contrast of /0/ and 161 in English in words 

such as thylthigh and niouth (noun)lmouth (verb). The feature 

that maintains the opposition, voice, is highly functional in other 

oppositions (/v/ - /f/, /z/ - /s/) and this serves to integrate the 

phonemes /0/ and /, )/ into the phonological system. 

2. The number_of distinctions already made along a particular phonetic 

dimension: Used in explanations involving chain shifting as well as 

merger (Martinet 1955 as cited in Labov 1995,328), this condition 

involves the idea that there are certain areas within the oral and nasal 

tract that are involved in the realization of certain phonemes. There is 

only a certain number of stable oppositions that are possible within a 

given area or dimension. For example, the maximum number of tongue 

height levels that can be maintained in stable opposition is four (The 

International Phonetic Association 1999,12). If there is a number of 

stable oppositions in a certain dimension, any sound change might result 

in a merger in order to maintain stability. 

3. The number of ohonetic features on which the opposition deWnds- The 

more phonetic features an opposition depends on, the more stable the 

opposition. If an opposition depends on one phonetic distinction, the 

(2 77-2mL) 



opposition is likeby to be unstable. This of course does not mean that 
the opposition Nvill be so unstable as to mer-ge. Examples of phonemes 
that depend on one phonetic distinction include Spanish /p/: /b, ', A,: /d/ 

and /k/: I"g/. 
4. The discnminabiliq- of the phonetic feature on which the opposition 
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depgnds- This condition depends on the effectiveness of certain features 

in maintaining a phonemic contrast -w-hich depends on that particular 
feature for its opposition. For example, it has been argued that the 
feature of length is weak and any opposition depending on that feature 

will be inherently unstable (Chen & Wang 1975 as cited in Labov 1995, 

T)9) and therefore, susceptible to merger. 
5. Limitations in the range of movements that would avoid merger- The 

concept of phonological space is important in this condition. 
Phonolo ical space can be defined by phonological features such as 91 
[high], (low], [fronti, (back], [oral] and (nasal] or by the acoustic 
dimensions of the shape and internal structure of the vocal tract. For 

example, the phonological space occupied by the vowels in a 

phonological system can be represented by a triangle. The dimensions 

of this triangle are limited by the acoustic production 

of the vowels. This triangle is considered to be the phonological space 

for the vowels. When sound changes occur, phonemic oppositions, 

particularly for vowels, are susceptible to merger when the acoustic and 

articulatory space they occupy has reached its limits (is 'full') for 

oppositions and a move to another space is not characteristic of the 

language. The merger of /or+/ and /ur+/ has come about because back 

rounded vowels do not move forward before central inglide (Labov 

1995,329). 

1.33.3 The Conditions that Made the Old Spanish Sibilants RiK for Merger 

Having examined the conditions that promote merger, I now concentrate on 

those conditions that have affected the merger of the Old Spanish sibilants. The 

conditions that affected the merger are functional load, the number of phonetic 



tI eatures on which the opposition depends and the dscrlmlnablllt-y of the phonetic 
feature on which the opposition depends. 

1. Functional load- In the case of Spanish, 'the functional yield of the 

voiced-voiceless opposition in the sibilant system was not great and its 
abandonment led to no real confusion in actual discourse' (Lantolf 
1974 as cited in Lloyd 1987,272). Therefore, there is low resistance to 

change. This allows for change but does not mean that it ývlll 

necessarily occur. 'rhe lexical opposition was low. Although one 

cannot be absolutely sure because one does not have any first hand 

knowledge of everyday speech, the number of hornonyms created in 
the merger of the sibdants was probably verv low in Old Spanish. 

Examples of minimal pairs are (Lloyd 1987,267)- 

/s/ pos. vo 'push' osso 'beaf cosso 'running [sic]' 'course' 

(Corominas & Pascual 1980-91, s. v. CORRER). 

/z/ poso A stop' avo 'I dare' coso ýý I sew' 

/t'/ fii, ýes 'bundle of sticks' fioýes 'sickles' de-(Ir 'to part, separate, 
descend' 

/d'/ fazes 'you do' fiozes 'throat' dezir 'to sayý 

pux. ar 'to push' coxo 'Jame' fixo 'fixed' 

pz#ar 'to bid up the price' cojo 'I collect' fiýo 'son' 
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Most of the known minimal pairs belong to different semantic classes 

and would not therefore appear in the same semantic context (covo, 

cQio). Furthermore, those that belong to the same semantic class are so 

different in meaning that it is unlikely that there will be confusion, in 

context, between the words of the minimal pair (fo(es, fo-7es). 

2. The number of phonetic features on which the opposition depends- As 

stated earlier , if an opposition depends on one phonetic distinction, the 

opposition is likely to be unstable, although there may be other facts to 

maintain stability such as lexical predictability (1.3.2). In the case of the 

Old Spanish sibilants, the lexical predictability was low and the voice 

feature was the only feature that distinguished the opposing phonemes. 

Therefore, the voice opposition might be considered unstable. 



3. The discriminability of the phonetic feature on which the opposition 
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depends: As stated earlier, this condition depends on the effectiveness 
of certain features in maintaining a phonemic contrast which depends on 
that particular feature for its opposition. The distinction in the Old 
Spanish sibilants was in the opposition of the voice feature. I would 
argue that, after investigating the acoustic issue of voicing in the 
sibilants, it is difficult to maintain voicing in sibilants and, in 
strengthening the frication, voicing is weakened. The acoustic qualities 
of the sibilants may be necessary to effect a merger but the),,,, are not, in 
themselves, a sufficient reason. 

1.. ' 3.4 Conclusion 

The conditions that promoted the merger of the Old Spanish sibilants are 

low functional load, the number of phonetic features on which the opposition 
depends and the discrii-ninability of the phonetic feature on which the opposition 
depends. However, these conditions, motivated from within the lexical and 

phonological systems, cannot be entirely isolated from the external social influences 

that act to diffuse sound change throughout the speech community. A language is, 

after all, but one vehicle by which individuals communicate. When an individual 

uses a new and innovative form which is adopted by other speakers, 'it Is not the act 

of innovation that changes the language, but the act of influence. Thus the change 

and the first diffusion of change occur at the same time' (Labov 1995,311). With 

this in mind,, I turn to the issue of linguistic diffusion and dialect contact. 

1.4 Dialect Contact, Mixing, Diffusion and Social Structures 

Having examined language universals that apply to the sibilants and the 

internal phonological motivation for sound change (acoustics of the sibilants and 

conditions of merger), I now turn to issues of dialect contact and mixing and social 

structures. Although I have not closely studied the sibilants of other languages and, 

therefore, cannot comment on the specific conditions promoting merger in those 

languages, the language-intemal motivations for devoicing, as seen in the areas of 

language universals, acoustics and mergers, are applicable , in theory, to all 
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languages in which [+voice] s1b1lants and [-voice] sIbIlants occur. However, 
these language internal motivations do not explain the actuation problem. What had 

occurred in the history of the Spanish language that brought about such a dramatic 

merger of the sibilant phonemes? Why did this happen when it did and not earlier 
or,, indeed, later? Why did the Spanish sibilants devoice and merge while the 

sibilants of other Romance languages did not? The answers lie in the unique history 

of dialect mixing and contact and the social structures of Spain. In this section I 

give a detailed account of dialect contact and social structures applicable to the 
history of the Spanish language. 

1.4.1 Dialect Contact and Mixin 

What effects can dialect contact and mixing have on sound change and the 
diffusion of that change into the language and speech community? In the process of 
dialect mixing and formation of new dialects, koineization has a key role. 
Koineization (Tuten 1998,64) is the process in which there is a massive interaction 
between speakers of language varieties, which are mutually intelligible or 

genetically-related, which is a result of an influx of people into a certain area at 

roughly the same time and which is accompanied by a weakening in the social 

network. With this increase in the interaction amongst speakers of various, 

mutually intelligible dialects, there is mutual borrowing, levelling and suppression 

of localisms amongst the dialects that are in contact and a decrease in the 

maintenance of linguistic distinctions. In certain situations where there is a great 

deal of lingWstic variation, koineization is the reduction of available forms,. 

levelling of marked speech forms and simplification of irregular forms. In this 

koineization process,, the sound changes and their diffusion can be brought about 

through accommodation, transplantation, levelling, simplification, reallocation and 

lexical and geographical diffusion. 

1. Accommodation: Much of the linguistic change that occurs during 

language contact is first initiated by individuals who speak dialects that 

are, to some degree, mutually intelligible. Speakers Will modify their 

speech in the presence of those that speak a varying dialect. In 

accommodation, a speaker can adapt his features to that of the listener in 

order to gain the listener's approval and thus reduce any dissimilarity 

between the two. A speaker can retain or emphasise his accent if he 
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linguistic changes are not necessarily due to a need for comprehension. 
Trudgill (1986) sees accommodation in terms of short-term 
accommodation and long-term accommodation. Accommodation can 
occur between accents that vary both regionally and socially and can 
have a long-term or short-term effect. 

a: Short-term accommodation- In short-term accommodation, 
alterations in accent and/or vocabulary take place In different 

speakers, different situations or different relationships in the 
same community. In Coupland's study of linguistic 

accommodation (Coupland 1984 as cited in Trudgill 1986,4), 

a female travel agent adjusted her speech (accommodated to 
her Welsh customers) according to their social class. The three 

variables used were- 
Standard variable versus Non-standard variable 

/h/ versus 0 in houýe, hammer 

versus [0] In better, city 

versus /n/ in walking, waiting 

The less often the client used the non-standard variable, the less 

often the travel agent used the non-standard variable. The more 

often the client used the non-standard variable,, the more often 

the travel agent used the non-standard variable. 
b. Long-term accommodation. In long-term accommodation, 

speakers accommodate to other speakers from regionally 
different areas, which can be different from that within the 

same community. It is in long-terrn accommodation that one 

may well see the adoption of totally new features of 

pronunciation. Accommodation may involve the influence and 

change of core syntax and phonology, not just the adoption or 

imitation of individual words or idioms. In an dnalysis of 

pronunciation of British singers, from the late 1950s to the 

1970s, Trudgill (1983) noted that the British pop singers 

used American English pronunciatiom The use of some of the 

salient features of American English pronunciation was 



considered to be widespread and normal. Examples of some of 
the features of American English that are most prominent 
according to speakers of British English include: 

a). the pronunciation of /r/ in such words as girl, bird, 

more. 
b). the pronunciation of words like body, top with an 

unrounded [a] instead of the British [D]. 

C). the pronunciation of intervocalic /t/ as a voiced 
alveolar flap [r] instead of [t] or [7]. 

2. Levelling: In the process of dialect mixing and formation of new 
dialects, levelling involves the loss of marked variants that are 

considered unusual or in a minority in a language. In levelling, 

speakers, in face-to-face contact, avoid using certain features that 

represent the differences between the two varieties being spoken and 
favour the simpler or simplest of the competing variants. Examples of 
levelling include the disappearance of the diphthongal realizations 

of /y:,, 1: 1) W., u: / in a new Hoyanger dialect in Norway and the 

levelling out of linguistically and socially marked forrns, such as 
honorifics, in Fiji Hindu. Results of koineization can be seen in 

Mauritius Bhojpuri which contains mainly forms from the central 
dialect and a number of other forms from other dialects. In Mauritius 

Bhojpuri, the remaining forms have been levelled down to one and 

simplification has occurred in case endings (which disappear), 

adjectival gender agreement With nouns (no longer possible) and the 

loss of feminine verb endings (except in past-tense second-person 

singular) (Trudgill 1986,109)ý 

Certain cases of levelling, in subsequent generations, become the 
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established pattern in the speech community. Levelling is very frequent 

in the history of the Spanish language. Modem Spanish phonology and 

morphology is simpler than those of most varieties of Romance. 

Examples include: 



1.4.1.1 Table: Phonological and Morphological Examples 

SDanish French 
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Number of 
vowels 

/a, e, i. o, u/ /i, y, e, o, 
F-, ae, a, o,, 3, 
3, U/ 

A, -1, e, "e, 6, a, o, u, 
0ý' 0, U15 U, U-/ 

Possessive Mi(s), tu(s), Mon, ma, o(s) meu(s), a(s) 
adjectives su(s)!, mes, ton, ta, minha(s), o(s) teu(s), 

nuestro/a(s), tes, son, sa, a(s) tua(s), o(s) 
vuestro/a(s) ses, notre, seu(s), a(s) sua(s), 

nos,. votre, o/a(s) nosso/a(s), 
vos,. leur(s) do(s) senhor(es), 

da(s) senhora(s), 
dele(s), dela(s), de 
voces I 

The fact that Modem Spanish phonology and morphology is 

arguably simpler than other Romance languages is due to repeated 
dialect mixing that started at the Christian Reconquest of the 

Peninsula. Examples of levelling can be seen in the reduction of 

the number of Old Spanish sibilants, the subsequent /h/ -dropping and 

the merger of /b/ and /p/. Morphologically speaking, there is a levelling 

process going on in the verb classes from Latin (4 verb classes) to 

Spanish (3 verb classes). Also, irregularity in verb forms has been 

reduced. Syntactically, Spanish inherited, from Vulgar Latin, the 

system of compound perfect forms (With the auxiliaries HABERE and 

ESSE). Later, during the Late Medieval/Early Modem period, the 

system simplified in favour of haber. 

Simplification: In the process of dialect mixing and formation of new 

dialects,, simplification involves an increase in morphophonemic 

regularity and an increase in morphological and lexical transparency 

(i. e., tooth-doctor is more transparent than dentist). There is a 

reduction of the varieties spoken by the speech community. 

'Simplification affects the grammar; it does not lead to an overall 

reduction in the lexicon, which is affected by mixing with selection or 

reallocation, unless the need for certain lexical items also disappears 

in the new koineizing environment. Simplification is the result of 

incomplete learning by adults and children and this incomplete 

learning results from the lack of consistent enforcement of linguistic 



norms [ ... 
]' (Tuten 1998,36). An example of simplification can be 

seen in the regularization of gender marking in the plural system of 
the new Hoyanger dialect. The plural marker for all masculine nouns 
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is -ar (as opposed to most other Norwegian dialects which have --ar 
and --er) and the plural marker for all feminine nouns is --er (as 

opposed to most other Norwegian dialects which have -er and 

-ar). Other examples include the adoption, in the Hoyanger dialect, of 
the threefold diphthong system of vowel of the neighbouring Sogn 
dialects, as opposed to the fourfold system used in standard Norwegian 

and the loss of gender, number and case agreement in the noun phrase in 
Trinidad Hindi and the regularization of many irregular Hindi verbs 
(Trudgill 1986,102-07). 

The 'successful' feature or features may even be contributed to the 

mix and adopted by a minority in the speech community. It is Ralph 

Penny's assertion that 'the variety which we know as standard Spanish 

has merged from a series of dialect mixtures, and has undergone 

repeated new-dialect formation or koineization, beginning at least as 

early as the ninth century [... 1. In that century we see the beginnings of 

the Castilian Reconquest of the central Spain, in the resettlement of the 

Burgos area, a process which brought in speakers of a number of 
Romance varieties from regions such as Cantabna,, immediately to the 

north' (Penny 2000,49). In the eleventh century, Toledo was re- 

established as the capital, involving the mixture of dialects from Old 

Castile,, Leon, areas where Mozarabic was spoken and other parts of the 

Peninsula. The new dialect that formed because of this mixture became 

the basis of the thirteenth century Alfonsine standard. Dialect mixing 

occurred in Seville in the mid-thirteenth century, following the 

Reconquest, when a large number of people migrated to Andalusia. 

Peninsular varieties that were not a part of the mix (i. e., varieties spoken 

in Asturias and Cantabria, regions that had received little or no 

immigration during this period) are more complex than Castilian in a 

variety of ways. For example, speech varieties, in Asturias (on the coast 

at Cabo de Peftas and in the mountains in the central-southem region) 

and in-the Pasiego varieties of central-southern Cantabria and in western 
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Cantabria, have a system of five unstressed final vowels (Penny 2000, 

100) and Castilian has three. In the rural speech of central and eastern 
Asturias, there is the use of separate morphemes, /-u/ and /-o/, to 

represent countable concepts and mass concepts (Penny 2000,84). This 
does not exist in Castilian. 

4. Reallocation: Dialect mixing can occur when a city expands its borders 

to accommodate surrounding rural areas. The mixing of urban dialects 

and rural dialects occurs when people of rural origin migrate into the 

urban areas. In reallocation, certain regional variants, if they survive, 

may acquire new social. ) stylistic and areal functions so that they no 
longer compete with variants of the other contributing varieties. In other 

words, these forms are assigned or allocated a new function. Trudgill 

(1974) points to his study of urban dialect in Norwich. An example of 

reallocation can be seen in the status of vowel /tt. -/. Using the example 

of the word room, Trudgill notes that /rtt: m/ was originally a north 

Norfolk form, /ru: m/ was a west Norfolk form and /rum/ was a south 

Norfolk and Suffolk forrn. However , in the new urban dialect of 

Norwich, these forms have been reallocated as follows (Trudgill 1986, 

118): 

/rti: m/ - is considered to be a low-status, lower-working-class 

variant 
/ru: m/ - is considered to be of high status 

/rum/ - is considered to be of lower-middle/upper-working-class 

status 

1.4.2 GeogTaphical Diffusion 

How are these linguistic features of sound change spread and transmitted 

across geographical areas? On a micro level, change is transmitted on the level of 

the individual. In face-to-face contact, speakers accommodate each other by 

adopting some of the features of the other speaker's speech and thus reducing 

dissimilarities between themý. Diffusion is said to have taken place when speakers 

employ the new feature when not in the presence of speakers that had originally 

employed the new feature in their dialect. For example, when a British couple living 

in the United States uses American English pronunciation when no Americans are 
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present, then diffusion is successful (Trudgill 1986,40). On a macro leveL the 
changes diffuse (spread) geographically, according to the population sizes of the 
speech communities involved in the change and according to the distances between 

centres of change. There are social and geographical pressures that dictate the 
diffusion of a linguistic innovation or sound change. The innovations often spread 
from one urban centre to another and then spread to rural centres. This is partly due 
to the cultural and economic dominance of urban centres over rural centres and to 
the network of communication (Trudgill 1985,170-72). Innovation will spread 
from one urban centre to another, 'skipping over' a rural centre that may be closer 
to the urban centre in which the innovation began. According to Alonso (1967, 

162,204), yeismo probably has its geographical origins in Andalusia beginning 

around the eighteenth century. Although learned people in Madrid felt that the 

pronunciation of the IXI as distinct from the /J / was the more 'correct' or 'genuine' 

pronunciation, the maintenance of the distinction was seen as regional (Alonso 

1967,160). While the distintion between /X/ and Ij / was maintained in some 

villages in Murcia, Castile, Salamanca and Asturias, urban speakers were not 

maintaining the distinction and the result of the merger of /X/ and /j / was /J 

Innovation can also spread from one language to another, seen in the 

example of the spread of the uvular r [R] in Europe (Trudgill 1986). It is thought 

that the majority of the European languages up to the sixteenth century used the flap 

or trill /r/. In the seventeenth century, it became fashionable to pronounce the <r> 

as [R]. Over the last three hundred years, this pronunciation0f [R] is now taught to 

speakers of French, German, Dutch, Danish, Swedish and some types of 

Norwegian. There are social barriers that might inhibit the spread of innovation 

(such as class, age, race, religion) and there might be a physical, geographical 

barrier (such as a river or a mountain range) that would inhibit the spread. 

1.4.3 Lexical Diffusion 

In the lexical diffusion of a sound change, sound change begins in certain 

words and then gradually spreads to other phonologically similar words and 

diffuses over time. In somelcases, the process stops, leaving some eligible words 

unaffected. In other cases, the process carries on until all eligible words are 

affected. This theory is contrary to the Neogrammarian view that sound change is 
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words. 
The implementation of sound change from the internalised grammar of an 

individual, through that individual's own speech and then throughout the speech 
community as a whole can be executed in one of the following ways (McMahon 
1994,49): 

a. phonetically gradual and lexically abrupt 
b. phonetically gradual and lexically gradual 
c. phonetically abrupt and lexically abrupt 
d. phonetically abrupt and lexically gradual 

It is now generally believed (see studies by Chen 1977, Chen & Hsieh 1971, Chen 
& Wang 1975 and Wang 1969,1977) that sound change is phonetically abrupt and 
lexically gradual. It is phonetically abrupt in the sense that, contrary to the 
Neogrammarian view that states that sound change occurs in imperceptible phonetic 

increments,, sound change is phonetically perceptible and in any particular 

utterance, one perceives either phoneme A or phoneme B and not something in 
between the two. It is lexically gradual in the sense that the sound change first 

affects a small number of morphemes, contrary to the Neogrammarian view that 

states that sound change affects all involved lexical items all at the same time. 

During this gradual spread through the lexicon, there is a period in which 

morphemes can have two possible pronunciations. For example, the English word 
hat may be pronounced with or without the [h], and the word suit may be 

pronounced with a glide, [Siu--t] versus [su-. t]. 

As more speakers employ the sound change in their lexicon, the change may 

or may not spread to other morphemes. Evidence of this is seen in residual fonns in 

which traces of intermediate steps in sound change can be seen. The following are 

explanations for these residual forms (McMahon 1994,54-5): 

1. Some sound changes, although employed by the majority of the speakers 

in a speech community, may yet come to completion. Only time will tell 

if certain exceptional forms will indeed become regularized. 

2. The diffusing sound change has somehow lost momentum and does not 

affect the remaining (residual) forms. For example, in Middle English 

there was a change in which the long vowels of words with three or 

more syllables were shortened. Examples include divineldivinity and 
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serenelserenity. However, this sound change, which did not affect the 

words obeselobesity, is said to have stopped centuries ago. 
3. Some sound changes seem to have reversed themselves. For example, in 

Stockholm Swedish (see Chen & Wang 1975 as cited in McMahon 

1994,54), the sound change, final [d] deletion,, was spreading through 

the lexicon and affects such words as ved 'wood' and blad 'leaf. 

However, due to the fact that these words are spelled with a final <d> 

and to the increase in literacy in Sweden, an epenthesIs rule for final [d] 

has spread through the lexicon. 

4. In a prolonged period of diffusion, different sound changes may overlap, 

resulting in distinct phonemes in the same phonological contexts. For 

example, the Modem Peking dialect has either [ai] or [a] in identical 

phonetic contexts. This is due to the fact that chang II es in Middle 

Chinese, namely the offgllde dropping of [ail > [a] and the low vowel 

fronting of [at] > [w] (> (ail), competed for the phonetic context that 

applied to the [ail vowels. The following are examples of this (Chen & 

Hsieh 1971 as cited in McMahon 1994,, 55): 

Middle Chinese 

Wai 

Wai 

Middle Chinese 

ts'ai 

ts'ai 

Peking Dialect 

p'ai C signboard' 

pa 'to cease' 

Peking Dialect 

tý'ai 'hairpin' 

ts'a 'to cross' 

What facilitates and promotes sound change within a language and its 

diffusion within the lexicon and across geographical areas? This question leads me 

to the issue of social structures. 

1.4.4 Social Structures 

In order to study the unique social structures of Spanish society during the 

period of the change and merger of the Spanish sibilants, I believe that Milroy's 

(1992) socially-based modeFof language change is appropriate and rely largely on 

it. Central to the theory proposed by Milroy is the idea that relationships between 

individuals and groups is central to the adoption or rejection of innovation and its 
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governed by three principles (Milroy 1992,5-13)- 
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Principle 1: 'As language use (outside of literary modes and laboratory 

experiments) cannot take place except in social and situational contexts and, 

when observed, is always observed in these contexts, our analysis - if it is to 
be adequate - must take account of society, situation and the 

speaker/listener' (Milroy 1992,6). It is impossible, therefore, to observe a 
language outside the context of society, since, according to Milroy, we 

cannot observe language directly but rather we observe people talking. 

Principle_2-. 'A full description of the structure of a variety (whether it is 

standard' English, or a dialect, or a style or register) can only be 

successfully made if quite substantial decisions, or judgements, of a social 
kind are taken into account in the description' (Milroy 1992,6). Milroy is 

describing the norms of a variety that are socially agreed upon within a 

speaker community. These norms will differ from one community to the 

next and the adoption of the norms comes about as a consensus, amongst the 

speakers of a certain community, to adopt those particular norms. That 

which is seen as the non-n for one speech community can be seen as 

unacceptable for another, Note that the [past tense + just/already] in 

sentences such as 'She ate it already' or 'She just ate it' are not the norm for 

most British speakers, who would use the perfect construction 'She has 

eaten it already' or 'She has just eaten it'. However, in American, Irish and 

Scottish English, the [past tense + just/already] is frequently used. 

Principle I 'In order to account for differential patterns of change at 

particular times and places, we need first to take account of those factors 

that tend to maintain language states and resist change' (Milroy 1992,10). 

Since some languages change at a given period in time and others do not and 

since some communities resist change while others do not, 

it is important to study the social factors, events and structures that have 

brought about the stability (or lack thereof) within a language community 

that resists (or does not resist) change. 
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With these three principles in mind, I look at the innovators and adopters of sound 
change(s) in a speech community and weak social ties and changes in the 
composition of the speech community. 

1 Innovators and Adopters 

Innovation originates with the speaker and may or may not spread through 
the system and speech community when speakers socially interact with each other. 
If the innovation is unsuccessful (did not bring about a change in the linguistic 

system), one must look at the conditions under which the community of speakers 

resisted the innovation. If the innovation is successful, change in the linguistic 

system occurs and one must look at the conditions under which the community of 

speakers were opened to and welcomed the innovation. Early theories propose that 

the innovators of linguistic change come from either the lowest social classes, who 

are considered to be uncultured, uneducated and careless in speaking (Whitney 

1904) or from the highest social classes, who are considered to be highly educated 

and intelligent and in whom sound change is seen as an increase in the efficiency of 

speech (Tarde 1873). However, Labov (1963,1966), in his studies of speech in 
Martha's Vineyard and in New York City, and Kroch (1978) both found neither to 

be the case and that sound change usually started within the upper working class or 

lower middle classes. These are the groups that will advance and spread the 

ongoing change most strongly. 

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971 as cited in Milroy 1992,181-5) conducted 

studies of 1500 cases of innovation in various areas, including agricultural, 

educational and technological methods. Emerging from this study is the idea of 

innovator and early adopter. Characteristics of the innovators are the following: 

1. He/she has weak social ties in more than one group and 
forms a bridge between groups. 

2. Within the close-ties group, he/she is seen as a marginal 

individual. 

3. He/she is perceived as non-conformist to the point of deviant. 

Characteristics of the early adopters within groups are the following: 

1. He/she is central to and conforms with the group and its norms. 



2. Once the innovation reaches hIm/her (through perhaps the 
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innovator or a person seen as marginal within the group), 
the adopter must believe that the adoption of the innovation 

will benefit him/her or the group. He/she is central to the 
spread of innovation in the group as a whole. 

I Once the innovation is established in the group, it may diffuse to 
other groups. 

The main concern in a study of innovators and early adopters is not in describing 

personality characteristics of individuals but rather in identifying the kinds of 
relationships between people and in detennining the conditions under which 
innovation is accepted or rejected. In a norm-confon-ning group, resistance to 

change is high and, therefore, the links, through which any innovation is to be 

transmitted to the central members of a group, must be numerous and weak if the 

innovation is to penetrate the norm-conforming group. Once the innovation is 
adopted by persons in the group who are not considered to be peripheral to the 

group, central members of the group will be more likely to adopt an innovation 

since the innovation is no longer seen as deviant behaviour. 

1.4.4.2 Weak Social Ties 

According to social network theory (Milroy & Milroy 1985), each 

individual occupies a position in a social network, which is the sum of all contacts 

that he/she has, be they contacts with friends, family, employers, acquaintances or 

one-off contact with a stranger. Social networks can be evaluated on scales of 
density and multiplexity. A dense network is one in which, in a conversation 

between individuals,, any third party mentioned in conversation by the speaker is 

likely to be known by the hearer. A multiplex network is one in which many 

individuals within the network are known to each other in a variety of social 

settings (i. e., the individuals work together, go to the same church and socialize 

together). Applying a strength score to each social network, the higher the score, the 

more likely an individual is going to be integrated into his/her community 

(McMahon 1994,246-7). The more integrated and central an individual is to the 

close-knit networks, the more likely he/she will conform to the norm within the 

speech community because such a close-knit group reinforces its own traditional 
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The relationships of individuals with others in the community are characterized by 
strong social ties that are high on the density and multiplexity scales. 

The spread of innovation is related to the weak social ties that exist between 
people of the speech community. It is not dependent on the social or economic 
status or prestige of a speaker or speakers. It depends on the relationships of the 

individual. When social ties between individuals are weak and numerous (i. e., the 

strength scores applied to the social network of individuals are lower compared to a 
higher score of individuals with denser,, more multiplex relationships), innovation is 
most likely to spread throughout the speech community. In fact, the stronger the 

social ties amongst members (i. e., the denser, more multiplex the social network of 

a community), the less open a community is to innovation. Moreover, the adopters 

of an innovation must want to identify in some way and for some reason with the 
donors of the innovation and must believe that the benefits received by the adoption 

will outweigh the effort expended in that adoption. In a study by Trudgill (Trudgi II 

19861.54ff as cited in Milroy 1992,18 1) the merger, in London, of /o, 0/ (as in 

brother, thin) with /v, f/ can be seen in the speech of teenagers in Norwich. 

Trudgill credits the numerous weak ties between tourists and football supporters as 

central to the spread of the innovation that started in London. Furthen-nore, the 

teenagers of Norwich identify with and express solidarity with those of London. 

In a study involving English and Icelandic (Milroy & Milroy 1985),. it is 

shown that speech communities resistant to innovation have close-knit social 

networks (even when those networks are maintained over long distances) and those 

speech communities that are open to innovation are characterized by weak-knit 

social networks. In Iceland, where the maintenance of strong-tie relationships is 

highly valued, speech communities are characterized as having close-knit social 

networks and this is evident in that Icelandic has not split into divergent dialects. 

On the other hand,, there has been the development of weak social ties in speech 

communities in which English is spoken and these speech communities are more 

likely to be open to innovation. Evidence of this is seen in that English has 

diverged into various and radically different dialects. Trudgill (1983 as cited in 

Milroy 1992,197) studied the widespread use of uvular -r /R/ in northwest 

European languages and the Balkan languages, focusing on the urban centres that 

share this feature. The AR-1 was diflused from one urban centre to another, initially 



disregarding the rural areas between these urban centres. 
In studying the Romance languages of the Iberian Peninsula, one can note 

the following developments in light of weak and strong social ties: 
a. The North: This area (Galicia, Asturias, Santander, Huesca but 

omitting the Basque country and Northern Catalonia) is 
described as being a close-knit community (Penny 1987,12). 
There has never been any great influx of peoples typical of the 

areas further south. The speech community is characterized by 

close social and familial ties. This area is less likely to be open 
to linguistic innovations. Examples of resistance can be 

seen in that in rural Asturias and Santander where there is a 

system of four or five final vowels as compared to the standard 
Castilian three. 

b. Portuguese, Castilian, Catalan: As people with these dialects 

emigrated from the north to the south into newly conquered 
Moorish territory, they formed communities dominated by 

weak social ties and less social stability than in the areas from 

which they came. Therefore, in areas of dialect-mixing and 

weak social ties, one would predict innovations to occur. 
This is exactly what happened. Examples of such 
innovation include seseo and yeismo, and the loss of 

contrast between vosotros and ustedes as 2nd -person pronouns. 

1.4.4.3 Changes in the Composition of the Speech Conu-nunily 

In the doctrine of first effective settlement by Zelinsky (Zelinsky 1992 as 

cited in Labov 2001,503-4) it is the original settlers of a community that have the 
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most influence on the cultural patterns of that community. Evidence of this is seen 
in large urban cities like Chicago, Philadelphia and New York (composed mostly of 

nineteenth-century immigrants) in which the influx of ethnic groups had little 

influence on the local dialect. It is only when the new, incoming groups grossly 

outnumber the existing population of an area that linguistic influence from the 

incoming groups is evident. The merger of /o/ and /oh/ in Eastern Pennsylvania is 

arguably a result of the linguistic influence yielded by the huge number of Slavic 
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immigrants that arrived in the coal-mining towns in the early twentieth century 
(Labov 2001,504). Once the second generation of immigrants arrive, they will 
identify the established linguistic forms as those associated with those groups that 
have the most local rights and privileges. They also perceive those same salient 
linguistic features within members of their own group. As these new immigrants 
become incorporated into the speech community, the exposure to these outliers 
increases. Change will continue to spread until the incoming group has gained local 

privileges and no longer associates the variables with local prestige and privilege. 
Another important change in the speech community is seen in the change of 

social status of its members within the community. High rates of social mobility 

are correlated with the development and spread of linguistic change. Evidence of 
this can possibly be seen in that social mobility is very characteristic of society in 
North America, where there is a rapid development of dialects as compared to 

Europe in which the dialects are relatively stable (Labov 2001,509). In a society of 
high social mobility, there is a great deal of interaction between members of 
different social classes. As the changes that originate in the lower working classes 
begin to spread to the upper classes, the new forms caused by linguistic change 

begin to replace the normative forms. The linguistic change will advance and 

become generalized until it is the norm. 

1.4.5 An Account of Dialect Contact and Social Structures Applicable to the 

1-fistoly of the Spanish Langgage 

As has been shown, there is a causal link between social change and 

linguistic change. I investigate and review the social and demographic history of the 

Iberian Peninsula from the eleventh to the fifteenth centuries and show that a series 

of linguistic levellings and simplifications in medieval Spanish can be best 

explained by dialect mixing/contact and changes in social structures. Information 

regarding the political and demographic history of the reconquest and repopulation 

of the Iberian Peninsula by the Crowns of Castile and Leon is drawn from Elcock 

(1960), Gonzalez Jimenez (1975), Hillgarth (1976,1978), Jackson (1972), MacKay 

(1977), Tuten (1998), Vicens Vives (1971) and Sanz Agaero (1978). 
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1.4.5.1 Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries 

Two sons of Fernando I of Castile (103 5-65) and Leon (103 7-65) inherited 
his kingdom. Sancho 11 (1065-72) became king of Castile and Alfonso VI ( 1065- 
1109) became king of Leon. Each wanted both kingdoms and fighting between the 
two brothers began. Between 1065 and 1072, Alfonso VI was defeated twice by 
Sancho H, whose armies were under the command of Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar (the 
Cid). In 1072, Sancho 11 was murdered and Alfonso VI claimed the Castilian 

throne, thus uniting the kingdoms of Castile and Le6n. 

In 1085,. Toledo became capital of Castile and Le6n during the reign of 
Alfonso VI. The Muslim leaders looked to the Almoravids (a Berber tribe) for help. 

The Almoravids tried unsuccessfully to retake Toledo and were defeated. However, 

the Almohads (in 1146 A. D. ) overran Southern Spain and stemmed the Christian 

advance until the mid-thirteenth century (Elcock 1960,399). The Reconquest saw a 

new phase of rapid expansion southward towards Toledo. Those choosing to remain 
in the reconquered kingdom included a large number of Mozarabs, Moslems and 

Jews. New arrivals in the Kingdom of Toledo (including towns such as 

Guadalajara, Madrid and Talavera) saw a significant number of Christians from 

Galicia, Asturias, Leon, Castile, Navarra, Aragon, Catalufia and France. Cities 

south of the Duero River (Cuellar, Iscar, Olmedo, Medina, Coca, and Sepulveda) 

f and others such as Salamanca 
, 
Avila, Segovia and Soria were repopulated by new 

settlers from Galicia,, Asturias, Leon, Santander, Castile, La Rioja, Aragon and 

Gascony. Toledo experienced a population mix that was different from other parts 

of Castile or Leon. There was an increased urbanization which served as the basis 

for the development of widespread network of weak social ties (1.4.4.2 and Tuten 

19981,109-13). 'A significant feature of the Toledo Phase rekoineization is its 

occurrence in many cities at once, and its contribution to the spread of Castilian. 

This spread,, in turn,, helped to accentuate the effects of koineization' (Tuten 1998, 

163). See section 1.4.1 for the definition of koineization. During the rapid 

expansion, an influx of civilian settlers as well as a constant influx of military 

personnel people came into Toledo from all over the Peninsula. There was a 

repopulation during the twelfth century of the areas in the east (La Alcarria), the 

south (La Mancha) and southwest (Le. onese Extremadura) and the interior regions 
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of the north. In this repopulation, cities became 'demographically heterogeneous 
bases for the development of a widespread network of social ties, along which 
changes initiated in one area could spread to others' (Tuten 1998,113) since 

geographical diffusion (1.4.2) of innovations tend to spread from one urban centre 
to another. 

In an effort to gain a military foothold and to secure the region of 
Extremadura, new urban centres were established in Salamanca, Avila, Segovia and 
Soria, which became centres of administration with control over towns in the 

surrounding area. Segovia was settled by people from Galicia, Asturias, Santander, 

Le6n, Castile, La Rioja, Aragon and Gascony. Avila was repopulated by Mozarabs, 

Aragonese, Jews, Mudejars and Burgundians. Salamanca was repopulated by 

Mozarabs, Castilians from Burgos, Leonese, Galicians, Portuguese, Gallo-Romance 

speakers, Mudejars and Jews. Castilian were the main settlers to Soria (Tuten 1998, 

110). 

Bishko (Bishko 1975 as seen in Tuten 1998,107-9) gives the following 

reasons for the increase in the intensity of the Reconquest. 

1. Because of a rise in population, the Iberian kingdoms were able to 

produce more commodities, send more troops to battle and hold 

reconquered areas by repopulation. 

2. The Moors were weakened by the breakup of their territory into taifas 

or factions. Then, in 1085, Alfonso VI, king of Leon and Castile, then 

recaptured Toledo., symbolic of Christian power since it had once been 

the Visgothic capital. 

3. The Crusades attracted many Christians firom around Europe to come 

to the Iberian Peninsula to fight against the Moors. With this influx of 

people came many people of Gallic origin who spoke Gallo-Romance. 

During the twelfth century, the Cluniac archbishop Raymond (1124- 

5 1) in Toledo created a school of translators to translate documents 

and texts from Arabic to Romance then from Romance to Latin. 

Another French order, the Cistercians, set up monasteries in Galicia, 

western Castile and Portugal. Catalans, Galicians, as well as speakers 

of Gallo-Romance migrated into Leon and Castile, aided probably by 

the change of route (from the coastal route to an interior route along 

the southern edge of the Cantabrian mountains) of the Camino de 



Santiago (Tuten 1998,112). This change increased the flow of 
people and encouraged an east to west migration pattern. New cities 
were founded (Estella in Navarra) and Pamplona, Burgos and Le6n 

saw and increase in commerce. 
By the mid-twelfth century, Christian Spain had formed the following 

political. units: 

a. Castile, separating from Leon between 1158 and 1230, when they 
were united again under Fernando III of Castile (1217-52) and 
Le6n. (1230-52), 

b. Portugal, which was given to Henry of Burgundy (by Alfonso VI), 

who gave it to Afonso Henriques who became king in H 39; 

C. Aragon, which united with the Kingdom of Catalonia in 1137, when 
Ramon Berenguer IV (1150-62) of Barcelona married Petroni Ila 

(1137-62), daughter of Ramiro 11 (1134-37) of Arag6n (Jackson 1972, 

203) and 

d. Navarra., which remained independent until 1512. 

During the eleventh and twelfth centuries, there was a reorganization of 
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class distinctions. In an effort to attract new settlers into new communities, - non- 

nobles were given land of equal size and the lesser nobility were often required to 

give up their status before being allowed to settle in an area (Tuten 1998,113). 

This change in the social status of members of the community helped to develop 

and spread linguistic change (1.4.4.3), since there would have been a greater 

interaction between members of different classes. 
The linguistic effects of this dialect mixing and contact include (Tuten 1998, 

119-63)- 

1. Extreme apocope (noch for noche, suficient for suficiente, yot for 

yo te). Lloyd (1987,208) states that until the eleventh century, 

there was a tendency in Northern Spain to retain the final /-e/, 

except in Ribagorza and Catalonia. However, one of the features of 

medieval Castilian was the tendency to drop word-final /-e/ after 

apical consonants. Extreme apocope, in which final /-e/ is dropped 

regardless of the point of articulation of the preceding consonant, 

coincided with the immigration of a large number of prestigious 

people from France and Catalonia. The establishment of the 



Cluniac monasteries in Navarra and Castile was encouraged by 
Sancho, el Mayor, king of Navarra (1000- 1035) and during the 
twelfth century, Gallic bishops were found in Castile, Leon,, 
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Toledo and Galicia. A notable feature of French and Catalan is the 
loss of all final vowels in words such as Latin PONTE > French 

pont and Catalan pon(t) and Latin VALLE > French val and 
Catalan vall. According to Lloyd (1987,2 10), it would be a 
natural tendency for speakers of Gallic or Catalan to drop the final 
/-e/, when speaking Castilian. These ecclesiastics would have held 
high prestige and been in positions of eminence and authority, and 
therefore, their language would have represented a prestige norm 
for others. Furthermore, Navarrese and Aragonese settlers, whose 
dialect dropped final /-e/, would have mixed with Castilian settlers 
which would have reinforced the tendency to drop final /-e/. 

2. Rise of leismo. The third person clitic pronouns in general 

correspond to their Latin etymological value. In other words, 
Latin accusative ILLUM, ELLUD, ILLAM, ELLOS and ILLAS 

become accusative lo, la, los and las. Latin dative ILLTI and ELLTS 

become dative le and les. This case-determined usage of the clitic 

pronouns is seen on the eastern side of the northern Meseta in La 

RiOia and Soria. However, another system., in which usage of the 

clitic pronouns is semantically determined, is seen in the west of 

the northern Meseta (Valladolid, Palencia, Salamanca , Avila). In 

this part of Old Castile, each of the forms le, la, les, las is used to 

refer to countable nouns,, both the direct and indirect object, both 

human and non-human objects. The pronoun lo is used for for 

non-countable nouns. This semantically based system was 

dominant in the very places from which many of the new arrivals 

into the Kingdom of Toledo came. 
3. Reduction in the inventory of forms of the singular possessives to 

mi(s), tu(s), su(s). Other Romance languages, such as Portuguese 

(1.4.1.1) and Catalan, continued to use forms that distinguished 

between genders. 
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During this phase,, there was great demographic and dialect mixing. 
Alfonso IX of Le6n (1188-1230) had reconquered the region situated between the 
Tagus and the Guadiana (Alcdntara in 1214, Badajoz in 1228, Caceres in 1229 and 
Mdrida in 1230). In Extremadura, years passed without Alfonso IX creating a single 
council. Re reserved very little land for the Crown. Although Badajoz was reserved 
for the Crown 

, it remained unpopulated until the reign of Alfonso X. When Merida 

was reconquered at the end of Alfonso LX's reign, it was given to the Archbishop of 
Toledo and the Order of Santiago. However, in 1228, new towns were created in 

Extremadura. These included- La Serena and Almendralejo, both inhabited by the 

people of Merida, Villafranca de los Barrios, inhabited by the Order of Saint James 

from La Fuente de Maestre and Jerez de los Caballeros, inhabited by the military 

order The Templars, whose members from Galicia, as well (Vicens Vives 1971, 

14). Extremadura,, however,. remained largely unpopulated and its repopulation was 

slow and sporadic. 

Along with Alfonso IX of Le6n (1188-1230), Fernando III of Castile (1217- 

52) and Le6n (1230-52) and Alfonso X (1252-84), the Christians eventually 

conquered the valley of the Guadalquivir. In the Pact of Almizra, Jaime I of Aragon 

(1213-76) gave the kingdom of Murcia to the kingdom of Castile and Le6n. 

Between 1212 and 1266,. the area of the kingdom of Castile and Le6n increased 

from 235,, 000 kilometers square to 355,000 square kilometers (Vicens Vives 1971, 

6). Trujillo was reconquered in 1232, Medellin, Alanje and Santa Cruz in 1234 and 

Magacela in 1235. The conquest and repopulation of the new territories focused on 

the urban centres such Cordoba (1236), Jaen (1246), Seville (1248), and Cddiz 

(1265) to the extent that during the second half of the thirteenth century, the 

repopulation effort 'se produJo un proceso de urbanizaciOn' (Sanz Agdero 1978, 

249). After the expulsion of the Muslim population, towns such as Baeza, Ubeda, 

Jaen, Sevilla and Cordoba were left vacant. Only in Murcia did the majority of the 

Muslim population stay. When the new incoming groups of people grossly 

outnumbered the existing population, linguistic influence ftom the incoming group 

was evident (1.4.4.3). As settlers from other parts of the Peninsula came into these 

towns, there were no existing communities to resist any linguistic innovations 

(1.4.4). The results of dialect mixing and contact (1.4.1) could become established 

in the speech community. 
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remained largely unpopulated. The growth and expansion of urban areas would 
have encouraged the geographical diffusion (1.4.2) of any linguistic changes which 
resulted from the dialect mixing. Cadiz saw many settlers from Santander. 
C6rdoba was predominantly settled by those from Leon and had such a great influx 

of immigrants that, during the first few months of the repopulation effort, there was 
a lack of housing (Vicens Vives 1971,10). There were no remaining Moorish, 
Mozarab and Jewish populations in Seville at this time and the several thousand 
early settlers of Seville came from nearly all the northern region. By the end of the 
1200s, Seville was the second largest city In the Peninsula (after Barcelona with 
25,000 people) and had a repopulation total of around 24,000 people (MacKay 

1977,69). The majority came from Burgos, Palencia and Valladolid, in Old Castile. 

Castilians and their dialect were the largest group of settlers to Seville. In the 
1-3) 00s, Burgos was dominated by merchants and was 'the centre of a road system 
linking it, to the south, to Valladolid, Medina, and Segovia, to Aragon in the east, 
Santiago in the west, Biscay and Santander in the north. Its merchants were found in 
Florence, London,, Rouen. They help [ 

... to build 
... 

] Seville, Cologne, Bruges' 

(Hillgarth 1978,34-5). There were also significant numbers from Galicia, Asturias, 

the Basque Country, Navarre, Catalufia, New Castile (Toledo, Cuenca, Huete and 

Alcaraz) as well as other reconquered cities in Andalusia. The French were part of 

the early settlers as were Italians, who came in search of commercial venture (Tuten 

1998,167-8). Those resettlers from Cantabria and the Basque Country largely 

settled in Cadiz and those from Burgos largely settled in Seville (Sanz Agciero 

19781o 249). The Moors still had a stronghold in Granada. 

To facilitate the repopulation effort, the Castilian/Leonese monarchy 

organized repartimientos which set about to inventory the properties abandoned by 

the Moors and to reassign them to new settlers. Property and land was distributed 

to the upper nobility, the ecclesiastical institutions, the new local nobility (who were 

obliged to provide military service and to live in the city of Seville), caballeros 

villanos (non-noble group whose privileges were based on their military service) 

and common labourers (1.4.4.3). 'The importance of [the newly-created social 

groups] is patent in the Repartimiento de Jerez (a ftontier city constantly exposed to 

attack) , in which the most important social distinctions are cast in socio-military 

terms. f ... 
] In effect,, this Widespread and rapid (re)assignment of social status to 
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the beginning of repopulation (though paradoxically it would lead to rigid 
stratification). Given its occurrence at this initial phase, it would have contributed 
to the spread of koineizing linguistic changes throughout the social hierarchy in 
spite of subsequent stratification' (Tuten 1998,, 167). 

Beginning in 1263, Alfonso X orchestrated the expulsion of rebel Islamic 
groups from the majority of Andalusia. He gave large areas of land to the military 
and ecclesiastical orders. Under the Orders of Alcdntara, of Estepa and of Santiago- 
four royal councils were established in Jerez, Cddiz and Niebla. In Jerez, in 1264, 

two thousand households were established, largely made up of people of a modest 

economic situation, along with a small minority of Jews and very few Moors 

(Vicens Vives 197 1,11). Muslim rebellion broke out, with the help of Granada, but 

was suppressed by Alfonso X in 1267. Rebellion broke out once again in 1271, 

under Don Felipe (Alfonso Xs brother) along with another brother, Don Nunho 

Gonalez, who had formed an alliance with Granada. By 1273, Alfonso X had to 

give in to the demands made in Granada and his brother, Don Nufio, was made 

governor of Andalusia. In 1275, Andalusia came under siege from Morocco and the 
Castilian force were continually defeated (Hillgarth 1976,309-10). 

Murcia was part of the Crown of Castile and Leon between 1243 and 1265 

and was largely populated by Muslims. Before 1257, few Christians chose to settle 

there. However,, in 1257, Alfonso X wanted to increase the Christian population 

which meant that the Muslim king and the local chiefs had to give up land to the 

Crown. Tensions built until finally, in 1264, the Muslims of Murcia revolted against 

the Crown. Jaime 1 (1213-76), king of Aragon, put down the revolt and returned 

Murcia to Alfonso X, his son-in-law. The acquisition of Murcia necessitated a 

massive repopulation effort in which settlers (with competing speech varieties) were 

in face-to-face contact with each other (1.4.1) and who found themselves in an 

environment of weak social ties (1.4.4.2). This increase of interaction amoung 

people of competing varieties would lead to a process of koineization (1.4.1). 

Murcia stayed under the Castilian Crown until 1296. Some ten thousand settlers 

from Catalonia and Aragon came into Murcia and Alicante (Vicens Vives 197 1, 

32). The Muslims were removed from the city of Murcia and relegated to land 

outside the city. They were to eventually migrated to Granada. The Repartimiento 

of Murcia, although incomplete, showed that approximately forty-five percent of 
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the resettlers of the city Murcia came from the territory of Jaime 1. One 
thousand settlers from Catalonia and one hundred came from Arag6n. Eighteen 

percent of the resettlers were from Castile (some five hundred settlers) and sixteen 
percent (some five hundred) were Muslim (Hillgarth 1976,25-6). In 1296, Jaime 11 

of Aragon (1291-1327) conquered Murcia. He expelled many of the old settlers, 
many of whom were from Castile, from the city of Murcia and repopulated it with 
settlers who were mainly from Valencia. Between 1296 and 1304, Murcia remained 
part of the Aragon Crown. However, in 1304, most of Murcia was returned to 
Castile. Caudete, Yeclas and Jumilla remained with Valencia. The Christian 

repopulation of Murcia was slow and, in 1309, Fernando IV (1296-1312) 

empowered the Murcian council to return estates to those who had been expelled by 

Jaime 11. Many, however, did not return and Castilian Christians remained a 

minority in Murcia. 

The social structure of thirteenth century Castile and Leon is largely as 
follows: 

a. Galicia, Asturias and Cantabria: The Christians were small fan-ners, 

woodsmen and fisherman who lived in small isolated communities. 
French immigrants assimilated easily and rapidly into the culture. There 

were very few Muslims or Jews and 'for the most part, people here 

experienced a very traditional, settled, locally autonomous life' (Jackson 

19721,96). These areas had little or no immigration during the thirteenth 

century and are characterized by a community of strong social ties 

(1.4.4.2). Consequently, dialect varieties spoken in these areas are more 

complex than Castilian (see simplification in section 1.4.1). 

b. Across the plateau of Leon and Old Castile, herdsman and farmers lived 

in small, self-governing towns and were instrumental in extending and 

repopulating Andalusia (Jackson 1972,96). The population included a 

mixture of Christians, Jews and Mozarabs. 

c. In Toledo, Badajoz and La Mancha the military orders raised cattle and 

sheep and dominated the land with their frontier estates. Toledo was 

host to a large Mozarab, Jewish and Muslim population. 

d. Andalusia, by theý. late thirteenth century, had a heavy concentration of 

new nobility. This increase in numbers of such nobles implied a change 

in the social status of the settlers of the Reconquest (1.4.4.3), a change 
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which directly correlated with the development and spread of 
linguistic change. Although many Muslim inhabitants had been expelled 
from many parts of Andalusia, there were still sizeable communities of 
Muslims and around 20,000 Jews in Castile by 1290 (Jackson 1972,99). 

While there was civil war in Granada,. there was relative peace in Castile and 
Leon under the rule of Queen Maria (wife of Sancho IV), the Infante Pedro (her 

son) and the Infante Juan (Sancho IV's brother) (Hillgarth 1976,315). Upon the 
death of Queen Maria, 'the land was divided in two' (Hillgarth 1976,315), with 
Don Juan,, the son of the Infante Don Juan allying with councils of Castile, and with 

the Infante Don Felipe, a son of Sancho IV, allying with Toledo and Extremadura. 

War between the two was waged by destroying the countryside. 'The roads of 
Castile were covered with grass and invaded by bands of peasants and labourers 

turned brigands. [... ] Under such rule the Crown's authority all but disappeared' 

and the towns and villages were divided into various warring factions which 

oppressed the rest of people in the village (Hillgarth 1976,316,337). Alfonso XI of 

Castile (son of Fernando IV), set out to suppress the rebellion by the nobles and the 

royal an-ny. He achieved 'internal order[... ] principally due to his being able to 

divert rebellious energies to the struggle over the Straits of Gibraltar' (Hillgarth 

1976,338-9). In 1333, Gibraltar belonged to Morrocco but in 1339, the Christian 

army invaded. In 1340, the Alfonso's fleet was almost defeated and it took him 

months to organize another fleet. With the help of the army of Afonso IV of 

Portugal and the Catalans at sea, Alfonso XI was victorious. With the capture of 

Algeciras in 1344, which led to Castilian rule of Gibraltar, Alfonso XI set about 

cementing the Crown"s rule over the nobility and returning to the policy of 

centralized power that was established by Alfonso X. Included in this process was 

the establishment of a regular paid army, the restriction of the power and size of the 

local governing municipal bodies and the reimposition of a general five percent 

sales tax (Hillgarth 1976,345-6). 

Pedro I's (1350-69) goal was to continue to unite Castile and expand its 

borders. He waged war against Catalufla and Aragon, whose allies included 

Granada, Navarra and Portugal. He had support for his policies from Galicia, 

Castile and Andalusia. However, Pedro was not successful in suppressing the noble 

opposition, which was led by one of his illegitimate half-brothers. Despite Pedro 

I's attempts to destroy the nobility, 'Castile [ ... ]became the land of hidalgos [in 
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which] any citizen or farmer who prospered aspired to become a h1dalgo. [ ... ] its 
dominant class was one without roots in the land, but living from it... to have a 
commandery [ ... ] in a Military Order, a right over pastures or over the passage of 
flocks meant one could maintain high social rank' (Hillgarth 1978,54). Once 

again, one could see high rates of change in social status which would encourage 
and promote the development and spread of linguistic change and innovation 
(1.4.4.3). Pere III of Aragon used this internal opposition and disloyalty to prevent 
Pedro from complete victory in Aragon. The war between Castile and Aragon led 
to the involvement of Castile in the 100 Years War being fought by the French and 
English. An Anglo-Castilian alliance was formed in 1362 which made Castile 
France's enemy. However, Pedro I was overthrown by France and France used the 
Castilian navy to defeat the English (Hillgarth 1976,376-82), 

Following on the heels of civil war, severe agrarian crisis (exacerbated by 
inclement weather, bad harvests, lack of manpower caused by the expulsion of 
Muslim farmers from Andalusia and Murcia and the exploitation of wine, wool, 

olive oil rather than harvesting of grain) and famine (caused mainly by the inability 

to produce enough grain to meet the demand), 'The Black Death' (1348-5 1), 

having arrived by sea, hit the Pemnsula. Thousands died resulting in a depopulation 

crisis. The northeast and the eastern coast of Spain were particularly hit. In Gerona 

and Tarragona, two-thirds of the population died. In Mallorca, 30,000 people died 

and in Zaragoza, three hundred died each day. In 1357, Castellon de la Plana had a 

total population of five thousand. In 1394, sixteen hundred died and by 1435, 

another seventeen hundred had died (Vicens Vives 1971,44). In Castile, the 

population on the coast and Gibraltar were most severely hit. Despite the Crown's 

attempt in Castile and Aragon to restrict the movement of labour, peasants 

abandoned the countryside for the towns (Hillgarth 1978,5). With the immigration 

to the urban centres,, dialect mixing and contact was inevitable (1.4.1). 

No less than twenty-five new settlements were established, mainly around 

Seville, as a result of lords wanting to increase their land earnings and peasants 

coming in from nearby regions (Hillgarth 1978,38). The population of these new 

settlements were mainly peasants and labourers, in search for land, coming from 

towns such as Huevar, Castilleja del Campo and Utrera. People from the Military 

Orders (Calatrava, AlcAntara and Santiago), the Church (archbishop of Seville) and 

the nobility of Seville came into these settlements (Gonzalez Jimenez 1975,45). 
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the social composition of the speech community, both which encouraged and 
promoted the effects of dialect mixing (1.4.1) and their lexical and geographical 
diffusion (1.4.2,1.4.3). 

The features of the dialect of Seville rivalled those of Toledo and spread 
throughout most of Andalusia. Three changes that came about in this process were 
(Tuten 1998,182-94): 

1. The elimination of extreme apocope (example- the use of adelante 
instead of adelant and dl--e for diz). However, in La Montafia, 
Alava, Rioja Alta and Murcia, apocope was still common in the 
fourteenth century (Lloyd 1987,321). 

2. The elimination of leismo. In Andalusia, the value of the third 

person clitic pronouns in general corresponded to their Latin 

etymological value. In other words, Latin accusative ILLUM, 

ELLUD, ELLAM, ELLOS and ELLAS became accusative lo, la,, los 

and las. Latin dative ILLT and ELL-IS became dative le and les. 

This case-determined usage of the clitic pronouns was seen on the 

eastern side of the northern Meseta in La Rioja and Soria and was 

the system that was used in much of New Castile and Andalusia. 

Why did leismo not spread with Castilian and develop and become 

the established norm in Andalusia? Different episodes of 

koineization presuppose different dialect mixtures. As seen in 

section 1.4.5.1 
, the Burgos and Toledo phases drew upon large 

numbers of speakers who used leismo (the semantically based 

system) from eastern Cantabria, Burgos, Palencia, eastern 

Leon, Valladolid,, western Cantabria and Asturias. During the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in Seville there was a dialect 

mixture not only of speakers who used leismo., but also speakers of 

IoISMo (the case-determined system). Furthermore, Veismo was 

not sufficiently developed among IP-century Castilian speakers 

to completely erase their awareness of the case categories of dative 

and accusative, which were still consistently and overtly marked in 

reference to feminine and plural antecedents' (Tuten 1998,195). In 

dialect mixing and contact, there is a tendency to move to a more 
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transparent relationship between form and meaning. The 
etymological system was more transparent since lo was used for 
the masculine, singular direct object. Le was used for the 
masculine, singular, indirect object. In the new population mix of 
Andalusia, transparency was encouraged and the accusative le was 
rej ected. 

3. The swift reduction of the first person singular possessives to the 
invariant form mi(v) 

1.4.5.3 Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries 

During the reign of Juan 11 (1406-54), Castile was plagued by civil wars 
between the nobility in both Aragon and Castile (Jackson 1972,134). During the 
first three-fourths of the fifteenth century in Castile, there was a decrease in royal 

authority and an increase in nobility's power (Hillgarth 1978,300). 1464, in Toledo, 

Seville,, Cordoba and Murcia, civil war broke out and Enrique IV (1454-74) was 

opposed by most of nobility, archbishops of Toledo and Seville and three military 

orders. From 1419 onwards, political decline was seen in Granada due mainly to 

internal fighting and rebellion. Enrique IV (half brother to Isabel), launched an 

attack on Gibraltar and it fell in 1462 (Hillgarth 1978,329). 

In 1469, Isabel of Castile and Fernando of Arag6n married. Gran Canaria 

was taken in 1483 and La Palma and Tenerife in 1496 by Isabel and Fernando 

(Hillgarth 1978,576-7). Fernando and Isabel then invaded Granada in 1481 and 

officially entered Granada on January 6,1492 (Hillgarth 1978,388). Most of the 

countryside and the city of Granada were populated by Muslims. Under the terms 

of surrender (the capitulations of 149 1) generous terms were granted by the crown 

to the Muslims (in which they could freely observe Islam and Islamic law) these 

terms were enforced by royal order, capitulations, until 1499. The Mudejar leaders 

emigrated to North Africa and within a few years, most of the nobility left as well. 

It was Fernando and Isabel's plan that once the leaders and nobility left Granada, 

wholesale conversion to Christianity would take place. This did not happen. The 

archbishop of Toledo, Cisneros, was brought in to assist the conversion of the 

remaining Mudejar and of the Christians who had converted to Islam. Going 

against the capitulations of 149 1, Cisneros forced the baptisms of as many as 
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50,000 converted Christians and Muslims. Due to Cisneros' efforts, there was an 
armed revolt in Albaicin in December 1499,, which angered the Monarch. 
However, the Monarch decided that the Mudejars, through their decision to revolt, 
had lost the right to the terms of surrender and that in order to be pardoned, the 
Mudejars must convert or emigrate, There was a partial exodus of Mudejars but this 

emigration was made extremely difficult for the Mudejars in that they either had to 

raise a large sum of money to leave to Africa or had to leave behind their children 
(those males under the age of 15 and girls under the age of 13) (Hillgarth 1978, 
470-75). 

There is a debate over the population of the Kingdom of Castile and Le6n at 
the end of the fifteenth century. Based on a census taken by the chief auditor, 
Alonso de Quintanilla.. in 1482, there were around 1,500,000 households in the 

Kingdom of Castile and Le6n (not counting Navarra or Granada). He estimated that 

the population was, therefore, around 7,500,000 (Vicens Vives 1971,359). This 

would indicate that the population of Castile and Le6n had almost doubled since 

1225 (being around 4,000,000 at that time). Sanz Agiiero (1978,255) points out 

that a census taken in 1528 was probably more accurate, giving a total of around 

4,500,000 inhabitants. The population distribution was as follows (Sanz Agiiero 

1978ý1 255): 

Castilla la Vieja - 2,000,000 inhabitants 

Andalusia -1 1000,000 inhabitants 
Castilla la Nueva - 7,, 500,000 inhabitants 

Northeastern Peninsula - 670,, 000 inhabitants 

Seville was the centre of colonial administration and trade and the effective 

capital of the ultramarine empire. By the end of the fifteenth century, - the 

Andalusian population centred in the following cities: 

Seville - 70,000 inhabitants 
COrdoba - 35,000 inhabitants 

Jerez - 35,000 inhabitants 

Baeza - 20,000 inhabitants 

Ubeda - 20,000 inhabitants 
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Carmona - 20,000 inhabitants (Sanz Agilero 1978,250) 

During the fifteenth century, the Canary Islands were conquered and 
incorporated into the crown of Castile. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
Spanish was carried outside the Peninsula to the Canaries, America, the 
Mediterranean and the Balkans and the Philippines. Spanish arrived in America via 
soldiers, settlers, priests, colonial administrators, etcetera. The participants in this 
endeavour were speakers of the southern Spanish. From the Canaries, a route to the 
Americas was launched. Columbus' route took him across the Atlantic and to the 
West Indies to the Island he called 'La Espafiola' (now called the Dominican 
Republic and Haiti) and to Cuba. From 'La Espahola', Cortes went into Mexico, 

which opened the way for Spain's acquisition of parts of North America, mainly 
what is now called New Mexico,, Texas, Arizona,, California. Following the 
discovery of the Pacific in 1513, Pizarro went into the Andes and to Lima, Perd. It 

should not be forgotten that almost all contact between Spain and the American 

colonies was channelled through Seville or Cadiz. 

It was in 1561 when Madrid became the capital of Castile and thus a centre 
of political and social importance. During this period, Madrid's population grew 

with an influx of people from many areas but mainly from the North. Many new 

immigrants into Madrid brought with them varieties of Castilian in which the 

voiced and voiceless sibilants had merged to voiceless sibilants. Although probably 

there were speakers who still distinguished voiced and voiceless sibilants, the 

levelling process (1.4.1) in such a situation of dialect mixing and contact yielded a 

general voiceless pronunciation (5.1.5). Further dialect mixing and levelling 

occurred and the resulting variety formed the basis of the modem standard 

language. 

The linguistic effects include (Penny 1998,86-124, Penny 2000,142-209): 

1. The generalized use of the diminutive -illo, instead of the preferred 

literary form -lello. 
2. The imperfect and conditional endings -e's, -e, -edes (sabie's, tenie', 

robariedes) were -replaced by the ending -ia (entendia, veiasfaziades) 

3. The final elimination of [+voice] sibilants. 

4. The use of word-final <d> instead of <t> (edad not edat, volundad 
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not voluntat) and initial [h] for initial [fl (ha.:: er for fazer, holgar for 

folgar) 

5. The velarization of the ISI > /x/, especially in Southern Castile and 
Western Andalusia 

5. The nse of yeismo and seseo, especially in Andalusia 

1.4.5.4 Further Linguistic Effects as seen in Accommodation, Levelling, 

Simplification and Reallocation 

In the history of Spanish, we see the following effects of dialect mixing and 

contact, which are an integral part in the development of Spanish (1.4.1). In 

situations of great dialect mixing and contact, sound changes and their diffusion are 
brought about by the following (see section 1.4.1 for more detailed explanations)- 

1. Accommodation- During the Reconquest (1.4.5), speakers of 

mutually intelligible language varieties came into contact with each 

other. Much of the linguistic change that occurs during language 

contact is initiated by individuals who, for whatever reasons, modify 

their speech in the presence of those who speak a varying dialect. One 

would expect that the same kinds of accommodations that occur today 

(Trudgill 1986) would have occurred throughout the Reconquest of 

Islamic Spain, in the newly established cities in medieval Castile, 

Andalusia,, and throughout much of the Iberian Peninsula. 

2. Levelling: During levelling, there is a loss of marked variants which are 

considered to be unusual or in a minority within the speech community. 

This levelling occurs in face-to-face contact between speakers who 

avoid using certain features that are distint between the dialects spoken. 

This levelling favours the simpler or simplest of the competing variants. 

Levelling is seen in Spanish morphology and phonology, which is 

arguably simpler than other Romance languages (1.4.1.1). Examples of 

this levelling in Spanish include: 

a. The Old Spanish sibilants: The reduction of six medieval 

Spanish sibilants to three in Northern and Central Spain and to 

two in Southern Spain (2.2) is the result of dialect mixing and 

contact (see chapter 5 for an analysis of its geographical and 
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1.1.4.3,1.2.4,1.3.4) that, when speakers with voiceless and 
voiced sibilants were in contact, the merger of the voiced and 
voiceless phonemes to voiceless was the most natural and 
simple solution. By the second or third generation of 
speakers, the voiceless pronunciation became general. By 
the late-sixteenth century, [+voice] sibilants became the 

marked variant in Madrid (Penny 2000,44). 
b. Old Spanish /h-/: In Castile, by the late Middle Ages,, /f/ from 

Latin initial F- had been displaced by /h/. This feature spread 
to parts of Andalusia and Murcia, where /f/ was used and the 

success of this Northern feature in Andalusia and Murcia is 
due to the resettlement of these areas by people from Old 

Castile (Penny 2000,45). Moreover, the use of /h/ was spread to 

parts of Leon and Aragon. Initial /h-/ is then dropped in the 

speech of speakers in Old Castile during the sixteenth century, 

yet was retained in Toledo. Into the dialect mix of sixteenth- 

century Madrid, speakers from /h-/ dropping areas (Penny 2000, 

46) came into contact with speakers who retained the /h-/. The 

use of /h-/ was a marked variant (see levelling, section 1.4.1) and 

the dropping of /h-/ was phonologically simpler. 

c. Merger of Spanish /b/ and /P/: It seems likely that in early 

medieval Spain in the northern part of the Peninsula, the 

grapheme <b> represented /b/ and the grapheme <v> represented 
/p/. In the southern part of the Peninsula, the grapheme <b> 

represented /b/ and the grapheme <v> represented /v/. In late 

medieval Spain, however, there was a merger of /b/ and /p/ > /b/ý, 

such that both cabe 'it fits' and cave 'he digs' were both 

phonologically /kabe/. By the fifteenth century (Penny 2000, 

48), this merger had spread to other parts of the Peninsula and 

America (except to some Judeo-Spanish varieties) at the expense 

of the /b/ versus /v/ system in the southern of the Peninsula. 

3. Simplification: In the process of dialect mixing and formation of new 

dialects, simplification involves an increase in morphophonemic 
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regularity and an increase in morphological and lexical transparency. 
There is a reduction of the variants spoken by the speech 
community. Examples in the history of Spanish include: 

a. Merger of perfect auxiliaries: From spoken Latin, Old Spanish 

inherited a double series of verbal auxiliaries that gave such 

paradigins as present perfect, pluperfect, future perfect, 

etcetera (Penny 2000,50). Descendants of the Latin verb 
HABEO was coupled with the participle of transitive verbs to 
form such constructions HABEO CF-NAM PARATAM 'I have 

the meal (and it is) prepared'. By the medieval period, there 

was a weakening of the full lexical meaning of HABEO (I 

possess, I have with me) and forms of HA13EO were used 

simply as a grammatical particle as in he cantado (Penny 2000, 

50). Many non-transitive verbs were coupled with Latin SUM 

to fon'n such constructions as son Ilegados 'they have arrived'. 
Whereas all Romance languages 'show some blurring of the 

categones of verbs requiring each of the auxiliaries descended 

respectively from HABEO and SUM, [ ... I Spanish is in 

advance of other Romance varieties in the simplification of this 

part of grammar, by allowing the total obliteration of the SUM 

perfect by the HABEO perfect during the Middle Ages' (Penny 

20001)51). 

b. Old Spanish strong preterites. There is a simplification and 

n t.. abandom-nent in Castilian of strong preterites (in which word 

stress is on the stem of the first- and second-person singular) 

by the end of the Nfiddle Ages. In most cases, the strong 

preterite was replaced by the weak one (in which the stress falls 

on the ending). Examples include entride entre and escrise 

replaced by escrevi and then escribi. This simplification of the 

strong preterite is in contrast to French and Italian which 

have stem-stressed preterites and can be accounted for by the 

conditions of the dialect mixing and contact during the 

Reconquest. 
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c. -er and -ir verb classes: A case of morphological 

simplification in Castilian can be seen in the near-merger of the 

verb classes -er and -Ir (Penny 2000,52). Origins of this 

simplification can be seen in documents originating from Burgos 
during the eleventh century. Contrast between the endings of these 

verb classes were reduced to four (Penny 2000,53): infinitive -er 
versus -ir, first- and second-person plural, present indicative - 
emos, -edes versus -imos, -ides and plural imperative -ed(e) versus 

-0(4ý). 
4. Reallocation: In reallocation, certain regional variants, if they survive, 

may acquire new social, stylistic and areal functions so that they no 
longer compete with variants of the other contributing varieties. In 

other words, these forms are assigned or allocated a new function. 

The following variants are not associated with geographical variants 

but rather with differences in register and social class. 

a. During the sixteenth century, /h-/ dropping in Old Castile 

competed with the retention of the initial /h-/ (in Cantabria,, 

New Castile, Extremadura, Andalusia). As these competing 
fon-ns were taken to America during the sixteenth century, 

retention of the /h-/ in such words as hilar 'to spin' is seen in 

America in the speech of uneducated speakers while /h-/ 

dropping is seen in the speech of educated speakers (Penny 

2000555). 

b. In the history of Castilian, Latin NG followed by a front vowel 

became , in Old Spanish (Penny 1991,60): 

/ndz/ enzia 'gum' /ji/ rehir 'to scold' /n/ quinientos 'five 

hundred' 

When speakers of competing varieties were in contact during 

the resettlement of Islamic Spain, the expected result would be 

that the use of one of these variants would be adopted by the 

entire speech community (1.4.1). However, in the history of 

Castilian, one sees the combined circulation of competing forms 

such as taher versus tanzer (Penny 2000,56). Where there was 

no concensus on which form to take, competing variants were 
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assigned a new social function, where the form that was 
assigned a high status would become the standard in the written 
language. 

1.4.6 Conclusion 

Dialect mixing and contact and the dominance of weak ties within the social 
structure are the language external motivations that encouraged and promoted sound 
merger in the history of the Spanish sibilants. In the history of 
Spanish, speakers of different dialects repeatedly found themselves in face-to-face 

contact in a society characterized by weak social networks (1.4.4.2). As seen in its 
social and demographic history, medieval Spain was subject to a great deal of social 

upheaval and migration in which people from various regions, speaking different 

dialects, were brought together. Periods of social upheaval and dialect mixing are 

seen during the Moorish invasion of Visigothic Spain, the rapid expansion of the 
Christian Reconquest, the expansion into and resettlement of Andalusia, the 

establishment of Madrid as the Castilian capital and the colonization of the 

Americas. During the history of Spanish, there is a massive interaction between 

speakers of language varieties, which is a result of an influx of people into a certain 

area at roughly the same time and which is accompanied by a weakening in the 

social network. With this increase in the interaction amongst speakers of various, 

mutually intelligible dialects, there is mutual borrowing,, levelling and suppression 

of localisms amongst the dialects that are in contact and a decrease in the 

maintenance of linguistic distinctions. There also is a reduction of available forms, 

levelling of marked speech forms and simplification of irregular forms. In the 

koineization process (1.4.1), the sound changes and their diffusion can be brought 

about through accommodation, transplantation, levelling, simplification, 

reallocation and lexical and geographical diffusion. On a macro level, the changes 

spread geographically, according to the population sizes of the speech communities 

involved in the change and according to the distances between centres of change. 

The spread of innovation is related to the weak social ties that exist between people 

of the speech community. When social ties between individuals are weak and 

numerous innovation is most likely to spread throughout the speech community. 

Another important change in the speech community is seen in the change of social 
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status of its members within the community. High rates of social mobility relate 
directly to the development and spread of linguistic change. (1.4.4.3). Therefore, 

in areas of dialect-mixing and weak social ties, one would predict innovations to 

occur. There are areas of the Peninsula, such as Asturias and Cantabria, which, until 
the nineteenth century, receive very little, if any, immigration. The language 

varieties in these areas tends to be more complex than Castilian (see simplification 

under section 1.4.1). However , in general, given the demographic and social 
history of Spain, the sound changes and the diffusion of those changes occurred 

through accommodation, levelling and simplification and are evident in certain 

aspects of the history of the Spanish language. Moreover through the process of 

simplification and levelling, the sibilant phonemes merged and the merger was 
diffused throughout the lexicon and in most parts of the Iberian Peninsula. 

Having established the language internal and external motivations for the 

merger and subsequent diffusion of the Spanish sibilant phonemes, I now turn my 

attention to the history of the Spanish sibilants from Latin to Modem Spanish and 

the current debate regarding the various changes that affected the Old Spanish 

sibilant system. 
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HISTORY OF THE SIBILANTS FROM LATIN TO MODERN SPANISH 
AND THE CURRENT DEBATE REGARDING THE VARIOUS CHANGES 

TIIAT AFFECTED THE OLD SPANISH SIBILANT SYSTEM 

In this chapter, I investigate the history of the sibilants in the following 
manner. I attempt to compare and contrast opposing views on the following issues 

and, as clearly, succinctly and faithfully as possible, set out the views of the various 
authors concerned. I examine- 

1. the sibilants of Latin, 

2. the developments (i. e., palatalization, lenition, voicing, etcetera) which 
produced more sibilants from Latin, 

3. the early Old Spanish sibilant system and 
4. the various changes which affected the Old Spanish sibilant system in 

subsequent centuries. To this end, I look at deaffrication, devoicing and 

change of locus, including seseo and ceceo. For each of these changes, I 

investigate when, where and in which phonological environment they 
first occurred. 

5.1 review the various opinions put forth as to the reasons why the sibilants 
developed in the manner they did and 

6.1 put forward the points of debate which have yet to receive a 

satisfactory explanation. 

What exactly do I mean by the term 'sibilant? According to Christine 

Shadle, '[flncatives are primarily classified by presence of voicing and location of 

constriction. Finer classifications have been suggested, dividing fricatives into 

sibilants and non-sibilants,, or stridents and non-stridents. The lack of agreement 

regarding which feature is more useful, or indeed which fricatives ought to be in 

which group, reflects our poor understanding of the acoustic mechanism of 
fficatives' (Shadle 1990,187). Due to the difficulty of specifically defining the 

terrn 'sibilant'. for practical proposes I propose this working definition: 'The term 

sibilant refers to fricative or affricate consonants articulated in the dental, alveolar 

and palatal areas; Old Spaniýh [ ... 
] had seven such phonemes, of which we shall 

disregard IRSI, since it passes unchanged into the modem language' (Penny 199 1, 

86). Deaffiication of affricate phonemes /t'/ , 
/d/ and /d3/ occurs in the history of 
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(2.3.1.1.1,5.1.2). /tl/, however, remains intact and did not follow the general 
tendency of intervocalic obstruent consonants in Spanish to become fricatives (i. e. 
/-d-/ > [o] or /-b-/ > [p]) (Silva-Corvalan 1989,95). Perhaps it-fl did not deaffricate 
during that period because there would have been a phonemic collision with the 
existing phoneme /1/, thus creating homonyms. An example of a near-minimal pair 
would be dixo /diSo/ and dicho ldft-Sol. If the IRSI were to deaffricate and become 

/S/, there could possibly be a homonymic resulting in the pronunciation of /diSo/ for 

the two words. However, more recently, in much of Andalusia and in some parts 
of Panama and Bahia Blanca in Argentina (Silva-Corvalan 1989,95)), IRSI 

deaffricates and become /f/. This is not surprising, since the affricates tended to 
deaffricate in Spanish and since there would be, presently, no collision with the 

phoneme /S/ and therefore no possibility of homonymic clashes. 

2.1 The Sibilants of Latin 

In Latin, '[t]he system of consonants was a fairly simple one. There were 
two series of occlusives,, one voiced and one voiceless, two nasals,, two liquids, a 
labial fricative, and a voiceless spirant. There were no palatal or affricate 

consonants,, and voice was not a distinctive feature of any consonants but the 

occlusives' (Lloyd 1987,77). 

1.1 Latin 

2.1.1.1 Phonetic Description of /s/: 

'The exact phonetic realization of /s/ is not known for certain [ ... ]' 
(Lloyd 

19875,80). There is debate over whether the /s/ was a dental sibilant or an apico- 

alveolar sibilant. Most of the Romance languages have dental sibilants; however, 

Modem Castilian and parts of Romania have the apico-alveolar reallZation (Lloyd 

19875 80). 'Being the only sibilant, [the /sd could have varied considerably from 

one region to another and over time without there being any difference in its 

phonemic status or in writing' (Lloyd 1987,81). 



2.1.1.2 Envirompents in which /s/ Occurred: 

1. Word-initial position: This could be before a vowel or in a consonant cluster 
and was represented by the grapheme <s>. (See Lloyd 1987, pages 82-83 for 

a complete list of allowable consonant clusters). 
Examples- (Lloyd 1987,83,88) 

SECURUS 'safe,, secure' 

SITIS 'thirst' 

SPECULUM'mirror' 

STRINGERE 'to tighten' 

2. Internal syllable-initial position- This could be intervocalic and could be 

represented by the graphernes <s>. After a consonant, it could be 

represented by the grapheme <s>. 

Examples include- 

PRESUS 'seized, grasped' (Lloyd 1987,139) 

CESOR'censor" (Lloyd 1987,139) 

CONSUERE'to sew'(Lloyd 1.987,134) 

3. Syllable-final, including word-final position, before a pause/consonant- This 

could be after a vowel or in a consonant cluster and was represented by the 

grapheme <s>. 'The commonest consonant in word-final position was /s/ 

[ 
... 

]' (Lloyd 1987,83). 

Examples: (Lloyd 1987,82-3) 

GLADIUS 'sword' 

BREVIS 'brief 

ARS 'art) 

TRANS 'across,, beyond' 

EPISCOPU 'bishop' (Penny 1991,77) 

4. Geminate /ss/: This was represented by the graphemes <ss>. In spoken 

Latin, -/ps/- and -/rs/- may have contributed to -/ss/- (Penny 1991,96). 

CASSA 'empty' (fem. nom. sg. ) (Lloyd 1987,79) 
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OSSU 'bone' (Penny 1991,69) 
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2.1.1.3 Consonantization of /i/ and Its Relevance to 

-the 
Development of the 

Sibilants 

Word-initial /i/ before a vowel was articulated as the glide b] and then 

strengthened to the fricative 1JI or 41 3,3/. 'The consonantal quality of I- under these 

circumstances is reflected in clumsy misspellings of the kind ZANUARIO (for 
LA, WARIO), ZERAX (for MPRAX), SUSTUS (for IUSTUS)' (Penny 1991,53). 

Later in Latin, the D] following a consonant was involved in the palatalization 

process to produce a number of fricative and affricate consonants. 

2.1.1.3.1 Palatalization: 

In Vulgar Latin, consonants often assimilated to the place of articulation 
(palatal) of the glide U]. This process frequently changed the manner of articulation 

as well and often a plosive would change to a fricative or affricate (Penny 199 1, 

54). In the palatalization process, a number of fricatives and affricates were 

created. Concerning the creation of a palatal order of sibilants in Old Spanish, the 

phonological processes are as follows (Penny 1991,63-4): 

QSp. Phoneme Latin Source Example 

AS/ (c)/t/+ MARTITJ > marp 'March' 

(c)/k/+ CALCRA > calýa 'stockings) 

/tt/+Ijl MATTIANA > ma(n)qana 'apple') 

/kk/+ j BRACCFHU > brago 'arm' 

/Pt/+Iil *CAPTIAR-E > cagar 'to hunt' 

/kt/+ *DTRECTLýRE > aderegar 'to 

prepare' 

initial /k/(e/i) CISTA > cesta 'basket' 

/sk/(e/1) PISCES > peýes 'fish' 

/kk/(e/i) FLACCIDU > lacio 'lank' 

/dz/ (v)/t/+ POTEW > pozo 'well 

(v)fk/+ j ERICIU > enzo 'hedgehog' 



(v)/k/(e/1) VTCTW >vezino 'neighbor' 

AT /kt/ FACTU > fecho 'date' 
(u)/It/ NRJLTU > mucho 'a lot,, much' 
(c)/pl-ki-fl/ AMPLU >ancho 'wide' 

FTILI-U > fijo 'son' 

(v)/kl/ OC(fJ)LU > oj* o 'eye' 
(V)/gl/ TF-G(fJ)LA > teja'tile' 

/S/ /ks/(v) MAXILLA > mejilla'cheek' 

/j/ initial /i/(v) IACPT > yaze 'he lies' 

(V)/I/(V) NLkW > mayo 'May" 

initial /g/(e/1) GYPSU > yesso 'plaster' 

/9/+ 111 FAGRA > faya 'beech tree' 

/d/+[ j] RADIARE > rayar 'to scratch,, 

score' 

initial /E/ PQUA > yegua 'mare) 

2.1.2 Late Latin to Old Spanish - Changes that Produced More Sibilants 
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It is difficult to reconstruct the changes that occurred in Vulgar Latin due to 

the fact that written Latin 'continued to be that of much earlier times,, namely 
"Classical Latin". [ ... ] The system of orthography was not adjusted to reflect any of 

the sound changes that had been occurring, since it offered the average literate 

native speaker of Latin-Romance no particular difficulty in reading or in writing' 

(Lloyd 1987,171). Despite the difficulties, one can see that, through lenition, Old 

Spanish was provided with voiced fricative phonemes. Lenition refers to an 

interrelated series of consonantal changes, sometimes described as 'weakenings'- 

According to Penny (1991,65), the voiced fricative consonants, which were lacking 

in Vulgar Latin, came about by a series of processes, the main one being lenition, in 



which most consonants and geminates were involved. 

2.1.2.1 Processes and Effects of Lenition 
This process of len'tIon can be summartzed by the followIng. For example 

(Penny 1991,67). 

1. SICCU > seco 'dry' 

2. SECARE > segar 'to reap' 
3. segar 'to reap' where <g> = [y] 

4. RF-GALE>real 'royal' or LIGARE >liar 'to bind' and DIGITU 
dedo 'finger' 

2.1.2.1.1 Table- Lenition in Spanish (Penny forthcoming) 
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Process Input Output (Old Examples 
(Latin Phoneme) Spanish 

Phoneme) 
Simplification geminate simple Lat. /kk/ > OSp. /k/ 

Voicing Voiceless Voiced Lat. /k/ > OSp. /g/ 
Fricatization voiced plosives voiced fricative Lat. /g/ > OSp. /y/ 

OSP. /g/ > MSP. [y] 

Loss voiced fricative zero OSP. /y/ > MSP. /0/ 

Lat. 1j'1 > /0/ 

1. Partial assimilation of consonants 

There is a tendency, in Latin-Romance, towards the use of the open 

syllable (Lloyd 1987,138). 'In prehistoric Latin, a large number of 

consonant groups were reduced to one or two consonants with the 

assimilation of one or more of the consonants to one of the others [ 1. 

One of the earliest groups to be simplified in historical times was the 

ns-/,, which as early as the third century B. C. appears in inscriptions 

written with a single S: COSOL, CESOR for CONSUL, CENSOR 

[ ... 
]' (Lloyd 19 87,13 8-9). These consonantal changes not only brought 

about alterations to the closed syllables to accommodate the 'deal model au II 

of the open syllable but also brought about the appearance of a higher 

number of incidences of <-s-> and intervocalic stops. There came about 

certain phonemes, such as the /f/ that did not exist in early Latin 

(Alarcos Llorach 1986,241). The increase of gerninates (i. e., such as 
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<ss>,, <tt>, <ff>,, <nn>, /rs/ > /ss/, /ps/ > /ss/, etcetera) 'led to an 
unbalanced consonantal system' (Penny 1991,66) and added to the 

uneconomic nature of a system in which there are many words with 
geminates, which are physiologically expensive, and fewer words with 
voiced plosives. In other words, an increase in the gerninates meant that 

certain pairs of phonemes, i. e., /t/: /tt/ and /p/-/pp/, that were originally 
distinct due to length could no longer be distinguished by length. 

2. Simplification of the geminate 
To restore balance and save energy in the consonantal system, there 

was a simplification of the geminates into single consonants. This 

simplification caused further confusion in the consonantal system. 
Before the simplification of the geminate, there was a contrast of length 

between the simple consonant and the geminate in such pairs as /t/-/tt/ 

and /p/-. /pp/. However, when the geminate became a single consonant, 
the length contrast was eliminated and the resulting voiceless single Cý- - 

consonant threatened to merge with the original simple consonant, which 

avoided merger by voicing (Penny 1991,66-67). This type of chain 

reaction, in which a phoneme moves into the phonemic space of another 

phoneme, forcing that phoneme to move out of the way in order to avoid 

merger, is known as a push chain. It is conceivable that the 

simplification of the gerninates was brought about by a pull (or drag) 

chain reaction,, in which a phoneme moves out of its phonemic space, 

thereby leaving a hole or space, which is then occupied by another 

phoneme. According to Lloyd (1987,141), a series of changes to the 

occlusive consonants in Latin affected the entire consonantal system in 

Later Latin. Intervocalic /-b7/ became a fricative and merged with /-v-/ 

to become [P]. It is probable that /-d-/ and /-g-/ were also realized as 

fricatives. This would not have affected the phonemic inventory (i. e., no 

merger of phonemes would have taken place) and therefore any change 

would not have necessarily been reflected in orthography. This would 

leave room for the voiceless stops to become voiced. This in turn would 

leave a hole for tfie geminate consonants to be pronounced with less 

tension and to simplify into single consonants. 
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3. Voicing 

The existing single consonants In the intervocallc position became 

voiced in order to maintain a distinction between the original geminate 
and single consonant. As early as 79 A. D. there are examples of the 
voicing of the intervocalic voiceless stops as gleaned from the graffiti 
discovered in the excavation of Pompeii (Elcock 1960,23-24). 
Examples include- 

TRIDICUM for TRITICUM 'wheat' (Elcock 1960,24) 
PONTIVICATUS for PONTIFICATUS 'office of the 

pontifr (Lloyd 1987,228) 

IUBENTUDIS for IUVENTUTIS 'youth' (Lloyd 1987,228) 

'It is especially worthy of note that in the northwest, (i. e., the western 

part of the kingdom of Leon and in Galicia) voicing seems to be most 
firrnly rooted. The strength of the new norin is revealed particularly in 

words that were now purely literary, probably having disappeared from 

popular usage- perpedua, abut, cingidur, aliga, digunt The 

strongest resistance to voicing, or to phrase it differently, the greatest 

conservatism, is visible in the areas near the Pyrenees' (Lloyd 1987, 

228-29). This voicing 'threatened merger with the pre-existing voiced 

phonemes, and the latter (if originally plosive) became fricative (e. g. /g/ 

> /y/) in order to avoid the merger' (Penny 1991,67). The /j/ was then 

eliminated to avoid merger with the new voiced palatal fricatives. In 

the case of the dental-alveolar fricatives /-ss-/ and /-s-/ of Vulgar Latin,, 

the /-ss-/ becomes /s/ and the /-s-/ becomes the voiced /z/. For the dento- 

alveolar affricates, the /-tts-/ becomes Y/ and the /-t'-/ becomes the 

voiced /d'/. The palatal fricative ITJ-1 becomes 1j'1 and 1j'1 becomes /0/. 

4. Other processes of adjustment 
There is a certain category of consonants that were subject to certain 

'processes of adjustment [such as] assimilation, dissimilation, 

metathesis, epenthesis f ... ], etcetera, although it should be noted that the 

same group, occurring in different words, may be treated in more than 

one way' (Penny 1991,77). Relating to the sibilants, the following 

adjustments, are (Penny 1991,77): 

UT > */dzd/ > /dz/ PLACITU >plazdo >Plazo 'time limit' 



UC > /ddz/ > /d/ DOOMCIM > doze (later doce) 'twelve" 
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I ND' C> /ndz/ 
I RD' C> /rdz/ 

UNDECfM > on--e (later once) 'eleven' 

QUATTOORDWM > quatorze (later 

catorce) 'fourteen' 

NT' (ý > /nts/ 

2.2 The Old Spanish Sibilants 

PANTICE > panqa (later panza) 'belly' 

During the eighth century, the Moorish conquest extended over three 

quarters of the Peninsula, leaving areas of independent Christians only in the north 

and northwest regions. In this area, speech is distant from exposure to the eighth- 

century 'non-n' (Penny 1991,13). During the Christian Reconquest of the 

Peninsula,, features of the Northern varieties of Hispano-Romance, one of which 

was Castilian which was typical of the Burgos area, spread to the central and 

southern parts of the Peninsula and laterally to Aragon and Le6n. With the 

establishment of the kingdom of Castile in 1035 and the recapture of Toledo in 

1085 by Alfonso VI of Leon, Castilian was afforded high prestige. It is this variety 

of Hispano-Romance with which I am concerned. 

As has been discussed, there were many phonological changes, from which 

more sibilants were produced, that occurred in the period from Late Latin to Old 

Spanish. However, graphemic distinction in pre-Alfonsine orthography is 

problematic (Cabrera Morales 1992) and orthography did not necessarily reflect a 

change in sound (Lloyd 1987). Through the work of Alfonso X, the Learned, king 

of Castile and Leon (1252-84), orthography was standardized and 'the new supra- 

regional literary standard was based upon the speech of the upper classes of Toledo' 

(Penny 1991,15-16). These are the sibilant phonemes as can be gleaned from the 

Alfonsine corpus: /t'/, /dz/, /s/5 /Z/, ISI, /3/ and /-t-f/ (Penny 1991,86). As I have 

stated early, A-Sl remains unchanged from Latin to Modem Spanish and, therefore, I 

am no longer concerned with it. Note that the phonemes / 0, x/ were not a part of 

the phonology of medieval Spanish. For the time being, however, I look at the six 

remaining sibilant phonemes and the phonological environments in which they 

occurred. The following chart sets out the development as it is seen by some to have 

occurred in the northern and central regions of the Iberian Peninsula (Alonso 1955, 

1969, Ford 1900, Penny 199 1 ). I debate the chronology set forth in this chart (5.1 ). I 
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namely in what is now known as Andalusia. 
2.2.1 Table-. Development of Old Spanish Sibilants in Northem and Central 

Regions of the Iberian Peninsula 

Old Spanish Orthograp i c 16"' century 17"' 
Phoneme 

_ 
. 

_Representation century 
Voiceless dento- /ts/ <ý> lano /t'/ > /s/ /s/ > /0/ 
alveolar affricate /lant'a/ (deaffrication) (shift of 

locus) 
voiced dento- /d/ <z> -ýe--, 7ir /dz/ > /z/ > /s/ > /0/ 
alveolar affricate /ded'ir/ /5/ (shift of 

(deaffrication locus) 
& devoicing) 

voiceless pre- FRSI <ch> leche remains intact /ts/ 
palatal affricate 116-t-Sel 
voiceless /s/ <ss> Passo remains intact /s/ 
retroflex alveolar /paso/ 
fricative 
voiced retroflex /Z/ <s> Cosa /z/ > /s/ /s/ 
alveolar fricative /koza/ (devoicing) 
voiceless pre- <x> dixo /S/ > /X/ 
palatal fricative /diSo/ (shift of 

locus) 
voiced pre- /&3/ > /3/ <g, i, J> muger /. 3/ > ISI /S/ > /x/ 
palatal (deaffrication) e /mu3'r/ (devoicing) (shift of 
affricate/fricative gengibre locus) 

[&3-ejid-31pre] 
> [3eJ'3'pre] 

The orthographic representation of these phonemes is as follows: 

1. /t'/ and /&/ 

/f/ word-initial, represented by the graphernes <9>, <C> 

cesta 'basket' (Penny 1991,64) 

(! erca 4 near' (Lapesa 1988,205) 

internal syllable-initial, represented by the graphemes <9>, <c> 

decir 'to descend',, caqa 'hunt', alqar 'to raise' (Penny 1991,86) 

syllable-final before consonant, represented by the grapheme <q> 
.1 

creqra 'he will grow' (Penny 1991,175) 

including word-final'ý represented by the grapheme <z, > 

pez 'fish', faz 'bundle'(Penny 1991,70) 

Note that the plural of these words is peVes 



andfaqes (Penny 1991,70). 

/d'/ internal syllable initial, represented by the grapheme <z> 
dezir 'to say', pozo 'well' (Penny 1991,86) 

word-final, represented by the grapheme <z> 
paz 'peace', fe.: 'lees (of wine)' 
Note that the plural of these is pazes, fe-es (Penny 1991,70) 

2. /s/ and /z/ 

/s/ word-initial,, represented by the graphernes <s>,, <ss> 

sabio 'leamed' (Alonso 19691,7) 

ssennor 'sir' (Menendez Pidal 1919, document 207, line 5 8) 

internal syllable-] nitial, represented by the graphemes <s>, <ss> 
balsa 'raft' (Alonso 1969,7) 

conde. vsa 'countess' (Alonso 1969,8) 

osso 'bear' (Penny 1991,69) 

syllable-final before a consonant including word-final, represented 
by the grapheme <s> 

siesta 'nap', (Alonso 1969,7) 

somos 4 we are' (Alonso 1969,19) 

/z/ internal syllable initial, represented by the grapheme <s> 

casa 'house', mesa 'table', rosa 'rose' (Alonso 1969,8) 

/L/ and /3. 

I/ internal syllable-initial, represented by the grapheme <x> and 

sometimes by <ss> 
fixo 'fixed', dixo 'he said' (Penny 1991,86) 

deyssar 'to leave, let' (s. v. dejar in Corominas & Pascal 1980-9 1) 

word-final, represented by the grapheme <x> 

relox 'clock' (Alonso 1969,173) 

internal syllable-initial, represented by the graphemes <i>, <j>, <g> 

fbia 'leaf, ajo 'garlic 1) , mugier 'woman' (Penny 1991,5 5) 

In Northern and Central Spain, by the sixteenth century, there are /s, ý, f /1 and by 

I The deaffiication of Y/ > /§/ and /d/ > /z. / and the merger of /z. / and /§/ to dental /s. / preceded 
seseo and zezeo. Deaffiication of /t/ and /d/ are likely to give a dental fficative result. We know 
that its point of articulation was not alveolar since it would have merged with the alveolar fficative 
/s/. Furthermore, we know its point of articulation is not interdental since evidence for interdental 
/0/ does not occur until around the n-dd-seventeenth century (Penny 1991,88). 
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the end of the seventeenth century, there are /0, s, x/. In Southern Spain, by the 
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end of the sixteenth century, there are /z, s, f, 3/ and by the end of the seventeenth 
century, there are /ý h/. The following are points to remember when speaking about 
the Old Spanish sibilants: 

1. In Southern regions of the Iberian Peninsula, the following probably 
occurred: 
(a) There is deaffrication first. 

/t'/ > /s/ and /d'/ > /z/ 

(b) There was a merger of the voiced dental fricative with the voiced 
alveolar fricative, a merger of the voiceless dental fricative with 
the voiceless alveolar fricative. 

/z-/ and /z/ > /4/ /s/ and /s/ > /ý/ 

(c) There is a merger of the voiced dental fricative with the voiceless 
dental fricative and a merger of the voiced palatal fricative with 
the voiceless palatal fricative. 

/z/ and /ý/ > /ý/ /3/ and /f/ > ISI 

(d) There is a merger of the voiceless palatal fricative with the 

voiceless laryngeal fricative 
. 

ISI ---> 
2. In Northern and Central regions of the lbenan Peninsula the followin 

occurred. 
(a). There is deaffrication first. 

As/> /ý/ and /dz/ > IzJ 

(b) There is a merger of the voiced dental fricative with the voiceless 
dental fricative,, a merger of the voiced alveolar fficative with the 

voiceless alveolar fricative and a merger of the voiced palatal 
fricative with the voiceless palatal fricative. 

/z/ and /ý/ > /ý/ /z/ and /s/ > /s/ /3/ and ISI > ISI 

(c) The retroflex /s/ remains intact. The locus shifts are /5/ --* /0/ and 

Is! -' 

2.3 Various Changes which Affected the Old Spanish Sibilant System 

RamOn Menendez-Pidal (1962,99) states that '[d]urante los siglos que van 
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Toledo define el prototipo del castellano, pen-naneciendo la fonetica del espahol 
cast immutable. De pronto, en la segunda mitad del siglo XVI, ]a norma "toledana" 
entra en crisis y, rdpidamente, se afirman en la lengua cambios fon6ticos 

importantisimos, surgiendo de la ruina del antiguo sistema toledano el del espahol 
modemo: Los fonemas /v/ I/P/1, /j/ 1/3/1, /s/, /z/ y /h/ del espafiol medieval se 
plerden, confundidos los resultados de los cuatro primeros con los de /b/, /x/ /ss/ 
[/s/] y /ý/ [/t'/]; la /q/ [/t'd de dental > interdental y la /x/ de palatal > velar; /b/ y /d/ 
pasan a pronunciarse fricativas en posicion debil, etcetera'. The changes of 
deaffrication, devoicing and change of locus affected a group of phonemes that lent 

complexity to the phonemic inventory of medieval Spanish and are essentially, 
along with merger of /P/ and /b/, what constitute the difference between medieval 

and modem Spanish phonology. 
When discussing issues of sound changes and their regularity and normality 

(or irregularity and abnormality, as the case may be) in a given language, it has to 
be recognized that the laws and rules of sound change are postulated by the linguist 

after the changes take place, with geographical and statistical regularity playing a 

role in determining, with hindsight, what the linguist might consider 'normal' or 
cregular' sound change (Wright 1982,6-14). For example, a sound change that 

occurs in some parts of France (i. e., Latin word-initial <ca-> > ISal or ISel in such 

words as CANTANT > chantent or CARUM > cher) is seen as perfectly normal 

and regular; yet, the same Latin word-initial <ca-> in Castile remained the same 
(i. e., CANTANT > cantan, CARUM > caro). How is it that both realizations of the 

same Latin word-initial <ca-> are seen to be regular and normal? It seems 

perfectly reasonable to assume that at different times in different regions, different 

languages would develop differently and therefore, what is normal- for one language 

might not be normal for another. In Castile,. Latin word-initial <ca-> becomes both 

/ka/ and /ga/ (CANTO > canto and CATTUM > gato (Wright 1982,8). It is the 

initial /ka-/ > /ga-/ which is regarded as I irregular' or 'abnormal ". Regarding the 

history of the sibilants of Peninsular Spanish, there is an assumption that the 

devoicing of the sibilants is somehow 'abnormal' or 'irregular', since other 

Romance languages retain voiced sibilants. If the same logic were applied to the 

sibilants as is applied to the Latin word-initial <ca->, then devoicing in the sibilants 

in Peninsular Spanish would not be seen as" irregular' or 'abnon-nal' at all (for 
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arguments against the 'abnormality of sibilant devoicing in Spain', see sections 
1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4). Any discussion of the regularity of sibilant sound changes in 
Iberian Romance, in fact, would involve an investigation of cases of variation 
amongst the sibilants within Peninsular Spanish. Furthermore, the issue of 
regularity can be seen in light of statistical regularity. Continuing with Latin word- 
initial <ca-> (Wright 1982,8-9), the development of <ca-> > ika/ in word-initial 
position is seen as statistically normal and more regular than <ca-> > /ga/ since 
more words in Castilian exhibit the development to word-initial /ka/ than to /ga/ 
(CASA > casa, CAPILLUS > cabello). However, it is statistically more normal for 

<ca-> > /ga/ when <ca-> is word-intemal and preceded by a vowel as in PACARE 

>pagar and SECARE > segar. The phoneme /k/ voices intervocalically, which is 
to be expected ftom lenition. 

However, a word of caution is advisable, before embarking on an 

investigation of the sound changes (deaffrication, devoicing and change of locus) 

and their normality and regularity within the sibilant inventory of Peninsular 

Spanish. 'A close scrutiny reveals that even the best phonetic laws are frequently 

riddled with irregularities' (Wright 1982,43). There is a degree of irregularity in 

sibilant change and it is difficult to formulate an exceptionaless rule as to their 

phonological outcome. Regarding Latin intervocalic /tj/ and /kj/, Lloyd (1987) 

writes, 'the difficulty for Old Castilian lies in the fact that the results of 
(Intervocalic] /tj/ and /kj/ are so unpredictable that it is impossible to set up any kind 

of set of regular sound correspondences' (Lloyd 1987,26 1). For example, /tj/ > /d/ 

can be seen is such words as POTRU > pozo, RATIONE > razOn and SATIONE > 

sazon or the outcome could be A/> /t/ in such words as CAPITIA > cabeqa, 

POTIONE > poqoha 'draught' and PLATEA > plaVa. /kj/ > /d/ can be seen in 

such words as NflNACIA >-amenaza,. CORTICEA > corteza and LTCIU > h. Zo 
'warp, leash'. /kj /> /t'/ can be seen in such words as CORACEA > coraqa 'cuirass) 

and PELLTCEA > pe(7) IiVa 'fur coat'. 
For Yakov Malkiel (197 1), however, the issue of Latin /tj/ and /kj/ belongs 

to the domain of morphology and not to phonology. He points out that it is in 

various suffixes of derived words that the majority of the reflexes of Latin /tJ/ and 

/kJ/ are found. Examples of these various medieval Spanish suffixes include the 

following (1993,202): 

a. -ezar from the Greek -EDIARE 
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b. -izo from Latin -TCIU 
c. -azo from Latin -ACIU 
d. -azOn from Latin -ý, TIONE 

e. -e--a from Latin ATIA, ATIE 

Disregarding (a), etymologically speaking It Is surprising that a voiced affrIcate and 

not a voiceless affricate would emerge from the voiceless stops /k/ and /t/ of Latin. 

One would expect /t'/ and not /d/ 
. For example, in Old Galician-Portuguese, one 

sees the use of -e--a as well as -ece and -ice (< ATIA or ATIE) and the use of -i(o 
< -TCfU, -aýo < -ACIU, and -aqon < -ATIONF, which, in Malkiel's view, are the 

results one would phonologically expect (1993,202). He points out that the suffix - 

e.: a (< -ITIA), in Portuguese, is the only suffix to alternate <z> - <c, ý>- 

However, in some derived words of Old Spanish, one sees the use of <z> 

and not <9> (as in Galician-Portuguese) in the suffixes ATIA > -eza, -TClU > 

-izo and -ATIONE > -azon. Examples of these derivational suffixes occur in such 

words as escaseza (from escaso + suffix), granizo (from grano + suffix), and 

criazOn (from criar + suffix). The use of Latin ATIA and -ACIU is also seen in 

non-derived words. Examples include cabe! Va (< CAPITIA) and pedaqo (< 

PITACCUJM < PITTACIUM). The use of <9> in such words as pedaqo and braqo 

(< BRACCIUM) could represent 'regular' phonological development. 

Nevertheless, Malkiel argues that the use of <z> , instead of <q> in some of the 

derivational suffixes could be because 'some of the early medieval speech 

communities felt impelled or tempted to voice [the sibilants] of a number of 

characteristic derivational suffixes' (Malkiel 1971,3). Malkiel points out that: 

The majority of derivational suffixes had a voiced phoneme from Latin 

(such as -ALE > -al - ar, -ILE > -il, -ARE > -ar, -ARIU > 

-ero, -ORIU > -orio, -ORA > -ura, -ORE > -on, -ona, -ANU > -ano, 

-TNU > -ino, -ONE > -on), or obtained a voiced phoneme in the 

phonological developments that occurred from Latin to Hispano- 

Romance. Examples include -ACULU > /a. Ku/ > -ajo /a3o/ and 

-ICULU > /if,, u/ > -YO /i30/ or -TTU > -ido (Malkiel 1971,3). 

2. There are unstressed suffixes of 'disputed ancestry [such as] '-alo, 

ý-aro, ý-ago' (Malkiel 1971,3) which exhibit a sonorant or voiced 

obstruent. 

3. Suffixes from Gallo-Romance, -er < OFr. OPro. -(i)er < -ARW plus el 
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< -ELLU as well as -age < -ATICU reinforce the tendency of 
derivational suffixes to contain voiced consonants (Malkiel 1971,4). 

4. The suffixes that contain a voiceless consonant belong to a small 
minority 'all of them of rustic flavor and with comic or coarse overtones, 
e. g. -aco, -ieco (as against the far more important -iego), 
-ueco, -ico [etc. ]' (Malkiel 1971,4). 

Malkiel concludes that there is an entire restructuring of the derivational 

suffixes containing <ý>, such that <q> is replaced by <z> due to anological pressure 
from other derivational suffixes in which voiced consonants are found. By contrast, 

the appearance <9> in such words as cabeqa or pedap is in keeping With the 

unimpeded regular development of /tj/ and /kj/. 

Due to the controversy over Latin intervocalic /tj/ and /kj/, I have chosen to 

list such words, gleaned from my data sources, as examples (3.1.2.1.3) but do not 

include them in my data count since the Old Spanish outcome of these consonants is 

as likely to be voiced as voiceless. Consequently, it could be difficult to determine 

any sound changes through variations in orthography. 

There is a great deal of discussion regarding the issue of sibilant exchange 

(Alonso 1947, Pharies 1994, Joos 1952, Del Valle 1996). It emerges that there are 

certain pairs of graphernes in Old Spanish that sporadically interchange in a 

seemingly haphazard manner. The following are the graphernes involved and a list 

of examples (Alonso 1947,1-2,6-8). 

1. <S> - <q, C, Z> 

sarqo - qarqo 
encienso - encienqo 
sencido - cencido 
sinzel - cincel 
Garsia - Garcia 
suzio - quzio 
bisma - bizma 
mezquino - mesquino 
biscocho - bizcocho 
mueso - muezo 
massa - macizo 

Note that these graphemes occur in a variety of positions: word-initial, 

syllable-initial after a consonant and syllable-final, with the exception of 

mueso - muezo and massa - macizo. Regarding mueso - muezo 

(Corominas and Pascual 1980-91, s. v. morder), mueso is derived from 
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pair mavsa - macizo (Corominas and Pascual 1980-9 1, s. v. masa), 
massa is derived from Latin MASSA. macizo (possibly < maciqo < 

macizo < *ma. vsizo) could be a borrowing from Old French (mavsi.: or 
massice). 

2 <S> - <X> 

Between the twelfth and the fourteenth century, there are few cases of 

sibilant exchange of this kind (Alonso 1947,3). They were normally 
found in Arabic words such as xarope, in the confusion of the prefixes 

enx- and -ens (i. e., enxerir, enxuga, ensalqar) and in xierra, ximio and 

xufre. It is in the fifteenth century that more examples of this type of 

exchange are seen. Some of the interchange is seen in words such as 

caxco - casco and paxarero -pasarero. Del Valle (1996,83) notes that 

/s/ and ISI are acoustically similar in timbre and frequency. Given their 

similarities, this occasional exchange is, therefore, not unusual. Alonso 

also notes that this sibilant exchange is characteristic of theatrical rustic 

jargon (Alonso 1947,4). 

silguero - xilguero 
simio - ximio 
sastre - xastre 
seringa - xeringa 
cascar- caxcar 
tasbique - taxbique 

<s> - <ch> 
sancho -chancho 
zueco (< SOCCU) - chueco 
sirlia - chirle 

In every word listed by Alonso (1947,6), the graphemes are seen in 

the word-initial position. Pharies (1994,394) discusses the exchange 

and notes that 'the sporadic change s- >6 [tf] may have been caused 

by the structural tendency in Spanish to strengthen initial consonants') 

and direction of change is from /s-/ > AS-1 and not vice versa. 
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4. <v> - <ch> 

torcina - forchina 
qamarra - chamarra 
ql'nqe - chinche 
capaqo - capacho 

5. <s> - <g> or <j> 

This-exchange is most common in western dialects, in Galicia and 
northern Portugal, as well as in Judeo-Spanish (Alonso 1947,7-81). <g> 

or <j> for <s> can be seen in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries but 

examples of <s> for <g> or <j> are much fewer, occurred later and did 

not survive. 

visitar -vigitar 
resistir - regiStir 
relisiOn - religion 
colesio - colegio 
mesor - mejor 
firisol -fr4ol 

<s> - <z> 

Alonso (1947,8) states that this exchange is rarely seen as an example of 

'trueques de sibilantes'. Examples include cervesa - cerveza and 

gasapo - gazapo. It is frequently seen, however, in <-s> - <z-> in such 

words asfis -fize andfi, 51o -fizelo. 
Note that the sibilant pairs involved in the 'trueques de sibilantes' are: 

1. in positions of voice neutralization (i. e., word-initial, syllable-initial after 

a consonant, and syllable-final). 
2. The phonemes involved in the exchanges belong to either the voiced 

class or the voiceless class. The exchange rarely occurs between 

different classes. 
When considering an investigation of changes in the sibilant inventory of 

Peninsular Spanish, one must be aware of the issues raised regarding the exchange 

of sibilants. Caution is advised, since again , it 
is difficult to determine if variations 

in orthography reflect sound change. For this reason, I have excluded, from my data 

(3.1.2.1), sibilants in word-initial or word-final position. This exclusion is extended 

to the words asi (a popular descendant of the Latin AD + SIC (Penny 1991,118, 
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etcetera, since the <s> or <ss> could possibly be perceived by speakers as word- 
initial after a prefix. I have also excluded sibilants in positions of voice 
neutralization (i. e., word-initial, word-final, syllable-final and syllable-initial after a 
consonant,, as in consolar or ensellar). 

2.3.1 Deaffrication, Devoicing and Chanae of Locus 

The phonological changes that have affected the Old Spanish sibilant system 
are three-fold,, involving the processes of deaffrication, devoicing and change of 
locus. For each phonological change, I look at when and where, geographically, the 

process occurred, in what phonological environments the change first can be 

detected and the phonological environments that were subsequently affected. 

2.3.1.1 Deaffrication 

From the mid-thirteenth century, the graphemes <q> (representing the 

phoneme /t'/) and <z> (representing the phoneme /d/) were used in various 

phonological environments. Harris-Northall (1992) states that the word-final 

obstruents are regularly devoiced in medieval Spanish and it is unclear why the 

scribes used , in word-final position, <z>, the grapheme more usually associated 

with the voiced sibilant, instead of the <ý>, the grapheme more usually associated 

with the voiceless sibilant. According to Harris-Northall, in Old Castile,, the 

grapheme <z> represented a fricative and not an affricate in word-final position. His 

investigation of the the Alfonsine corpus reveals that, the <-z> is used regularly in 

word-final position whereas <--g> in, ýNord-final position does not appear in many 

texts (i. e., Canones de Albateni and Estoria de Espaha). If it does appear in the 

texts, it is so infrequent as to be statistically insignificant or its use can be traced to 

a scribe that had been trained in Catalonia or Aragon, regions where the use of <-9> 

was more common than in Castile (Harris-Northall 1992,252-3). Furthermore, 

only in extreme apocope (as in words such as noch) did Spanish have word-final 

affricates. From this he deduces that 'deaffrication had thus already started by the 

middle of the thirteenth century' (Harris-Northall 1992,245). 

According to Malkiel (197 1), the occurrence of the grapheme <z> in word- 
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'light', ve,: 'time'. Therefore /d/ occurs intervocalically, hardly ever word-initially 
except in Arabisms and word-finally as a spelling device (Malkiel 1971,16). <z> 
did not occur in free alternation with <q> or <s> (except in a few cases such as 
arq6n - ar.: 6n, goqo - gozo, ceresa - cereza). Penny (199 1) would disagree with 
this because there are examples of the occurrences of the grapheme <z> in word- 
final position and its alternation with <q>. Examples include pez 'fish' andfii: 
'bundle'. Note that the plural of these words is peqes andfaces (Penny 1991,70). 

According to Galmes de Fuentes (1962), the merger of the sibilants began 

with the deaffrication of /t'/ and /d'/ (spelled <ý> and <z> respectively), which 

initially occurred when they were in the weak intervocalic position. However, these 

two phonemes remained as affricates in other positions. 'Y este cardcter afficado 
(ideal en todo caso, real en algunas ocasiones) es lo que, sin duda, prestaba mayor 
fuerza y personalidad a q, z sobre s, ss, slempre fricativas' (Galm6s de Fuentes 

1962,84). 

Since deaffrication was merely a phonetic change and did not affect the 

number of phonemes in the phonemic inventory system of Castilian, it was not 

reflected in orthography and therefore, knowing when the change occurred is very 

difficult. Despite this, according to Ralph Penny (1991,87), the /t'/ and /d/ had 

deaffricated in the North during the fifteenth century. 

The graphemes <ý> and <z> were considered by many Romance historical 

linguists, according to Alonso, to represent affricate phonemes until the sixteenth 

century. Cuervo (1895), Ford (1900) and Tuulio (1962) area few of the scholars of 

this opinion (Alonso 1955,93-4). Alonso agrees. This change occurred first in the 

/d'/ and then in the /t'/ (Alonso 1955,96). In internal syllable-initial position, by 

the first third of the sixteenth century, the grapheme <z> no longer represented the 

voiced affricate /d'/, but rather represented the voiced fricatiVe /z/. 

The phoneme /t'/ was represented by the grapheme <q> until the early 

seventeenth century (Alonso 1955,381). In the early seventeenth century, in 

Andalusia, the grapheme <z> represented the phoneme /s/ and the grapheme <9> 

represented the phoneme /t'/ (Alonso 1955,381). However, the deaffrication of the 

phoneme /t'/ was already extensive by the beginning of the seventeenth century in 

Andalusia and possibly before in Old Castile, but it was not generalized (Alonso 

1955,381). 
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2.3.1.1.1 Chronological and Geogjaphical Summary of the Changes /t'/ > /s/ 

and /d/ > /z/ and the Phonological Environments in which the 

Changes Occurred 

There are conflicting views regarding the changes /t'/ > /s/ and /d/ > /z/. 

The deaffrication of /d'/ > IZJ is seen to have occurred as early as the mid-thirteenth 

century (Harris-Northall 1992) and as late at the fifteenth (Penny 199 1) and mid- 
sixteenth (Alonso 1955, Ford 1900) centuries in Old Castile. This change is seen to 
have occurred initially in word-final position and in intervocalic position and later 

in internal syllable-initial position. The deaffrication of /ts/ > /5/ is regarded to have 

occurred in the internal syllable-initial position as early as the fifteenth century 
(Penny 1991) and as late as the late sixteenth/early seventeenth centuries in Old 

Castile and in the early seventeenth century in Andalusia (Alonso 1955). 

2.3.1.2 Devoicing 

There is consensus that, before the eleventh century, <-s-> represented /z/ 

and that <s->, <-ss->,, <-s> represented /s/. However, in pre-Alfonsine Spanish, 

these differences were not represented orthographically in a regular manner (Alonso 

19691ý 7). The /z/ and the /s/ were both written as the <-s-> or <-ss-> This 

alternation does not show phonetic confusion or neutralization and proof of this can 

be seen in a dictionary of rhyme by Pero Guillen de Segovia (Tuulio 1962) in 1475, 

in which the rhymes With <-s-> and <-ss-> are distinguished (Alonso 1969,11). 

However, as early as the thirteenth century, voiced sibilants in the word-final 

position have devoiced (Alonso 1969,159). 

Cano (1988) notes that confusion in the phonemes IS, 3/ is seen as early as 

the thirteenth century. The neutralization of voice in ISI and /3/ occurred first in the 

word-final position in such words as relox 'watch' (Alonso 1969,172) then spread 

to other environments. 

In several of his works, Juan Frago Gracia puts forth his argument that the 

devoicing and subsequent velarization of the sibilants had occurred in Andalusia 

much earlier than was previously expected. As a matter of fact, Frago Gracia 

(1993) discusses the opposition of /s/ - /z/ in Andalusia and states that one must get 
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rid of the idea that the readjusting process in the medieval Castilian consonants 
started in the north and worked its way south (Frago Gracia 1993,213-4). Frago 
Gracia (1993) claims to have data regarding the merger of the /s/ and /Z. / to the 
voiceless /5/ in Andalusia. Examples include: quisieredes - quissi . eredes in 1264: 
tolliesse-heredasen, tolliese-heredasse. Also,, Frago Gracia (1993) notes that there 
are examples of the merger of /t'/ and /dz/ in 1338. Examples include Luzia - 
Luqla and the form diqen instead of di.: en. Through these examples one can see the 
merger of and /z and s/ in the thirteenth century in Andalusia. 

Manuel Ariza disagrees with Frago Gracia. Ariza (1997), in considering the 
history of Andalusian, acknowledges the impact of and the integral part played by 
Castilian in the development of Andalusian. Ta g6nesis del andaluz obviamente 
tiene que ser la lengua romance que se hablaba en la region a partir de su 
reconquista por Fernando 111. [ 

... 
] el andaluz "nace" de la evoluci6n del castellano 

que hablaban los descendientes de los repobladores del siglo XIll' (Ariza 1997, 
124). Furthermore, Ariza (1997) doubts the accuracy of the data used by Frago 

Gracia. He states that, in Frago Gracia's reproduction of documents from the 
Archivo Provincial de Seville, his reproductions are very good and usually accurate. 
However, Ariza doubts that Frago Gracia always consulted the onginal in his work. 
Ariza notes some mistakes in dates and lexemes that are obvious if one has 

consulted the original. For a list of dates and words, see Ariza 1997,128. According 

to Ariza., Frago Gracia leaves out some important documents as well. 
By the fifteenth century, the phonemes /d/, /z/ and /3/ had already 

devoiced in the Northern part of the Peninsula and by the mid-fifteenth century, 
there is already voice levelling between the phonemes represented by <s>, <ss>, <Z> 

and <q> (Frago Gracia 1989,127,13 1). Between 1402 and 1426 in Seville, Frago 

Gracia (1989) states that there is no distinction between /s/ and /z/ and that there is a 

merger of the phonemes IV . /5/ and /3/ : ISI into /ý/ and ISI. Moreover, Frago 

Gracia (1983) believes that by the mid-fifteenth century, <g> and <j> before a non- 
front vowel <a>, <o> or <u>,, firstly represent /3/ as in megor and yngusta. Later, 

<g> and <j> represented /x/ as in muxer, dexar and consexo. In support of his view 

that devoicing of the sibilants had occurred, at the latest, by the early fifteenth 

century, Frago Gracia observes that in manuscripts such as 'Actas Capitulares de 

Moron de la Frontera',, dated between 1402 and 1426, from Moron de la Frontera 

in the province of Seville, 'se manifiestan en el confusiones de sibilantes con los 
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de formas como aventaxar y buxeta-bugeta, aparte de que, y esto es 
verdaderamente digno de resaltarse, en toda la extension del corpus 6nica y 
exclusivamente se halla utilizada la ese sencilla (s) yjamds la doble (ss) [ 

... 
j (Frago 

Gracia 1989,132-3). ' This would indicate that in this part of Seville there was no 
distinction between /s/ and /z/. 

According to Cabrera Morales (1992), in the fourteenth century, in 
particular in the second half, and in the fifteenth century, one sees III of 
devolcing in each pair of phonemes, especially with /s/ - /z/. Cabrera Morales 

states that these indications are still open to interpretation due to the graphemic 
instability even after the Alfonsine reforms. By the end of the fifteenth and early in 
the sixteenth centuries one sees,, definitively, the process of devoicing and its 
completion by the end of the sixteenth century. 

Also, according to Alonso (1969), the neutralization of voice in the sibilants 

in the tntervocalic position occurred sometime in the fifteenth century. 'Sin salir del 

siglo XV, vemos que Encina (Cancionero, 1492) rima casa con rassa [ ... ]. Boscdn 

rima risa con sissa' (Alonso 1969,230-3 1). Manuel de, Montollu (1945) agrees that 
there is confusion in the sibilants at the end of the fifteenth century. 

However,. by the mid-sixteenth century, the devoicing of the sibilants 
is already old in the North (Alonso 1969,25). By the second third of the sixteenth 

century, the two phonemes had merged to /s/. Those that resettled Toledo and 

Andalusia were from the north and brought with them the voiced and voiceless 

sibilants. According to Alonso (1969) and Cabrera Morales (1992), the 

neutralization of voice in the sibilants /s/ and /z/ and /S / and /3/ occurred in the 

North 
, in Old Castile, and it spread south first through Toledo then into Andalusia. 

By the end of the sixteenth century, neutralization had spread to all parts of Spain 

(Alonso 1969). Lantolf (1974) states that the devoicing innovation began in the 

lower classes and then spread vertically to the upper classes, from young to old and 

from the North to the South. The innovation spread, during the period of the 

Reconquest, due to the great mobility of people. By the end of the sixteenth century, 

the merger of the voiced and voiceless sibilants was complete. 

Cano (19 8 8), Macpherson (1975) and PennY (199 1), agree that the 

confusion in the voiced sibilants and voiceless sibilants, began in the north and 

spread south. By the sixteenth century, according to Penny (1991,87) the voice 
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and by 1550, in the North, the voice 
contrast in the syllable-initial sibilants has merged to [-voice]. However, in Toledo, 
the voice contrast remains. For example Santa Teresa de Avila wrote aqer and 
xygar (<ý> and <x> = /t'/ and ISI), whereas in Toledo there is hazer andjugar (<z> 

and <j> = /d'/ and /3/) (Penny 1991,87). In syllable-initial position, the voice 
contrast merges to the [-voice] by the sixteenth century. There is confusion of 
<c>/<ý> with <z> (reVar for rezar), of <s> with <ss> (tuviese for tuviesse), and of 
<j> with <x> (dyera for dixera) (Penny 1991,87). The voice contrast was 
maintained in Toledo and the South until the end of the sixteenth century. 

Ford (1900) looks at apparent sources for the seven old Spanish sibilants in 
Castilian and Andalusian, and other dialects are only incidentally considered. Ford 
dates the devoicing of the /z/ during the mid-sixteenth century. His chief source of 
information on pronunciation and orthography is Disquisiciones sobre antigua 

ortografi'a y pronunciaclOn castellana. ý by R. I Cuervo (1895). Ford does not 

consult primary sources and largely relies on Cuervo's findings. From these he 

draws his data,, defending their use by stating that these texts are from true, careful 

editions of the original manuscripts. 

Kiddle (1975) highlights the 111.131 contrast in the South and the 

velarization of ISI to /x/. He states that by the mid-sixteenth century, confusion of 
ISI 

. 
13/ begins in the popular speech of the North but, in the South, this contrast 

remains until the last decade of the sixteenth century. He further states that the 

velarization of the ISI occurs between 1550-80, especially in Southern Castile and 

Western Andalusia. In the rest of Andalusia, velarization of the /f/ is completed 
firstly in non-prestigious pronunciation by early seventeenth century. This 

innovation moved from the lower to the upper classes. This prestige of the /x/ 

spread and by the 1660s, it was the norm. 

2.3.1.2.1 Chronological and Geographical SummaKy of the Changes /s/ and /z/ 

/s/, /z/ and /s/ > /s/, T/ and. L3Z > IV and the Phonological Environments 

in which the Changes Occurred 

There is much debate over the changes /s/ and /z/ > /s/, /z/ and /s/ > /s/, ISI 

and /3/ > /f/. It is generally acknowledged that devoicing first occurred when the 
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phonemes in question were in syllable-final position and that it later affected 
other phonological environments, namely internal syllable-initial position. This is, 
however, where general agreements end. Devoicing is seen by some to have begun 

in the thirteenth century or the fourteenth century or as late at the fifteenth and early 
sixteenth centuries in Old Castile. The change is believed to have begun in Old 
Castile and to have spread to Toledo and later to Andalusia. However, it is also 
argued that, in Andalusia, as early as the thirteenth century, devoicing had begun, 

contradicting the claim that the change had its origin in the North. 

2.3.1.3 Change of Locus 

2.3.1.3.1 In Northern and Central Regions of the Iberian Peninsula 

In summaKy, the previous mergers produced the following outcomes- 

0 /t'/ /s/ and /d/ > 141 

e 1z1 and /s/ > /s/ 

/z/ and /s/ > /s/ 

9 /f/ and /3/ > ISI 

The outcome produced by the change of locus: 

9 /s/ remained unchanged 

9 /s/ > /0/ from dental to interdental 

* ISI > /x/ from palatal to velar (Penny 1991,88) 

According to Penny (1991,88) and Macpherson (1975), the above changes 

in locus can be seen in the mid-sixteenth century, are spread throughout society in 

the late sixteenth century and become the norm in the mid-seventeenth century. 

These shifts in locus can be seen in the intervocalic positions in such words as caqa, 

al! Var, dezir and pozo all being pronounced with /0/ whereas words like dixo, caxa, 

hyo and mugier are pronounced with /x/ (Penny 1991,88). However, for Alonso 

(1976), the change of locus in /ý/ > /0/ still had not occurred in the seventeenth 

century, was insufficiently aftested for in the eighteenth century and was the norm 

by the nineteenth century (Monso 1976,91,337,336). 
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velarization of the /f/ occurs between 1550-80, especially in Southern Castile and 
Western Andalusia. 

2.3.1.3.2 In Andalusia 

In summa! y, the previous mergers Produced the following outcomes, 

* /t'/ > /ý/ and /d/ > /?: / 

* /z/ and /z/ > /z/ 

/s/ and /s/ > /s/ 

o /z/ and /ý/ > /ý/ 

* and /I/ > /f/ 

The outcome produced by the change of locus: 

/s/ remains unchanged 

ISI ---> /h/ (Penny 1991,90) 

In much of Central Andalusia, Seville, Cordoba, the Canaries, and the 
C 

Americas 
, the dental result of this merger, [/s/1, is seseo' (Penny 1991,90). In this 

outcome, there are 'higher frequencies [than those produced in ceceo] that result 

when the air passes through a narrow space in the center of the tongue' (Lloyd 

.) 
336). Another result of the merger of the phonemes /s, ý, s, z/ is /s3/ and this 1987, 

is referred to as ceceo. In this outcome, 'the tongue is held flat or is curved 
downward, with the stream of air passing over most of the area of the predorsum of 

the tongue' (Lloyd 1987,336). It is similar acoustically to the /0/, but is not 

identical (Penny 1991190) and can be heard in the coastal areas-of Andalusia and in 

other towns in Andalusia. 

In regard to seseo and ceceo, there are conflicting arguments. Ramon 

Menendez Pidal states that by the early fourteenth century, in the kingdom of 

Granada, there was either seseo (as in Rute, Priego, Antequera, Archidona) or ceceo 

(Algeciras, Gibralar, Olvera, Caftete la Real, Moron) or distinction (Jaen, Quesada, 
'X Puebla de Don Fadrique, Huelma) (Menendez Pidal 1962,118). The merger of the 

phonemes /ý, 4, s. z/ can be seen early on in the syllable-final position in such 

words as 'azno for asno (and] diesmo for diezmo' (Penny 1991,89). Seseo and 
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ceceo are documented in the Canaries since the beginning of the sixteenth 
century and in Puerto Rico in 1521 (Lapesa 1988,376). The /s, Z/ ceased to be 

distinguished from /s, z/ in the early to mid-sixteenth century and by the mid- to 
late-sixteenth century merger was generalized (Menendez Pidal 1962). 

Frago Gracia (1993) argues that as early as 1366, one can (supposedly) see 
examples of seseo in Seville: exepqion : esepqion (Frago Gracia 1993,233). How is 

this an example of seseo when the grapheme <x> represents /S/ and /ks/ in learned 

words and the grapheme <s> represents /z/? These examples used by Frago Gracia 

are learned words (3.1.2.1.1) and are prone to being spelled in different ways. Nor 

does the confusion of graphemes necessarily correlate to a change of pronunciation. 

According to Frago Gracia (1993,1985), by the mid 1400s, the use of qeqeo---ezeo 

was well established in Seville. Problems inherent in Frago Gracia's argument are 

as follows (Tuten 1998,200-08)- 

1. The dearth of palaeographic editions of medieval Andalusian texts 

is a problem for Frago Gracia. Of the examples given of seseo 

(Frago Gracia 1989,1993), there are only seven true examples of 

apparent thirteenth-century seseo. It is difficult to base his 

argument on so little evidence. 

2. If seseo appears throughout Andalusia in the thirteenth cpntury, 

why is it that some areas, such as Jaen and the north of Huelva, 

still maintain distinction? 

3. Over-interpretations and misinterpretations by Frago Gracia can be 

seen in the following categories: 

a. Syllable- or word-final. confusion: Many of Frago Gracia's 

forms used to show seseo fall into this category. Since 

voice and affrication is neutralized in sibilant phonemes in 

syllable-final and word-final position, then in words such as 

encenz, asas, viscayno and Velasques, the grapheme <z> 

could represent a deaffricated /d/, i. e., IZJ, and <s> could 

represent a devoiced /z/, i. e., /s/. 

b. Post-nasal confusion: The use of a <s> instead of a <ý> 
't after a nasal does not necessarily mean that there is seseo 

but rather could mean that the occlusive nature of 

the sibilant phonemes is implicit in the nasal. It is, 
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therefore, not surprising to see confusion in this 

position. 

C. Methathesis, assimilation, dissimilation: Many of his 

examples can be explained by these processes. Cemenqera, 

(en-zillo, ýenzilla, sy, ýion, and susepVores can be explained 
by assimilation, dissimilation or metathesis. 

Some of the forms, according to Ariza (1996 as cited In Tuten 1998), may simply 
be scribal errors. For example,, if a scribe writes convejo forty times and then writes 

conqejo instead of consej . o, it could be simply due to the influence of the frequency 

of con! Vejo. 

In most of Andalusia (excluding Western Andalusia), velarization of the ISI 

is completed first in non-prestigious pronunciation by the early-seventeenth century. 

This innovation moved from the lower to the upper classes. This prestige of the /X/ 

spread and, by the 1660s it was the norm (Kiddle 1975). Frago Gracia (1983) states 

that as early as 1517, one can see the velarization of the ISI in Andalusia. During the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the grapheme <j> represented the velarized /x/ in 

areas such as parts of Andalusia, where the IS, 31 had already passed on to /x/. Frago 

Gracia (1977) also makes a similar argument. Eddington (1990), proposes that the 

velarization of the ISI > /x/ predated that of Castile and thus was originally an 

Andalusian innovation. Distancing from /s/ may explain the development of /S/ > /x/ 

in Castilian, but cannot do so in Andalusia, where /s/ was eliminated early, and 

where /x/ is attested a century earlier than in Castile, thus ruling out arguments 

based on the southward spread of /x/. 

Lapesa also sees this change of locus in 1519 in such words as hentil for 

gentil 'kind' and in 1547 in such words as hermania for germanza 'slang (of 

gypsies/thieves)' (Lapesa 1988,379). Also shifts in locus can be seen in the 

intervocalic positions in a such words as 'bahuno [forl baxuno [and] muher [for 

muj*er]' (Lapesa. 1988,380). Penny, however, dates this change at the early to mid- 

seventeenth century (Penny 1991,90). 
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2.3.1.3.3 Chronological and Geographical Summary of the Changes sesealceceo, 
/s/ > /0/ý /j/ > /x/, /ý/ > /h/ and the Phonological Environments in 

which the Changes Occurred 

There are conflicting views regarding the changes of seseolceceo, /s/ > /0/, 

ISI > /x/ and ISI > /h/. Regarding seseo and ceceo, some would date these shifts in 

locus as early as the fourteenth century in the kingdom of Granada and Seville, 

being wel I-establ i shed by mid/late fourteenth century and others would see it as 

having occurred in the mid-sixteenth century, being the norm by the mid- 

seventeenth century. The shift in locus, ISI > /x/, is claimed to have begun in the 

early sixteenth century in the Canaries, in the mid-sixteenth century and late 

sixteenth century. The shift in locus, ISI > /h/, is claimed to have begun in the early 

sixteenth century and in the early to mid-seventeenth century. These changes are 

argued to have occurred first in the word-initial and syllable-final positions. 

2.4 Explanations for the Development of the Old Spanish Sibilants 

2.4.1 MoMholggy 

2.4.1.1 Suffixes 

Malkiel (1993,202) notes the following examples of medieval Spanish 

suffixes (see section 2.3 for a more detailed argument). 

a. -ezar from the Greek -IDLkRE 
b. -izo from Latin -ICIU 

c. -azo from Latin -ACfU 
d. -azOn from Latin -ATIONE 

e. -eza from Latin ATIA, ATEE 

Disregarding (a), etymologically speaking it is surprising that a voiced affricate and 

not a voiceless affricate would emerge from the voiceless stops /k/ and /t/ of Latin. 

One would expect /t/ and not /dz/ . For example , in Old Galician-Portuguese, one 

sees the use of -eza as well as -ece and -ice (< ATIA or ATEE) and the use of -iqo 

< -TCIU, -a! vo < -ACIU, and -aqon < -ATIONE, which, in Malkiel's view, are the 

results one would phonologically expect (1993,202). He points out that the suffix - 
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eza (< ATIA), in Portuguese, is the only suffix to alternate <Z> - <c, ý>. 
Malkiel (1971) concludes that the shift from <-ý-> to <-z-> in the five sibilant- 
governed suffixes (-zon, -eza, -azo, -i-zo, -a/uzar) occurred from the abundant 
analogical pressures from the suffixes containing voiced sibilants. 

2.4.1.2 Nouns 

Penny (1993) speculates that devoicing of the old Spanish sibilants /d/, /z/ 

and /3/ has its origins in 'patterns of noun morphology in the medieval language' 

(Penny 1993,75). In word-initial and syllable-final positions, there Is no phonemic 
contrast based on voicing. In medieval Spanish, the sibilant system is described as 
/t'/ and /d/, /s/ and /z/, /3/ and ISI. The functional load of these contrasts was 

extremely low in the identified minimal pairs. In the majority of the cases, the 

minimal pair is not one in a narrow sense in which the contrast is between words of 
the same class. The contrast tended to be between words of different classes, except 

in four cases. Furthen-nore,, the voice contrasts of the minimal pairs is in the 

intervocalic position, the voiced sibilants rarely occurring, if ever, in syllable-final 

position. Note that the grapheme <z> is used in both pez 'fish' andjef 'lees (of 

wine)'as well as injaz 'bundle' and paz 'peace'. The plurals are pe(es, Jezes, faces 

and pazes, (Penny 1991,70). In word-final position, devoicing is expected and the 

use of the grapheme <z> in the plurals does not necessarily indicate voicing in the 

grapheme in word-final position. There is a lack of resistance to devoicing due to 

the low functional yield of the voice contrast. Since there was no longer a 

morphological difference between the phoneme contrast because of the elimination 

of the voice contrast, the morphological levelling occurred in favour of 

voicelessness. 
Lantolf (1979) writes that 'there is little doubt that the functional load of the 

voicing correlation in the sibilant structure of Old Spanish was very low. Our claim, 

however, is not that the low functional load of the correlation was a therapeutic 

cause of the innovation, as Martinet would propose, but that It was a system-internal 

condition that permitted the Castilian speaker to remodel his linguistic system 
i without hampering communication' (Lantolf 1979,305). 
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Pensado (1993) states that the main supposition in describing the devoicing 

of the sibilants in Spanish is that it is a peculiar phenomenon. She rejects this 

assumption and states that devoicing is a natural consequence when there is a 
strengthening of frication, which is the fundamental characteristic of the sibilants. 
The maintenance of the proper amount of airflow at the vocal cord and at the point 
of constriction, which is, in the case of dental sibilants in Spanish, against the teeth 

is difficult (Pensado 1993,219). Therefore, there is a weakening of the vibrations of 
the vocal folds in order to maintain the airflow needed to produce a strengthening of 
frication at the point of constriction. I have addressed the issue of the acoustic 

quality of the sibilants in chapter 1 (1.2). 

2.4.3 Basque Substratum 

Some authors look to the substratum theory for an explanation of the 

development of the sibilants. Martinet (1951-52) claims that it is the Basque 

substratum that explains the merger of the voiced and voiceless sibilants. He notes 

that Basque does not have any voiced sibilants. As speakers of Basque moved to 

Old Castile, they were probably inclined to replace the voiced sibilants of Castilian 

with their voiceless counterparts. He proposes that this influence exerted by the 

bilingual speakers of Castilian and Basque transformed speech norms in Toledo 

during the sixteenth century. 

For Menendez Pidal (1950,216-33), the influence of Basque on Castilian is 

seen in the change of Latin initial /f/ to /h/. However, this change is not unique to 

Romance and can be seen in Italian dialects, Romanian, as well as Gascon. 

Menendez Pidal (1950,200) believes that the origin of this change is influenced by 

Basque, finding the first examples of /f/ > /h/ in the eleventh century in documents 

found near the Basque Country. He points out the following (Menendez Pidal 

19501P 219): 

a. The change from /f/ to /h/, while not unique to Romance, is most often 

seen within Castilian and Gascon. 

b. Castilian and Gascon are geographically contiguous languages 

and 

c. have a common historical and ethnic base, namely Hispano-lberian 



and Aquitanian-lberian. 

d. The two languages are linked geographically by Basque, a pre- 
Romance language that lacks /f/. 

e. As in Basque, Castilian vacillated between <f> - <p> and <f> - <h>, 
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indicating that this vacillation was one of prompted by an acoustic and 
not an evolutiVe change. 

'0 hay que cerrar los ojos en absoluto a la influencia del substato en el desarrollo de 
las lenguas importadas, o en este caso es patente' (Menýndez Pidal 1950,219) 

There are, however, other authors who disagree with Martinet and 
Men6ndez Pidal, Lantolf (1979) disagrees with the substratum theory. As far as the 
Basque substratum theory goes, Lantolf asserts that even though there are 

similarities between Basque and Castilian, this does not, in itself, show that Basque 

influenced the phonology of Castilian. Furthermore, according to Widdison 

(1995) 
, it is doubtful that such a small bilingual community could exert such 

influence on the entire Spanish population. He notes that in the U. S. A., the 
bilingual Spanish community operates with voiceless sibilants (in Spanish) and 

voiced and voiceless sibilants (in English). The native English speakers are not 

imitating the Spanish speakers and using only voiceless sibilants. Pensado (1993), 

also,, rejects the Basque influence saying that Basque influence was not prestigious 

enough to merit this sociolinguistic interference. 
Nor does Trask (1999) agree with Martinet. Trask writes that there is no 

evidence to support the idea that Castilian'might have originated as a form of Latin 

or Romance spoken by individuals whose mother tongue was Basque'(Trask 1999, 

415) or that Basque even influenced the development of this form of Hispano- 

Romance. The following is a brief look at Trask's argument against a Basque 

substratum vis-a-vis vocabulary, grammar and phonology. 
1. Vocabulary: There are some Spanish words to which a Basque origin 

has been ascribed. These words have no Latin etymology; some are 
'peculiar to Castilian; most are found throughout the Iberian Peninsula; a 
few are even attested in much of western Romance'(Trask 19991,415). 

A few of these words include anchoa 'anchovy', azcona'dart', chamorro 

'close-cropped' and sapo 'toad'. For each word, Trask offers an 

explanation of possible origins. For some words, Basque origin is not 

ruled out but is deemed unlikely (e. g. azcona'dart') or to be a recent 
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borrowing (e. g. boina 'Basque beret') (Trask 1999,416). He 

concludes that there is virtually no Basque influence on the lexicon of 
Castilian. 

4. Grammar: Trask sees no evidence of Basque influence on Castilian 

grammar and notes that most of the features to that could possibly be 

considered Basque 'are not peculiar to Castilian, but are found widely in 
the Romance languages of the Iberian Peninsula, and a few are also 

prominent in non-Iberian Romance [ 
... and of the ... 

] fourteen features, 

twelve are absolutely unattested in Basque and one is present in Spanish 

Basque dialects only as a calque from Spanish' (Trask 1999,422). 

L6pez Garcia (1985) claims Basque influence on the Castilian 'personal 

a' and on the neuter article "lo', but according to Trask (1999,422), 

Basque has nothing like the 'personal a' nor the neuter article 'lo'. 

5. Phonology: Several points of phonology are tackled. It has been argued 

that since Castilian has a five-vowel system which is identical to that of 

Basque, then those speakers of Basque influenced the development of 

the Castilian vowel system. The fact is that this five-vowel system 'is so 

frequent that typologists have dubbed it the 'canonical' vowel system. 

Hence there is nothing here to be explained. Of course, the two 

additional vowels /F-/ and /o/ of the antecedent seven-vowel Romance 

system were removed from Castilian by diphthongization to /le/ and /ue/, 

but a similar diphthongization occurred elsewhere in Romance, notably 

in Italian, in which a Basque substrate is out of the question' (Trask 

1999,423). In regards to the devoicing of the fricatives,, some scholars 

(Martinet 1951-52, Jungemann 1955) see a Basque substrate since 

Basque has only voiceless fricatives. Trask states the following (Trask 

1999,424): 

a.. It is a natural thing for devoicing in the fricatives to occur. One 

also sees devoicing in Galician and Valencian, two languages in 

which Basque had no influence. 

b. Along with the devoicing of fricatives in Castilian, there is also a 

reduction'In the number of affricates, through their weakening to 

fricatives,, something which did not occur in Basque. 

The evidence, according to Trask (1999,425), against the Basque substratum theory 
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widespread basis in Old Castile nor that Basque speakers affected Romance in the 
early medieval period. 

2.4.4 TheoKy of Markedness 

J. W. Harris (1969) attempts to explain the history of the sixteenth century 
sibilant shifts in locus by using the phonological theories of Noam Chomsky and 
Morris Halle (1968) based on dlstinct've-features phonology. The shifts, of manner 
and place of articulation, can be explained through the theories of markedness. 
Harris does not tackle the issue of changes in the sibilants from [+voice] to [-voice] 

nor does he write about the markedness value of voice. For the markedness theory 

and its application to the sibilants, see 1.1.4 and 1.1.4.3. 

2.4.5 Summaly of Explanations 

Several authors put forth an explanation that involves the notion of 

articulatory or acoustic difficulties in the production of the sibilants (1.2,1.2.4). 

Others involve the notions of morphology, of language substratum and of 

markedness. 

2.5 Conclusion 

As I have stated from the beginning, attempts to explain the development of 
the Spanish sibilants are contradictory and leave much open to debate. Having 

previously addressed the issues of the internal and external motivations behind the 

mergers of the Old Spanish sibilants in chapter 1,1 now investigate the 

chronological and geographical issues behind the phonological changes of 
deaff-rication, devoicing and change of locus. I do this, in chapter 3, by an 

examination of medieval texts and documents in order to glean orthographic 

evidence regarding these sound changes. In chapter 4,1 analyse the data. 
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CHAPTER3 

TEXTUAL EVIDENCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPANISH 

SIBILANTS FROM THE ELEVENTH TO THE SIXTEENTH CENTURIES 

In this chapter, I glean and present data from the following- The San Milldn 

and the Silos Glosses (tenth/eleventh century), Auto de los Reyes Allagos (late 

twelfth century), Poema de Allio Cid (early thirteenth century), Fuero general de 

Navarra (version Q1 ca. 1330), Canclonero de Juan de Aýfonso de Baena (ten-ninus 

ad quern 1465) and Libro de Buen Amor (ca. 1330) as taken from ADMYTE 11 (a 

cd-rom containing documents from medieval Spain), Documentos lingiiisticos de 

Espaha, L Reino de Castilla (containing documents from the eleventh to the 
fifteenth centuries), ArciPreste de Talavera o Corbacho (fifteenth century), Vida de, 

Santa Teresa de Jesus (sixteenth century) and Documentos lingiiisticos de la Nueva 

Espaha (containing personal correspondence from the sixteenth century). Is there 

any evidence of the merger of the seven sibilants in any of these texts or 
documents? 

3.1 Textual Evidence 

3.1.1 Sources of Textual Evidence 

'Historical documents survive by chance, not by design, and the selection 

that is available is the product of an unpredictable series of historical accidents' 

(Labov 1995,11). The language used in these documents often reflects a standard 

language rather than the vernacular spoken by the native population. It is hard to 

ascertain through orthography what is dialect mixing, hypercorrection or simply 

scribal error. There are no phonetic records of vernacular speech from the eleventh 

to the sixteenth centuries and it is only through second-hand evidence (i. e.,, 

information from grammarians, borrowings from foreign languages, etcetera) that 

one can, in a way, fill in the phonetic gap. 

Regarding issues of standardardization, how "standard' was the standard 

orthography of the late thirtheenth-century Alfonsine system? This question centers 

around the level of internal consistency within a document in which there is either a 

consistent adherence to the spelling norm as set out by the Alfonsine system or a 
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consistent straying from that norm. The spelling standard can be seen in such 
documents as the Scriptorium of Mfonso X (1252-84), the Learned (Kasten, et al, 
1997) and in documents written by Juan Manuel (1282-1349) (Sociedad Estatal 
Quinto Centenario, 1999). A high level of consistency in spelling, which adheres 
to the Alfonsine norm, within a document is uninteresting and tells the linguist 

nothing about possible pronunciation change. If, for example, the word dize is 
consistently spelled di.: e within a document, then this is a highly strong pattern of 
adherence to the norm. However, any spelling that strays from the non-n may be 

inspired by pronunciation and can possibly tell us about changes in the phonology. 
For example, if dize is often spelled dice as well as being spelled dize, then this 
deviation from the norm could possibly be an indication of change in pronunciation. 
It could also be scribal error. If there is a significant percentage of 'misspelling' of 
a particular word or group of words within a document, then dismissing the 
(misspelling' as scribal error becomes more difficult. Furthermore, do not 

underestimate the phonological information that can be gleaned from 'new' (or 

newly rationalized) spelling systems. The early Alfonsine rationalization was 

presumably based on the phonological system of the speakers concerned; only in 
later decades/centuries is it true that adherence to the norm is non-significant. 

The spelling standard can be seen in such documents as the Scriptorium of 
Alfonso X, the Learned and in works written by Juan Manuel. I have chosen to look 

at words that are ftom my database of words used in my thesis in order to see how 

spelling Within my documents compare with documents in which the spelling is 

known to adhere to the standard late thirteenth-century Alfonsine norm. 

Alfonso X- The Scriptorium -I used the file bearing the name 
ALFAENDX. ALL which is a merged alphabetic index of all texts with keyword 

alphabetically sorted with frequency counts (Kasten, et al. 1997). 
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Table: Alfonso X- The Scriptorium 

Word Number of tokens % of occurrence 
of each grapheme ofeach 

grapheme out of 
total of tokens 

F'a.: er <z> 6595 (looked <z> 99.48% 
at words <c> 0.02% 
beginning with <s> 0.5 % 
letters a- ff only) 
<c> I (looked at 
entire list) 
<s> 32 (looked at 
entire list) 
However when I 
did a word search 
forfase I found 32 
examples. 

Dezir <z> 3337 (looked <Z> 99.9% 
at words <c> 0.03% 
beginning with <s> 0.07% 
letters a-d only) 
<c> I (looked at 
entire list) 
<s> 2 (looked at 
entire list) 

Parecer and other infinitive forms such as <c> 33 (looked at <C' sc, zc> 100% 
aparescer, parescer, aparecer. There entire list) 
were many other examples of conjugated <sc> 39 
fornis but most were spelled with -c- or - <z> 0 (looked at 
sc- (which I do not include). entire list) 

<s> 0 (looked at 
entire list) 

Conocer and conoscer (I only included the <c, sc> 16 (looked <c, sc> 100% 
infinitive in the calculations; the at entire list) 
conjugated forms, which are not part of the <z, zc> 0 (looked 
calculations') include such words as at entire list) 
conoscia, conocio, conoscen. <s> 0 (looked at 

entire list) 
Nacer, nascer, nazer <c> 19 (looked at <c, sc, zc> 96% 
(I only included the infinitive in the entire list) <z> 4% 
calculations; the conjugated forms, which <sc> 54 
are not part of the calculations, include <z> 4 (looked at 
such words nascera, nasci, nascidos and entire list) 
were all spelled with <c, sc>, with the <s> 0 (looked at 
exception of nazieren) entire list) 

Desea (and various forms) <s> 23 (looked at <s> 21 % 
entire list) <ss> 79 % 
<ss> 88 (looked at <Z> 0% 
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entire list) 
<z> 0 (looked at 
entire list) 

Casa <s> 10,197 <s> 99.9% 
(looked at just the <ss> 0.1 % 
word casa) <z> 0% 
<ss> 10 (looked at 
just the word 
cassa) 
<z> O(looked at 
just the word 
ca:: a) 

Passar <ss> 373 (looked <ss> 81% 
at word beginning <S> 19% 
with letters a- t) <Z> 0% 
<s> 88 (looked at 
word beginning 
with letters a- t) 
<Z> 0 

Confessar <ss> 41 (looked at <ss> 98% 
entire list) <s> 2% 
<s> I but only in <z> 0% 
word confesaron 
<z> 0 (looked at 
entire list) 

Alfuger <g, ij> 679 <g, lj> 100% 
(looked at entire <x> 0% 
list) 
<x> 0 (looked at 
entire list) 

Allejor <g, lj> 1624 <g, lj> 100% 
(looked at entire <X> 0% 
list) 
<x> 0 (looked at 
entire list) 

Baxar <x> 38 (looked at <X>100% 
entire list) <h>O% 
<h> 0 (looked at 
entire list) 

Dexar <x> 398 (looked <x> 100% 
at dexar only) <h> 0% 
<h> 0 (looked at 
entire list) 

The use of <s> and <ss> forboth phonemes /s/ and /z/, as seen in the examples for 

desea andpassar, perhaps casts doubt on the idea that Alfonsine texts are fairly 
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consistent intemally. It could also show confusion between the phonemes /s/ 

and /z/. 

Juan Manuel was nephew to Alfonso X and was also a powerful landowner, 

politician and writer of the fourteenth century. Using the cd-rom ADMYTE 11 
(Sociedad Estatal Quinto Centenario, 1999), 1 look at Juan Manuel's Libro de las 

armas and Libro de los estados (under the section 'Tratados de caballeria 

nobleza'), and Libro de la caza (under the sectlon 'Textos clentificos'). I have done 

a word search for the words listed below and came up with the following results. 
Note that the results are a calculation of each word found in all the above 
documents. I have not specified from which documents the token comes. 
Table: Juan Manuel 

Word Number of tokens of each % of occurrence of each 
grapheme grapheme out of total of 

tokens 
Fazer <z> 127 (to fol 65v of <z> 100% 

Libro de la caza) <c> 0% 
<C> 0 <s> 0% 
<s> 0 

Dezir <z> 95 <z> 100% 
<c> 0 <c> 0% 
<s> 0 <s> 0% 

Conocer - For the various <c> 0 <sc> 100% 
forms of this word,, I did a <sc> <z> 0% 
search using the following <Z> 0 <s> 0% 
and came up With various <s> 0 
forms both infinitive and 
conjugated: 
conoc conosc conoz 
conos* 
Parecer - for the various <c> I <CýIsc> 100% 
forms of this word, I did a <sc> 16 <z> 0% 
search using the following <Z> 0 <s> 0% 
and came up with various <s> 0 
forms both infinitive and 
conjugated: 
parec *, paresc *, parez 
pares* 
Nacer - For the various <c> 4 <cI sc> 100% 
forms of this word, I did a <sc> 15 <z> 0% 

search using the following <Z> 0 <S> 0% 

and came up With various <S> 0 
forms both infinitive and 
conjugated: 

naz nnas nac nasc , 
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Desea (and various forms) <s> 7 <s> 100% 
<SS> 0 <ss> 0% 

Casa <s> 42 <s> 100% 
<ss> 0 <ss> 0% 

Pass* and Pas* (forms of <ss> 39 <ss> 17% 
passar and pasar such as <s> 192 (approximately <s> 83% 
passo, pasos, passara) 70% come from paso or The use of both <s> and 

pasos) <ss> could indicate 
confusion of the 

honernes /s/ and /z/. 
Confess* and Confes* <ss> 8 <ss> 100% 
(forms of confessar and <s> 0 <s> 0% 
confesar such as 
confessor, coqfessandolo) 
from 'estados' only 
Muger <g, ij> 13 <g'IP 100% 

<x> 0 <x> 0% 

Mejor <g, tj> 97 <g, lj> 100% 
<x> 0 <x> 0% 

Bax* and Bah* (forms of <x> 2 <x>100% 
baxar and bahar) <j> 0 <j>O% 

<h> 0 <h> 0% 
Dexar <x> 97 <x> 100% 

<i>O <j> 0% 
<h> 0 <h> 0% 

am not a palaeographer and an additional difficulty in my diachronic study 

of medieval Spanish has been the unavailability of palaeographic editions of usable 

texts and documents. Many surviving tTanscriptions cater to the historian and, more 

often than not, a more modem language and orthography are used to facilitate 

textual understanding. Consequently, there is less concern. in maintaining the 

original orthography and graphemes, which, of course, is unhelpful to the linguist 

who is studying aspects of language change through orthography. Lack of faithful 

palaeographic editions of the limited available texts and documents that have 

survived has restricted my choice tremendously. With these limitations in mind, I 

discuss the selected sources for textual evidence of the development of the Spanish 

sibilants. 
t 

Before I outline the evidence, I briefly discuss each text and give 

reasons for choosing each for this study. Part of the selection of these 
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particular texts is based on geography and the ability to determine the place 

of origin of their authors and the date that the document or text was written. Since 

it is Widely held that the changes involving Castilian began in the Burgos area and 

spread laterally and southwards, I have chosen texts whose authors originate from 

northern region of the Iberian Peninsula (Avila, Briviesca, Burgos, La Rioja, 

Navarra, Old Castile, Peflafiel, Quel, Santander, San Millan de la Cogolla, Santo 

Domingo de Silos, Soria, Trevifto), central region of the Iberian Peninsula (Cuenca, 

Madrid, Guadalajara, Toledo) and southern region of the Iberian Peninsula 

(Andalusia, Baeza, C6rdoba, Jaen, Sevilla). On the following page is a map of the 

Iberian Peninsula, which shows the geographical locations from which the textual 

evidence comes. 
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I have consulted historical studies that are text-based and have chosen 

works that were used by the authors in their analyses. Furthermore, I have chosen 
to draw my data from popular words which have a continuous oral history and 
follow the morphological and phonological processes involved in the development 

of Spanish (Penny 1991,32). Where possible, I use paleographic editions 

recognized as having been faithfully edited. The following were used in this study- 
1. The San Millan and Silos Glosses 

a. Hemandez Alonso, Cesar,, & others, eds, 1993. Las glosas 

emi'lianenses y silenses (Burgos: Aldecoa) 

2. Auto de los Reyes Magos 

a. Pestana, Sebastiäo, ed, 1965. Auto de los Reyes Magos, 1, 

Texto Castelhano An6nimo do Seculo XII (Lisboa- Ediýdo da 

Revista 'Oeidente') 

3. Poema de mio Cid 
f th 

a. Menendez Pidal, R., ed, 1964. Cantar de mio Cid, 3 vols, 4 

edn (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe) 

b. Poema de mio Cid,, 1988. Facsimile edition from the 

manuscript of Marques de Pidal deposited in the Biblioteca 

Nacional (Burgos: Fournier). It is against this edition of the 

facsimile that I checked my data from Poema de mio Cid. 

b. Waltman,, Franklin M., 1972. Concordance to Poema de mio 

Cid' (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press) 

I consulted this work because it is an excellent, easy-to-use 

concordance that follows the paleographic edition of the poem 

by Menendez Pidal. 'This edition [by Menendez Pidal] was 

chosen., rather than his critical edition, because it represents 

perfectly the original text of the single manuscript of the 

poem. In his Paleographic edition,, Menendez Pidal 

attempts to reproduce exactly the manuscript in its original 

form,, with no divisions into cantar nor corrections. The 

concordance follows the text of the paleographic edition 

perfectly. 'No changes were made in the text' (Waltman, xi- 

xii). 



ADMYTE 11 

a. Sociedad Estatal Quinto Centenario, 1999. ADMYTE 11, 
Francisco Marcos Marin, & others, production committee 
[on CD-ROM] 

5. Documentos lingiiisticos de Espaha, L Reino de Castilla 
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a. Menendez Pidal, R, 1919. Documentos lingiiisticos de Espaha, 
1: Reino de Castilla (Madrid. Centro de Estudios Hist6ricos) 

6. Arcipreste de Ialavera o Corbacho 

a. Martinez de Toledo, Alfonso,, 1970. Arcipreste de Talavera o 
Corbacho, ed. by J. Gonzdlez Muela, (Madrid- Castalla) 

b. Martinez de Toledo, Alfonso, 1438. Arcipresle de 7alavera, a 

photostat copy (negative) from the original manuscript copy in 
the library of the Escorial (Iii. h. 10), copy obtained through the 

University of California at Berkeley, call number Z 1152 1 M3 

Main Stack. 

c. Martinez de Toledo,. Alfonso,, 1939. Arcipreste de Talavera o 

sea Corbacho, ed. by Lesley Byrd Simpson (Berkeley: 

University of California) 

d. Martinez de Toledo, Alfonso,, 1955. Arcipreste de Talavera, ed. 

by Mario Penna (Torino: Rosenberg & Sellier) 

7. Vida de Santa Teresa de Jesu's 

a. De la Fuente, Vicente, 1873. Vida de Santa Teresa de 

JesUS (Madrid: La Sociedad Foto-Tipografico- Catolica) 

8. Documentos lingiiiSticos de la Nueva Espaha: Altiplano Central 

a. Company Company, Concepcion, 1994. Documentos 

lingiiiSticos de la Nueva Espaha: Altiplano Central, 

Instituto de Investigaciones Filologicas (M6xico: Universidad 

Nacional Autonoma de Mexico) 

9. El corpus del espahol, compiled by Mark Davies and found at 

www. corpusdelespafiol. org. 

1.1.1 The San Milldn and Silos Glosses 

The San Nfillan and Silos glosses are interlinear and marginal additions to 

two separate Latin documents. I have selected the glosses in order to examine some 
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of the earliest traces of innovation in spelling. However, writing is taught 
according to the established norms of the period and place concerned and until 
those norms are reformed and the writer learns those new norms, written texts do 

not always reflect contemporary pronunciation (Wright 1982,49-50). The spelling 
norm, in the case of the glosses, was medieval Latin spelling. Coherence to this 
norm tells us nothing about phonological change. Departure from that norm may 
indicate that a phonological change has taken place. 

Menendez Pidal (1950,9) believes that the glosses were written in the 
second half of the tenth century, and Wright (1982) and Diaz y Diaz (1978) believe 

they were written the eleventh century. The glosses originated in San Milldn de la 

Cogolla, situated in the province of La Ricja, and in Santo Domingo de Silos, which 

is in the province of Burgos. Both Wright (1982,1994) and Stengaard (1991) reject 
Diaz y Diaz's (1978) view that the glosses were based on Latin-Latin glosses 
belonging to Silos and Menendez Pidal's (1950) explanation of a pre-existing 
Romance-Latin glossary. According to Wright (1982), they do not represent 
'Navarro-Aragonese' as Elcock believes (1960,406). However, the language of the 

glosses differs from that of Central Castile. What, then, can be said about the way 

the glosses were written and how much reliance can be placed on the spellings of 

the glosses as possible indications of sound change in the tenth/eleventh centuries? 

For Emiliano (1993,237), the glosses are a conscious attempt by the 

glossator to make a difficult or opaque text more accessible by glossing that passage 

with new alternative orthographic representations that are more structurally 

transparent, which in the case of the San Millan and Silos glosses, were vernacular 

Romance forms. They were to facilitate the reading aloud of Latin texts in a way 

that corresponded to Romance morphology,, syntax and lexicon. Emiliano (1993., 

237) stresses that the glosses do not serve as a bridge between two distinct 

languages (Latin and Romance were not distinct languages then). One difficulty in 

investigating sound change through orthography is that the spellings of many of the 

glosses were 'meant to facilitate recognition of lexical items, rather than their 

sound' (Wright 1982,204, italic mine) and are an attempt to approximate to 

vernacular phonetics but not necessarily in a strict phonetic, one-letter-for-one- 

sound manner. For example, in the San Millan glosses (Hernandez Alonso 1993, 

198,, folio 65v), the Latin PUDOR, which did not exist in the vernacular, is glossed 

logographically by another Latin spelling uerecundia. It was probably pronounced 



similar to the vemacular */Perguent'a/ or */Perguejia/. 
I -- 

I 3) 

In the glosses, as elsewhere, the use of non-Latin orthography could indicate 
sound change. How does one determine, however, if a sound change is reflected in 
the spelling of the glosses when the use of Latin orthography does not necessarily 
indicate a lack of sound change? For example (Wright 1994,212-13), in the San 
Millan glosses, the word repente is glossed with the word lueco < LOCO (probably 

pronounced [Iwego] in the vernacular). Latin [05] became the Romance dipthong 

[we], which is spelled <ue>. The spelling of lueco would indicate that this 
diphthongization had already occurred in the vernacular. However, it seems 

unreasonable to claim that the <c> was still pronounced [k]. <c> before back 

vowels could, at the time, represent [g]. Although lueco is spelled with a <c> and 

not a <g>, it does not mean that it was not pronounced with a [g]. Therefore, in this 

instance, the use of Latin orthography does not indicate lack of sound change. 
Another problem in relying on the orthography of the glosses to indicate a 

sound in Romance is that the spelling norm was medieval Latin spelling. 

Coherence with this non-n tells us nothing about phonological change. Departure 

from that norm may indicate that a phonological change has taken place. If the 

glosses were, in some instances, an attempt to approximate the phonetics of 

vernacular Romance, it is very difficult to conclude that the use of certain 

graphernes indicates a sound change when there is no standard by which to compare 

the (innovative) Romance orthography. A single phoneme can be spelt in various 

ways and the same letter can be used for more than one phoneme. For example, 

Latin IACTARE can be spelled ' "jectatis 1i 
1. 
(. Czetare corri"', "porjactare", "geitat 

(Wright 1982,203). Likewise, uqmne, uamne and huamne (< HOMINEM) are all 

present in the glosses (Wright 1982,203). Therefore, when examining the data 

gleaned from the glosses, one must-be careful not to draw too firm a conclusion 

about the innovations in speech during this period or to say that the data necessarily 

proves or disproves such innovations. 

,g 3.1.1.2 Auto de los Reves Ma os 

Auto de los Reyes Magos is the oldest work of theatre in Ibero-Romance, 

and according to Alborg (19'70) and Surtz (1992), was composed in the mid-twelfth 

century. It was written on the blank spaces at the end of a Latin theological text. 

The text that remains is considered to be a fragment of the original and consists of 
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147 verses consisting of seven, nine, and fourteen syllables. It is based on the 
New Testament story of the Three Wise Men, as seen in Matthew 2: 1-12. It 
begins with the monologues of the Wise Men, who have seen the Star in the East. 
Each is contemplating the significance of the Star and has decided to follow it to the 
Messiah. 

There is a debate over the authorship and language of the Auto de los Reyes 
Magos. The debate centres around whether the author was Mozarabic,, Catalan or 
Gascon. Linguists' interpretations of highly problematic spellings traditionally have 
depended on where they believe the author is from. Was the author influence by the 

phonology of his native language so that the orthography of the Auto de los Reyes 
Magos reflects, to a certain extent, the phonology of the author's native language or 
does the orthography reflect the vernacular of the place in which he live (i. e., 
Toledo)? If Auto de los Reyes Magos does, indeed represent the vernacular of 
twelfth century Toledo, to what extent do the graphemes he uses represent the 

phonemes used by the speakers in twelfth-century Toledo? 

According to Rafael Lapesa (1967), there are French influences in the 

vocabulary of Auto de los Reyes Magos. Since the reconquest of Toledo, many 
French occupied positions of authority in the Cathedral in Toledo (1.4.5.1). For 

Lapesa, the author is most probably Gascon. In verses 15 and 16, the pair fembra 

december rhyme. According to Lapesa (1967,150-1), a Toledan copyist changed 

the author's original decembre to december. He asserts that, in Gascon, the /a/ and 

/e/ in word-final position would rhyme and, therefore, the pairfembra / decembre 

(written originally) would rhyme. Moreover, instead of using the Gascon word 

femna (> FEMINA), a Gascon author could use the Iberian Romancefembra, which 

would rhyme with decembre. 

However., Sola-Sole (1975-6,22) states that as early as the eleventh century, 

there is evidence that /a/ can rhyme with /e/ in Catalan territories such as Guissona, 

Ribelles and Caboet in words such asproclama -proclame andpagine -pagina. 
He states there no evidence that supports Gascon influence over Catalan influence. 

There is, however, ample evidence to support a Mozarabic authorship. In a 

Mozarabic linguistic context, such rhymes as in (verses 3 8-3 9) escarno / carne and 

(verses 117-118) maior do(.. ) I toma 'no ofrece[n] mayors dificultades' (Sola-Sole 

1975-6,25). The rhyme between escarno and carne is perfectly right in Arabic, 

since it allows rhyming of /o/ and /e/ in word-final position, as can be seem in some 
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of the jarchas in such words as el(I)e and el(I)o (Sola-SoI6 1975-6,25). Rhyme 
between /o/ and /a/ are permitted in Arabic when they are in an unstressed position. 
He also claims that the syntactic structures in Auto de los Reyes Magos are 
frequently like those of Mozarabic. Constructions such as por ver (verse 15), por 
caridat (verses 87,145) are very similar to those seen in the Mozarabic J archas 
(Sola-SoI6 1975,26). 

Aram6n i Serra (1985,154) states that the author of Auto de los Reyes 

Magos was probably Gascon, having lived in Toledo for enough time so as to be 

integrated into the community. He argues that many of the features that Sola-SoI6 

(1975) views as Mozarabic are in fact: 

1. French. The use of da (verse 25), expressing a point of departure is seen 

in the French used in Toledo. 

2. Gascon, Occitan or Catalan as seen in por uer (verse 15), por caridad 
(verses 87,145) and por uertad (verse 86) (Aram6n i Serra 1985,154). 

3. and Gallo-Romance as in the use of the adverb certas (verses 3,23) 

Whoever wrote this and wherever he was from is secondary to the relevant 

issue for this thesis- to what extent do the graphernes represent the phonemes used 
by the speakers in twelfth-century Toledo? Before the reign of Alfonso X, writings 

tended to show features that were characteristic of the writer's region instead of 

showing features that represent a supra-regional variety. It would, therefore, seem 

reasonable that Auto de los Reyes Magos is considered by some to be an example of 

a representation in the vernacular of Toledo (Penny 1991,15 and AramOn i Serra 

1985,140-42). As can be seen in the above discussion regarding the origen of the 

author, the type of vernacular language used has characteristics which have 

sometimes been described as Mozarabic,, French, Gascon and Catalan, which reflect 

the multicultural situation of Toledo in the twelfth century. In the Auto de los Reyes 

Magos one sees the Toledean vernacular in the use of the dipthong <ou> and the 

conservation of the Latin /kl-/ as in clamar instead of Hamar, the use of apocope, as 

in achest, the maintenance of <-d> in the preposition ad before a vowel as in ad 

achest and in the use of the preposition sines (Lapesa 1988, Aramon i Serra 1985). 

Ta lengua del Auto ciertamente revela influjo de todas esas procedencias y pone de 

man esto una situacion plurilingde [ 
... 

] una situaciOn de plurilingiftismo como la If 

que se dania en la Toledo del siglo XIL con un castellano arcaico de base, una 

poblaciOn mayoritariamente mozArabe y unos nucleos francos, sobre todo en la 
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poblaciOn eclesiastica (Perez Priego 1997,40). ' However, it should not be 
implied that, in the text, the author switches back and forth between different 

languages. I use the data from the Aulo de los Reyes Allagos, since it is 

representative of the vernacular of twelfth-century Toledo; however, since there 

was no standard by which to compare its (innovative) Romance orthography, I am 

cautious in any conclusions regarding any sound change its orthography might 

reflect. 

3.1.1.3 Poema de mio Cid 

Poema de mio Cid is innovative and experimental in nature (Smith 1983,1) 

and reflects some of the phonetic characteristics of the vernacular of Old Castile 

during the thirteenth century (i. e., <b> /b/ and <v> /P/ are distinguished 

phonernically as are <11> 1XI and <y> /j/, and <j, i, g> are used to represent /34 For 

these reasons, I have chosen to study it. I have reviewed all vocabulary beginning 

with the letter 'A' and selected vocabulary beginning with the letters B', 'C', 'D', 

'E' and V. This seems an adequate sampling which covers over 290 tokens. 

3.1.1.4 ADMYTE H 

ADMYTE 11 is a pair of compact discs that contains semi-palaeographic 

transcriptions of 290 medieval texts from Spain. I look at two or four folios from 

the beginning, middle and end of each of the following documents (six to twelve 

folios for each), depending on the length of each the document. 

1. Fuero general de Navarra (version C, ca. 1330, transcriber - Franklin 

Waltman), Anonymous: This is a legal document (a law or 

statute) from Navarra. The notary would read the legal document 

aloud to all parties concerned. This meant that it would have been 

read aloud in Late Medieval/Early Modem Romance in order for the 

illiterate general public to understand it. 

2. Cancionero de Juan ALonso de Byena (terminus ad quern 1465, from 

Andalusia): According to Brian Dutton and Joaquin Gonzalez Cuenca, 

PN I is the result of various copyists, 'afectados de andalucismo 

fonetico generalibente muy distraidos que se prodigan en 

lamentables errores' (Dutton and Gonzalez Cuenca 1993, xxxiv). 
It illustrates for the reader the evolution of a language in transition in 
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Andalusia. Information regarding the dating of the Cancioneros and 
origins of the authors comes from Bri Ia 'an Dutton and Joaquin Gonzilez 

Cuenca (1993) and Garcia VifiO (1960). Neither the autographed 
original nor an autographed copy is available. There is, however, a 
copy dated at around 1465 (Dutton & Gonzdlez Cuenca 1993, xlx) 
which was copied on Italian paper manufactured in Pistota during the 

years 1461-62 (Dutton & Gonzalez Cuenca 1993, xxvii). According 

to Garcia VIM (1960,117), a lot (if not all) of the contributing 
authors were from Seville in Andalusia. 

With the above information in mind, I date the data gleaned 
from the Cancionero at the latest date (ten-ninus ad quem) 1465, in 
Andalusia, keeping in mind the possibility of phonological changes 

occurring earlier than 1465, since the texts I use are dated much 

earlier. I also use the rubrics. 
3. Libro de Buen Amor (ca. 1330, from Toledo) by Juan Ruiz 

According to Diego Marin, Libro de Buen Amor is the 

finest example of medieval Spanish poetry whose author was a 

leamed clenc with popular tastes (Manin 1968,50). Some of the 

originality of this work lies in fact that the author uses popular 

language in, for example, sayings, and, although it is written in the 

traditional meter of 'cuadema via' (stanzas consisting of single- 

rhymed Alexandrines), his poetry possesses a flexible and 

spontaneous style. I have chosen Libro de Buen Amor in the view 

that it would reflect the vemacular of Toledo dur-ing the early- 

fourteenth century. 

ýpafia, 1: Reino de Castilla 3.1.1.5 Documentos ljýgiiisticos de E 

I have chosen this set of documents because: 

a. The local notary sometimes wrote them and they can be accurately 

dated. I have chosen docwnents written by a local notary. I have not 

chosen those that were written by the king's notary or by a notary 

employed by the king) s notary. 
b. Each text was used to enable the notary to read the legal document aloud 

to all parties concerned. This meant that it would have been read aloud 
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in Late Medieval/Early Modem Romance. Vowels and certain 
consonants from Latin gave the framework for the notarial scribe. Then, 
the notary may have had to use graphemes in novel ways or 
combinations for those sounds for which there was not a traditional 

spelling counterpart. 
The following documents (indicated by number) were used: 10,64,121 

, 
122,123, 

145,1671,168,172,174,212,219,241,266,273,285,286,295,298,302,303,336, 

350,351,352. 

3.1.1.6 Arcýpreste de Talavera o Corbacho 

Arcipreste de Talavera was written by Alfonso Martinez de Toledo, who 

finished it in March, 1438. He was born in Toledo (1398 -? After 1482? ) and 

studied there. It is important in this study because, although the author continues to 

use highly learned Latimsms in vocabulary and syntax, be also uses the vernacular 

of the time through sayings and witticisms and through the speech of female 

characters of Toledo (Del Rio 1988,246). The author, with specific purpose, makes 

use of both the learned (3.1.2.1.1) and popular vocabulary. By studying Arcipreste 

de Talavera, I am looking for changes in Toledo in the early- to mid- 1400s. 

Choosing arbitrarily from the beginning, middle and end of work, I have selected 

material from chapters 1,2,3 and 38 of the first part, chapters I and 2 of the second 

part and chapter 3 of the 'media parte' after the third chapter. 

3.1.1.7 Vida de Santa Teresa de Jesu's 

Santa Teresa (1515-82), a nun of the Cannelite order living in Avila, 

finished her Vida in 1562. It was written on the request of her confessors to leave 

her testimony regarding her religious experiences. 'She had been encouraged to 

write as the spirit moved her, without too much care for style; thus the Vida, like her 

letters, represents in some respects a much more spontaneous style of cultured 

Spanish than other contemporary creative literary texts' (Pountain 2000, section 

21 -0). 1 have selected this work because it reflects, in some aspects, a more 

spontaneous style of Spanish than other texts of that period (Pountain 2000, section 

21.0). The edition that I amusing can be found at the University Library at 

Cambridge University in Cambridge, England. The palaeographic edition is by 

Vicente De La Fuente (1873) and is set up with a facsimile of the original 
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manuscript opposite the transcription. Often the modem transcription does not 
follow the spelling of Santa Teresa and, therefore, I use the words from the copy of 
the original manuscript. Choosing arbitrarily from the beginning, middle and end of 
her Vida, I have selected material covering chapter I (from pages 8-II of De La 

Fuente's edition), chapter 5 (from pages 32 - 35 of de la Fuente's edition) and the 

very last pages of her Vida (pages 414-15 of De La Fuente's edition). 

3.1.1.8 Documentos lingiiisticos de la Nueva Espaha: Altiplano Central 

I have selected this work in order to study data from the sixteenth century. 

This is a palaeographic edition of a collection of documents from Mexico from 

1525 to 1816. Of these documents, I select personal correspondence written by one 

family member (those Spaniards living in Mexico) to other family members (those 

Spaniards living in Spain) with the view to study sixteenth-century vernacular of 

Central and Southern Spain. I used documents numbered 5,6,11 and 13. For the 

origin of the writers of the various documents, I consulted Peter Boyd-Bowman 

(1964,1968). 

3.1.1.9. El cog? us del-espahol by Mark Davies 

I have also consulted El Corpus del Espaftol compiled by Mark Davies from 

Illinois State University (website: www. corpusdelespanol. org) which includes- 

1. Electronic Texts and Concordances of the Madison Corpus of Early Spanish 

Manuscripts and Printings. Prepared by John ONeill. (Madison y New 

York,, 1999) 

2. ADMYTE (Archivo Digital de Manuscritos y Textos Espafloles). Vol 0 and 

2. 

3. Biblioteca Virtual 

4. Gonzalo de Berceo: Obras Completas 

His corpus from the 1300s is made up of 2,720,000 words and fTom the 1400s, 

8,415,000 words. This database is enormous and in order to limit the search, I 

investigate possible evidence of seseo. My initial investigation centred around a 

search for the following words which were found in my other data: resare, peresa, 

desplaser, plaser, veses, fasen, faser, dise, rasOn. From this list, I chose sources in 

which these words appeared and of which I could pinpoint the date written and the 

origin of the author. Then I did a search for the following word strings: 



faz* fac* fas* fass* ,, , ,, 
diz*,, dez*, dic* 

. 
dec* 

, 
dis* des* diss* dess* , , , , , 

raz rac ras rass 

rez rec res ress 

perez*, perec*, peres*, peress* 
*plaz*, *plac*, *plas*, *plass* 

vez vec ves vess* 
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I also looked for the following word strings forveseo. These include words in which 
one would expect the use of <ss> but have <q> instead and words in which one 
would expect the use of <s> but have <z> instead- 

us*, uz* (as in usar) 

cos*, coz* (as in cosa) 

pass*, paq* (as in passar) 
huess*, hueg* (as in huesso) 

confess*, confeq* (as in confesso) 
The following are the sources from which the data come- 

1. Cdrcel de amor. AUTHOR. Diego de San Pedro. SOURCE: 

Electronic Texts and Concordances of the Madison Corpus of Early 

Spanish Manuscripts and Printings. Prepared by John ONeill. 

(Madison and New York, 1999). CD-ROM. (ISBN 1-56954-122-1). 

Sevilla Cuatro compafteros alemanes 1492-03-03. 

Diego de San Pedro was from Peflafiel and Cdrcel de amor was 

written approximately in 1465. 

2. CoronaciOn AUTHOR: Juan de Mena SOURCE: Electronic Texts 

and Concordances of the Madison Corpus of Early Spanish 

Manuscripts and Printings. Prepared by John ONeill. (Madison 

and New York, 1999). CD-ROM. (ISBN 1-56954-122-1). Toulouse 

Johan Pans Etienne Clebat 1489. 

Juan de Mena Was bom in Cordoba in 1411 and died 1456 and 

CoronaciOn was written in 1438. 

3. Cronica de Espaha AUTHOR: Diego de Valera SOURCE: 

[ADMYT`E] SeviHa Alfonso del Puerto 1482. 

Diego de Valera was from Cuenca and was bom 1412 and died 1488 

and Cronica de Espaha is dated in 1482. 



4. Historia del gran Tamorltin AUTHOR: Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo 
SOURCE: Electronic Texts and Concordances of the Madison Corpus 

of Early Spanish Manuscripts and Printings. Prepared by John ONeIll. 
(Madison and New York, 1999). CD-ROM. Madrid Nacional ms. 218. 
Ruy Gonzdlez de Clavijo was ftom Madrid and Historia del gran 
famorl6n was written between 1403-6. 

5. Proverbios Morales AUTHOR: Sem Tob SOURCE. - Electronic Texts 

and Concordances of the Madison Corpus of Early Spanish 

Manuscripts and Printings. Prepared by John ONell.. (Madison and 
New York, 1999). CD-ROM. 

Sem Tob, a rabbi, was bom in Soria and wrote Proverbios Allorales 

during the reign of Pedro 1 (1350-69). 1 date it at 1355. 

6. TITLE: Vida de Sanct Isidoro AUTHOR. Martinez de Toledo, 

Alfonso 

Alfonso Martinez de Toledo was bom in Toledo and Vida de ýancf 

Isidoro was written in 1444. 

3.1.2 Orthographic Representations 
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According to Wright (1982), the changing relationship between 

Late Latin and Early Romance in the Iberian Peninsula is unstable in the very early 

part of the thirteenth century. However, since circa 1228, there are two languages: 

Romance, r written in the new way, spoken in the normal way' (Wright 1982,26 1) 

and Latin, 'written in the traditional way, spoken in the new way' (Wright 1982, 

26 1). According to Elcock (1960), there was a demand for the adoption of a 

uniform spelling system in the thirteenth century. As a result of the scholarly 

practices of Alfonso X, the Learned, king of Castile and Leon (1252-84) and of his 

collaborators,, a norm was established, based on the speech of the upper classes of 

Toledo. It was during this period that, for the first time, there was a relatively 

consistent spelling system and one could be reasonably certain of the underlying 

phonemic structure. 

Although it appears that spelling was somewhat chaotic in representing the 

sibilants, one can postulate that there was no change, at the phonemic level, from 

the fifth to the thirteenth centuries within the sibilant system of Latin- Since the 
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general fate of the Latin voiceless intervocalic plosives, <p, t, k>, was one of 
voicing through lenition (/p/ > /b/, A/ > /d/, /k/ > /g/), one can be fairly sure of that 
Old Spanish <-s-> = /-z-/. The spelling norm for Late Latin was Classical Latin, 
but there was no spelling norm to which one could compare early Romance. 
However, bear in mind that the new Romance orthographies were based on the 

phoneme/grapheme correspondences of ecclesiastical Latin (i. e., on the 

perfon-nance of Latin in the Church). Of course, this set of correspondences had to 
be expanded to take in the Romance phonemes that had no place in ecclesiastical 
Latin. Also bear in mind that medieval Latin orthographical practice is not identical 
to that of Classical times. For example, there is a frequent interchange of B and V 

in the intervocalic position in such words as SIVI (for S113T 'si' reflexsIve - Penny 

1991,43) and VIBA (for VIVA 'he lives'), and word-initially, BIXIT (for VTXIT 

'he lived) and BALIAT (for VALEAT 'strong') (Penny 1991,65). So, medieval 
Hispano Romance spellings should be compared to medieval Latin and not classical 
Latin. After the establishment of a reformed spelling system in the thirteenth 

century, one can more easily compare any phonemic change through a deviation in 

spelling from the spelling norm, although a spelling deviation does not necessarily 

point to phonemic change (a scribe could have made a mistake or spelling error) nor 

is a phonemic change necessarily reflected immediately. With this in mind, I 

compare the graphemes collected from the various texts to the relatively 

standardized, Atfonsine late thirteenth-century orthographic representation of the 

phonemes in question. 

3.1.2.1 Etymological Categories 

In this section, I outline the various etymological categories into which I 

have placed the lexemes of each text and show how the various phonemes are 

represented orthographically. I examine approximately 2000 tokens. I have 

arranged the data chronologically and, within each chronological category, 

geographically, beginning in the North and working southward. I list the date of the 

text, the location (place of origin of the author) and the document or text in which 

the information can be found. I list the phoneme involved and the relatively 

standardized, Alfonsine thirteenth-century expected orthographic representation. 

Then, I show its orthographic representation in the various texts, with an example of 
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the grapheme in several words. The number of tokens for each grapheme be 

calculated and a percentage out of the total number of graphemes in each 

etymological category be given. In the documents I have chosen, I look for the 
following graphemes: <g> (e/i), <j/l> (a, e, i, o, u), <-s->, <-ss->, <-(s)q-/-c-> (e/i), <- 

z-> (e/i), <-x-> and <-f-, f-> and <-h-, h-> as possible indicators of shift of locus ISI 

> /x/. I have not included in my samples the following (2.3)- 

a. word-initial or word-final <s> as in santa, sangre or dos, since voice is 

neutralized in these positions. Consequently, I have omitted the word 

an. (a popular descendant of the Latin AD + SIC (Penny 1991,118, 

238)) and words such as asomar, assomar, asorrendar and assentar 

consejo and presidente and presente because the <s> or <ss> could 

possibly represent a phoneme perceived by speakers as word-initial after 

a prefix. See a similar discussion regarding words derived from Latin 

RECIPPRE in section 3.1.2.1.2 under the etymological category initial 
/k/ (e/i) > /t'/. 

b. internal syllable-final sibilants, since voice was probably irrelevant 
(i. e.,, neutralization of voice occurred) in word-final position. 

C. syllable-initial <s> when <s> is preceded by a consonant as in 

consolar or ensellar. 
d. <c> before <a>, <o>, <u> as in acaba or comprar. 

e. words about which I was uncertain or whose etymologies I was 

unable to establish. Such words include arreziado, arribanqa, auze 

and azemila. 
f. <ch> since it represents HSI, which passes unchanged to Modem 

Spanish. For the reasons for its exclusion, see the beginning of 

Chapter 2, where the term 'sibilant' is defined. 

g. words that, in the original text, were abbreviated but, when 

expanded by the editor in his edition, contained a sibilant. I do not 

want to rely on the editor's interpretation of a grapheme that was not 

in the original text. 

h. the sibilants that show up in the past subjunctive, where the <s> and 

<ss> are used interchangeably. In documents in which the scribe is 

very careful about spelling according to the standard norms, <ss> is 

most often used; but, even in such documents there can be, from time 
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to time,, the use of either <s> or <ss>. 

I. words which contain more than one sibilant, such as necesario, 
where there is potential confusion through metathesis, assimilation or 
dissimilation at the spoken level. One of the criticisms Tuten (1998,206) 
has of Frago Gracia's (1993) investigation of seseo in Andalusia is that 
the forms (i. e., susepqores, encenz, or syqzon, to name a few) used by 
Frago Gracia can be explained as a result of one of these three 
phenomena. By not chosing words which contain more than one 
sibilant, I hope to avoid this potential confusion. 

J. words with Latin intervocatic /tj/ and /kj/ (3.1.2.1.3) 
k, words that have traditionally been categorized as 'learned' or 

semi-learned' (3.1.2.1.1). 

1.1 Leamed and semi-leamed words 

Learned words 
Traditionally, 'learned words' have been defined as those words which were 

borrowed into Spanish from Classical or Medieval Latin through writings. They are 
'exceptions' and exempt from certain phonological changes that are typical of 

popular words. Menendez Pidal (1987,8-9) states that learned words are those 

Latin words from literary sources that were introduced late into the language after 

certain phonological changes, that had affected popular words, had occurred. That 

is, the Latin word was borrowed too late to participate in many of the changes. In 

fact, some learned words hardly seem to have changed at all or have changed 

slightly to accommodate some late popular changes. It is unclear whether Menendez 

Pidal (1987) is stating that 'learned' words are evidence of a sound change that is 

no longer productive or that we know when a sound change has come to an end 

because there are 'learned' words. 
Examples of 'learned' words given by Penny (199 1) and Menendez Pidal 

(1987) are: 
SEXTUS > sexto 
ARTICCLUS > artlOulo 
FINGRRE >fingir 

FABCLA >f6bula: It did not lose the post tonic /u/ and the /f/ did not 
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become /h/5 changes which were typical in popular words. 

RIRGOLARIS > regular: It did not lose the post tonic /u/. If it had lost the 

post tonic AV, then /gl/ would have become /x/ (Penny 1991,32). 

According to Wright (1976,1982), when a word is introduced into a 
language early on and could continue in vernacular use without going through 

popular changes, it could still remain more like the Latin form than the Romance 
form. For example, SPIRITUM becomes espiritu. The stress on the 

antepenultimate syllable is uncommon and -ITUM does not become the suffix - 
edo, as it would in a popular development. As Wright (1976) points out, one cannot 
assume that if a word form survives in a less 'popular' form, it is because it ýmust 
have been used mainly in the speech of those who knew Latin rather than in the 

general language as a whole' (Wright 1976,14). A so-called 'learned' word could, 

in fact, have been a part of the lexicon of vernacular speech but changes that would 
have affected 'popular' words did not affect that particular 'learned' word. Perhaps 

the 'learned words', phonetically retarded in some way, could merely have entered 

the lexicon after the sound change had run its course (Wright 1982,18 and section 
1.4.3 regarding th theory of lexical diffusion). If one attempting to determine sound 

change through an investigation of orthography, it would prove fruitless to study 

words that do not suffer any of the phonological changes that are productive in the 

vernacular would since the orthography would not reflect the sound changes. 

Semi-leamed words 
Whereas learned words are exempt from certain phonological changes that 

are typical of popular words, semi-learned words develop regularly in some ways 

and are retarded in other. However, the precise definition of 'semi-leamed' is 
disputed: 

1. According to Penny (199 1), semi-leamed words, like popular words, 

are orally inherited from Vulgar Latin, have undergone some of the 

changes typical of popular words and have remained 'unevolved' in 

other ways due to the influence of Latin that was read aloud in the 

law-courts,, the church, etcetera. Examples include (Penny 199 1, 

33): 

REGULA becomes regla (by losing the post tonic /u/, typical of 

popular words) but the /gl/ does not evolve into /x/. 
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CRUCE receives popular treatment since (V)/k/ (e/i) becomes /d/, 
cruze, but retains the tonic /u/, where in popular words, the short 
/u/ > /o/. 

Penny offers the above-examples but does not offer an explanation of 
how he knows a semi-learned word is orally inherited instead of 
introduced via writing. Furthermore, why do semi-learned words 
suffer only some and not all of the changes phonological changes 
seen in popular words? 

2. Menendez Pidal (1987,12-3) argues that, unlike learned words that seem 
to have been introduced late into the vernacular, some semi-leamed 
words seem to have been introduced very early on in the history of 
Romance. It is unclear whether Men6ndez Pidal is stating that he knows 
that 'semi-leamed" words because they had undergone some the early 
changes seen in popular words or that there is early attestation of certain 
Latin words that later in Romance can be seen as semi-learned. 
Men6ndez Pidal (1987,12) gives the following example: 

TITULUM becomes tidulo (suffering the voicing of intervocalic 

plosives, as did popular words) which becomes *tidlo (loss of 
internal post tonic vowel) then *tildo and finally tilde. Despite the 

many changes, Menendez Pidal considers this word a semi-learned 
(and not popular) word because it retains the /i/ as a high vowel and 
because TT does not become /3/ > /x/. 

On the other hand, other semi-learned words seem to appear later on 
in the history of Peninsular Romance. It is unclear if Menendez Pidal 

(1987) is stating that, since he can determine when certain 'semi- 

learned' words were introduced into the vernacular,, he can determine 

when certain sound changes were no longer productive. On the other 
hand 

, is he stating that we know when certain (semi-learned) words were 
introduced into the vernacular because we know when certain sound 

changes had come to an end? In fact, Menendez Pidal cautions the 

linguist who attempts to determine the chronology of certain 

phonological changes vis-a-vis a study of semi-learned words. 'Alguna 

de estas voces sernicultas es muy interesante para la cronologia fonetica, 
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pero las deducciones en este terreno son dlflclles y deben apoyarse 
en mUltiples observaciones (Menendez Pidal 1987,12). He (1987,12-33) 
offers the following example: 

Latin SAECGLU becomes siglo (and not the popular *sejo), and 
is seen to have entered the language after the phonological change 
Of /91/ ý' /3/- 

It seems, however, that SAECOLU need only to have been introduced 
after Latin -CIDL- ceased to become /kl/. 

3. For Wright (1976), it is not a reasonable procedure classify words as 
semi-learned (or learned) on the basis that they are more (or less) similar 

in form to Latin than are popular forms. There are examples of words 

which have not undergone any phonological changes from Latin yet are 

not considered either learned or semi-leamed. As he points out, CANTO 

> canto and PARTES > partes have a very Latinate form but are not 

considered to be learned or serni-learned. Wright (1976) seems to prefer 
to discuss the 'Latinate word which appears to have been in continuous 

spoken use without developing as did phonetically analogous words' 
Wright (1976,13). Wright is concerned with the reasons behind the 

retention of certain forms that did not develop as did popular words, 

even though they had been in continuous spoken use. For Wright (1976, 

15), there is a possible linguistic reason for the development of so-called 

C semi-leamed' words which is based on two principles: 

a. change involves a period of free variation, and whenever when 

two forms serve the same function, one form is usually 

eventually eliminated. It is reasonable to suppose that a 'semi- 

learned' and 'popular' development of the same Latin etymon 

could coexist in the same language and there would, then, be two 

forms that fulfill the same semantic function in the lexicon. As 

the language evolves, one of the forms, for whatever reason, is 

discarded. Wright (1976,16) cites the use of noch and noche. 

Both were used, for example, in the Poema de Mio Cid, yet 

noche, not noch, prevailed as the standard. However, Wright 

does not seem to support this principle with examples of any so- 

called 'semi-learned' words. 



b. semantic change. If a word, with various meanings, 
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undergoes a change through phonetic development, it has two or 
more alternative forms during a period of free variation. The 

occasional retention of more than one form of a word (whether 
r popular' or 'semi-leamed' forms) can be explained by a desire 
to resolve polysemy. For example, Latin PENSO gives both peso 
'I weigh' andpienso (considered to be semi-learned) 'I think'. 
However, by keeping the [ns] and [s] distinction in these words, 
'the writer has used many of the available variations in order to 

standardize and simplify the correspondence between form and 
meaning as far as possible' (Wright 1976,22). Both popular 

ra. -, 6n 'reason' and the (semi-leamed) racion 'ration' (both from 

Latin RATIONEM) have survived into the modem lexicon. 

The pressing issue, however, in this thesis, is whether so-called 'semi-leamed' 

words are a reliable indicator of phonological changes in the sibilant inventory of 
Iberian Romance or not. Will the orthography of a word form, which in many cases 

is similar to the Latin etymon (i. e., racio'n, pensar), give us any indication of sound 

change? Orthography that adheres to the norm generally tells us nothing about 

sound change. Deviations from the norm may indicate sound change. Therefore, to 

the extent that 'semi-leamed' words adhere to medieval Latin spelling norms, they 

are not useful in an orthographic study based on an Alfonsine spelling norm. 

3.1.2.1.2 Ejyma of Words 

The following are the etyma of the words in which the data (3.1-2.2 to 

3.1.2.8) can be found. If only a part of the etymon is given (i. e., +ESCPRE), it is 
because I am only concerned with the sibilant that is found in that part of the 

etymon. For the Latin etymologies and spellings of the words, I refer to: 

1. Corominas,, J. & J. A. Pascual, (1980-91). Diccionario critico 

etimol6gico castellano e hispanico, 6 vols. (Madrid: Gredos) 

2. Lewis., Charlton T. & Shortl Charles,, 1958. A Latin Dictionary (Oxford: 

Clarendon) 

3. Penny 199 1. A Histoty of the Spanish Language (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press) 
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4. Prior, Richard E. and Wohlberg, Joseph, 1995.501 Latin Verbs 

(New York- Barron's Educational Series, Inc. ) 
5. Wilson, Alastair, 1993. Latin Dictionary (Kent: Hodder & Stoughton) 

Etymological category Etymon of word Example of words 

(V) /k/ (e/i) > /dz/ 
FACtRE aýer 
ACRTUM acetore 
FACtRE aýia 

Conjugated form of ADDOCERE aduze 
Conjugated form of ADDOCtRE aduzen 

ADDUCERE aduzir 
Morphological derivative of PACIS aplazible 

VICES beces 
Plural of VICINUS bicinos 

VOCF-S bozes 
CALCES coces 
COCINA cusina 
DICF-BAT deýia 
DICIT decid 
DTCIT decides 
DTCtRE > *DTCTRE degir 

Prefix des + DICRBAT desdezia 
Prefix des + FRCISSEM desfiziesse 

DICtRE > *DICIRE desJr 
Prefix des- + PLACET desplase 

DTC1T dezid 
DICIWS > *DICIMUS dezimos 
DfCtRE > *DTCTRE dezir 
DICITIS dezis 
DICENDO dezyendo 
WERE > *DICIRE dezyr 
DICIT dice 
DTCIT diýe 
DICUNT >* DTCENT digen 
WERE dicere 
DTCITIS >* DTCITTIS dicet 
*DECEM ET SEPTEM digisiete 
DTCIT dize 
DICUNT >* DICENT dizen 
DICENDO diziendo 
DOODtCIM doge 
DfJODtCIM doze 
DfJCP-NTOS dozientos. 
FACIT face 
FAChVUS fagernos 
FACIUNT > *FACENT facen 
FACIT face 
FACILYNT > *FACENT fagen 
FACtRE facer 
FACIUNT > *FACENT fasen 
FA, CRRE faser 
FACIS fases 
FACIT faze 
FAChVUS fazemos 
FACIUNT > *FACENT fazen 
RkCtRE fazer 



/tj/ > /ts/ 

FECERUNT fegieron 
FPCIT feýo 
FROST! fesiste 
FPCISTI feziste 
FECERUNT fezjeron 
FPCIT fezo 
FRCIT fezot 
FF-CiSSEM fezyese 
FF-CF-RLJNT fficieron 
FRCISSEM ffigiesse 
FF-CtRIM figiere 
FF-CF-RLJNT ficieron 
FF-CiSSEM ficiesse 
FPCIT figo 
FRCIT fiso 
FECIT fizo 
FACIT haze 
FACMUS hazemos 
F, kCtRE hazer 
1ACET iace 
NARICES narizes 

Derivative of NOCRRE noziesse 
HONdCTDhJM omegillo 
HON4iCIDiUM omezillo 
HOMICIDIUM omezillos 
HONIIC! DhJM omezilo 
PACE pace 

Morphological derivative of PACIS pazjble 
PLACET placet 
PLACENDO plaýiendo 
PLACERE plaser 
PLACERE plazer 
PLACITOS plazos 
QUINDECIM quinge 
LOCF-T reluze 
RADICES rrayges 
RECITARE rregar 
RECiTARE rresare, 
SIOCIDA suzia 
TRECRNTOS tregientos 
TRECtNTOS trezientos 
TRECPNTOS trezjentos 
VICES veces 
VICES veges 
VTCTNUS vecino 
vTcTNus vegino 
VICES veses 
VICES vezes 
VICINUS uezino 
VICTNOS uezinos 
FECERUNT ygieron 
FECIT Y90 

*DMCTIARE endrezaran 
*FORTIAVERIT forzaret 
FORTIA fuerza 
MARTIUS margo 
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(C) /k/ (e/i) > /t'/ 
CARCERE carcere 
DfJLCE dulce 
*INCENDITUS incentitu 
*TfJCCTNUM togino 

"uj/ 

initial /k/ (e/i) > /t'/ 

BRACCHIU brazaret 
PiTACCIUM pedago 

CtRTP- certe 
CtRTUS cierto 
CtRTF- zerte 
CERTUS zierta 

Derivative of PERCIPERE percebida 
Derivative of PERCIPERE percibistis 
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A word of caution is needed for the following words. Their categorization is a 

problematic. If a speaker were to perceive the <C> as intervocalic, then a possible 

phonetic realization in Romance would be /d'/. However, if the speaker were to 

perceive these words as containing the prefix re-, then the <C> could then be 

perceived as word-initial and a possible phonetic realization in Romance would be 

/t'/. I have chosen to place these words under this category (and not under (v) /k/ 

(e/1) > /d/ ) because the graphemes most often found in these words in my data are 

<c, 9>, which could possibly suggest that the realization of <C> might be /t'/. 

Moreover, I have consulted a database which contains a complete set of texts and 

concordances of the Alfonsine corpus (Kasten, et al 1997, see file 

ALFAINDX. ALL,, a merged alphabetic index of all texts with keyword 

alphabetically sorted with frequency counts). This investigation reveals that there 

are well over five hundred examples of words derived from RECIPPRE, 
- and 

without exception, the grapheme used is <c>. Examples include recehida, recehio, 

recihiera, recihamos, recehir. Furthen-nore, Corominas and Pascual (1980-9 1, s. v. 

CONCEBIR) place these words as having a similar development of such words as 

-w concehir < CONCIPE-RE < CAPERE andpercihir < PERCIPPRE. It is 

conceivable that, through analogy with these and similar, words, recihir is 

perceived as a prefix re- and CIPPRE. 

RECEPIMUS recebiemos 
RECEPUVIUS recebimos 
RECEPI regibi 

Derivative of RECIPP-RE recibida 
RECIPtRE regibir 
RECEPIO recibo 

Derivative of RECIPRRE resgebido 



RECEPIUNT resiben 
RECEPIWS rezebimos 

/sk/ (e/i) > /t/ 

Present indicative of aborresCer < *ABHORRF-SCRRE aborrescet 
Future subjunctive of acaeCer < *ACCADERP-SCtRE acaeciere 
Future subjunctive of acaeVer < *ACCADtRF-SCtRE acaeqiere 

Preterite of acaeqer < *ACCADfERIESCERE acaeqio 
Present indicative of acrecer < *CRF-SCtRE acreqe 

Noun form of acrecer < *CRRSCkRE acreqentamJento 
Preterite of amaneCer < *ADMANESCRRE amaneqio 

Past participle of apareCer < *APPARF-SCERE aparecidos 
Past participle of apareCer < *APPARRSCRRE apareqldos 
Present indicative of basleCer < *BASTARRSCJýRE basteýe 

COGN6SCERE conoqer 
Past participle of conoCer < COGNOSCtRE conocidas 
Past participle of conoVer < COGNOSCERE conoqjda 
Present indicative of conteCer < *CONTF-SCERE contecen 
Present indicative of contecer < *CONTF-SCRRE contesqe 
Future subjunctive of confeCer < *CONTF-SCkRE contesqier 

Prefix en- + CARESCIýRE encareýer 
Past participle of ennobleCer < Prefix en- + *NOBfiLF-SCtRE ennobleqido 
Present indicative of ensaudeCer, Suffix eqe < -ESCIT ensaudeqe 

Preterite offialleCer < *FALLERF-SCERE fallecio 
Present indicative offiallew < *FALLERf-SCtRE fallesge 
Imperfect offavoroVer < *FAVORESCkRE favoreýia 
Preterite of guarneVer, Suffix qv < -ESCERUNT guarnesqeron 

MERESCtMUS merecemos 
Present indicative of nacer < *NASCtRE naqe 
Present indicative of naw < *NASCtRE naqen 
Present indicative of naVer < *NASCtRE nacen 

Past participle of naCer < *NASCtRE nacida 
Past participle of naVer < *NASCfERE nacido 
Noun form of naqer < *NASCtRE naiserenso 
Present indicative of naw < *NASCRRE nasge 
Noun form of naver < *NASCRRE nascentia 
Present indicative of ofteCer < *OFFF-SCtRE ofrecremos 
Present indicative ofpareCer < *PARF-SCIERE parege 

Preterite ofparever < *PAFfESCtRE pareciemos 
Future subjunctive ofpareCer < *PARESCERE pareqiere 

Present indicative ofpareVer < *PARF-SCfERE parescen 
Present indicative ofpare! Ver < *PARESCERE parezeme 

PASCfERE pasger 
Present indicative ofPertenecer < *PERTINI-ESCRRE perteneýe 

Noun form ofpertenecer < *PERTMSCtRE pertenecias 
Present indicative ofPertenecer < *PERTMSCtRE pertenegen 

Future of pertenaVer < *PERTMSCP-RE pertenecera 

Late spoken 
Latin /-s-/ > /z/ 

Derivative of ACCOSARE acusado 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU ansiosu 

BASfUM besa 
BASAVISSENT besasen 
CASA casa 
CASA casadas 
CASA cassada 
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CASARE cassar 
CASA casas 
QUASI casi 
CASA cassas 
CAUSA causa 
CAUSA caussa 
*CIMSIA cenisa 
*CNISIA ceniza 
*CN! SiA cenizienta 
*CNISIA genjza 
CERESIA cereza 

Suffix only a descendant of -OSU chereloso 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU cobdigioso 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU cobdigiossos 

Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVI conquj so 
CAUSA cosa 
CAUSA cossas 

Suffix only a descendant of --OSU cubdiciosos 
Suffix only a descendant of --OSU dafiosa 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU deleytossa 

DESiDiARE deseaba 
DESIDIARE deseamos 
DESIDIARE desean 
DESiDiARE deseja 
DESiTAUM deseo 
SPONSA desposado 
DESiDIARE dessea 
DESiDIARE dessejando 
DESiDIUM desseo 
DIVISA devisa 
DMISA devissa 

Suffix only a descendant of --OSU donoso 
EXCOSARE escussa 
SPONSA esposas 

Suffix only a descendant of -OSU famoso 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU fermosos 

*GASALIUM, gassallado 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU goZoso, 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU gozossos 

FOSU huso 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU onrrossa 

AUSARE osado 
AUSARE ossadia 
AUSARE ossar 

Suffix only a descendant of -OSU penosa 
PAUSARE posa 

pesquisa < PERQUTSITA pesqujsa 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU poderosos 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU poderosso 
Suffix only a descendant of -OSU poderossos 

PAUSARE posada, 
PAUSARE possa 

Suffix only a descendant of --OSU provechosa 
POSUIT puso 
POSUP-RUNT pussieron 
POSUIT pusso 

- QUASI quasi 
QUASI quassi 

Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVT quesieren 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVI queso 
Verb form built. on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESTVI quisier 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESM quisiera 
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Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVI quisiere 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVI quisieron 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVI quiso, 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVT quissieren 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESTVT quj sso 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVI quisyerremos 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESIVI quissyron 
Verb form built on the perfect of QUAERERE, namely QUAESTVT quizieren 

Suffix only a descendant of -OSU ravioso 
*REFfJSARE refusar 
PAUSARE repossada 

RES + plural ending -es resses 
RISA risa 

Word form built on 0SUS (participle of CTOR) usada 
Word form built on 10SUS (participle of CJTOR) usdndose 
Word form built on OSUS (participle of CTOR) usar 
Word form built on OSUS (participle of ICJTOR) uso 
Word form built on OSUS (participle of CTOR) us6 
Word form built on CJSUS (participle of IDTOR) ussan 
Word form built on CSUS (participle of OTOR) usuale 
Word form built on CJSUS (participle of CTOR) vso 

/ns/ > /s/ > /z/ 
Word form built on participle PRF-NSU apreso 

Suffix CON + DENSARE condesar 
DESPONSARE desposaron 
SPONSUS esposo 
MENSA mesa 
MENSIS meses 
MENSURA mesura 
PRNSAT pesa 
PPNSARE pesar 
PFENSARE pesarian 
PENSO peso 
PENSARE pessar 

Word form built on participle PRIENSU presas 
Word form built on participle PRRNSU preso 
Word form built on participle PRIENSU presos 
Word form built on PREHENSI > prise prisieron 

REMANSIT remaso 
RENLA. NSIT remasso 

Word form built on participle PRRNSU salpreso 
SENSU seso 
SENSU ssesso 

/-ss-/ /s/ 
PRIftSSA apnessa 
*VASSALLOS basallos 

Note that although *VASSALLOS is of Celtic origins, not Latin, Celtic 'provided a 

number of loans to the Latin of Spain [which] became part of the word-stock of 

popular Latin wherever it was used, including Spain' (Penny 1991,209). Words of 

pre-Roman origin are incorporated early on in spoken Latin in the Iberian Peninsula 

and undergo all the changes'suffered by the native items in the spoken Latin 

voabulary. 
CONFESSARE confesar 
CONFESSARE confesso 



CONFESSARE 
SPISSU 
SPISSU 
SPISSU 
GROSSU 
OSSU 
FfJ-SUS 
NIESSARE 

Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 

*PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PAS SARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 

*PASSARE 
*PASSARE 

Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 

POSSIDPRE 
PRESSA 
PRRSSA 

Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 
Word form built on *PASSARE 

*VASSALLOS (see above note for ba. sallos 

/PS/ > /SS/ > /s/ 

/rs/ > /SS/ > /S/ 

confesures 
espesos 
espesso 
espessos 
gruesa 
huessos 
huso 
mesar 
pasaban 
pasados 
pasaje 
pasamos 
pasan 
pasar 
pasare 
pasaron 
pase 
paso 
pasö 
pasola 
passados 
passar 
passare 
passaua 
passen 
passo 
poseer 
priesa 
pressa 
traspasar 
trespasando 
traspaso 
uassayllos 

ECCUM PSE aquessa 
Form of IPSE (compound of DE + IPSE) desa 
Form of IIPSE (compound of DE + EPSE) dessa 
Form of IPSE (compound of DE + IIPSE) desse 

Form of IPSE ese 
Form of rPSE eso 
Form of EPSE essa 
Form of EPSE esso 
Form of IPSE essos 

AVERSUS abiesas 
TRANSVERSARE atrauessauan 
CORSUS cosso 
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The mainstream development of Latin /rs/ to Old Spanish is /s/, as seen in URSU > 

osso. However, the following words most frequently appear in with <s>, which 

may suggest that they were assimilated into Latin /s/ - /ns/ words, which show Old 

Spanish /z/ (i. e., CASA > casa and MENSA > mesa). I have consulted a database 

which contains a complete set of texts and concordances of the Alfonsine corpus 
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(Kasten & others 1997, see file ALFAINDXALL, a merged alphabetic index of 

all texts with keyword alphabetically sorted with frequency counts). This 

investigation reveals that of the following examples of words derived from 

SORSUM and DEORSUM, the grapheme used in over 1200 examples is <s>. 
Examples include asuso, desuso, suso, yuso, aayuso, ayuso, deyuso and yuso. The 

grapheme that is used in 12 examples is <ss> in these examples: desusso, susso, 

ayusso, deyusso and yuso. 

SURSUM assuso 
DEORSUM ayuso 
DEORSUM ayusso 
SCRSUM ssuso 
SORSUM suso 
DEORSUM yuso 

(V)/Ij /> /3/ 
ALEENU agena 
ALIF-NU agenar 
ALERNU ageno 
ALIRNU agenos 

Denved from *AQUILEATA aguiiar 
Derived from *AQUELEATA aguiiauan 
Derived from *AQUILEATA aguijan 
Derived from *AQUILEATA aguijar 
Derived from *AQUILEATA aguijaua 
Derived from *AQUELEATA aguij6n 

MOLLIRE amoiadas 
COLLIGkRE cogia 
COLLIGkRE cogida 
CONCIILIU congejos 
CONSILIUM conseio 
CONSILIA consejas 
CONSft, IUM consejos 
COLLIGIERE escogida 
FTLIA ffija 
FILRJ No 
FTLIU f fli 0s 
FTLIA fiia 
FTLIA fij a 
FTLITJ fij 0 
FRJITJ fijos 
F60A fbia 
FOLIA foj a 
kLIT ftLAM gela 
ini tLLUM gelo 
Ficlu hij o 
FILIU hijos 
MALLEUS majolos 
MEDALIA meajuela 
MELIOR meior 
MELIOR meiorada 
MELIOR mejor 
MELIOR mejorasse 
MELIOR mejoriaS 



MULIERE 
WhIERE 
NIOLEERE 
MOLIERE 
COLLIGRRE 
*TRIPALIARE 
*TRiPALIARE 
*TRIPALIARE 
*TRiPALIARE 
FTLIU 

initial i(V) > /3/ 
Imperfect ofjugar > IOCAR71 
J MARE 
"Is 

(V)/ki /> /3/ 
PARICULUS 
VERMICOLA 
CUNICULUS 
SptcfjLum 
AURICOLA 
OViCfJLA 
Suffix only from -ICULA 

1-t(V)I-/ ' 13/ 
VETLTLUS 
VIETfJLUS 
Vf-TfJLUS 

(V)/91/ > /3/ 
TEGULA 

/dj /' 
ODIUM 
OMM 

/ks/ (V) > /I/ 

Verb form buýt on the perfect of ADDO CtRE, namely ADDUM 
Verb form built on the perfqct of ADDUCERE, namely ADDLTM 
Verb form built on the perfect of ADDOCtRE, namely ADDM 
Verb form built on the perfect of ADDCUERE, namely ADDCM 

Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 

DELAXARE 
DELAXARE 

Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAMARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LAXARE > *DAXARE 
Verb form built on LA)CkRE > *DAXARE 

E)7j)a 

muger 
muggier 
mugier 
mugieres 
recoger 
trabaio 
trabajar 
trabajo 
trabajos 
yjos 

jugaba 
jurar 
juro 

aparejados 
bermeja 
conegeras 
espejo 
orej as 
ovejas 
sortija 

vejedad 
vieja 
Viejo 

tejado 

enoia 
enojos 

adussiesse 
aduxler 
aduxieron 
aduxiessen 
deja 
dejaba 
deje 
delessa 
delessos 
dexa 
dexad 
dexar 
dexara 
dexaron 
dexassedes 
dexo 
deyssar 
deyssaron 
-dixe 
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DIXERIT dixiere 
DIXISTI dixiste 
DIXIT dixo 

/PS/ 
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It appears that there are some cases in which /ps/ > ISI. Note that although it 
appears that eleisco and ele'so would belong under a different category, namely /ps/ 
> /ss/, they reveal the same slightly aberrant phonological development as CAPSA 
> caxa > caja (Corminas & Pascual 1980-91, s. v. caja). 

A combination of ILLE and iPSE 
A combination of ILLE and 1PSE eleisco 

eleiso 

The word eleiso is seen in the Silos Glosses as +per sibi eleiso ('por si mismo') 
(Hernandez Alonso & others 1993,. folio 315v). 

EXME 
EXITAS 
EXITU 
FLfJXU 
TRAXERE 
TRAM 

Aj> /S/ Si 
Verb form built on *BASSIARE > *basso > abaxo 

*QUASSIARE 
Verb form built on *BASSIARE 
Verb form built on *BASSIARE 

*QUASSLA. RE 
*QUASSIARE (0,937) 

3.1.2.1.3 Words with Latin intervocalic /tj/ and /kJ/ 

escieret 
exidas 
exido 
floxo 
traxere 
traxol 

abaxo 
aquexan 
baxa 
baxan 
quexdndose 
quexaremos 

There is a high degree of idiosyncrasy in sibilant change in the following 

words it is difficult,, if not impossible, to formulate a 'hard and fast' rule as to their 

phonological outcome. I have chosen to list these words as examples but do not 

include them in my data count because the outcome of these consonants is as likely 

to be voiced as voiceless. See sections 2.3 and 2.4.1.1 for a more detailed 

explanation as to my rationale behind their exclusion. 

(V)/tj/ 

Suffix only -ITIA atteza 
braueza 
certeza 
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firmeza 
franquesa 
franqueza 
gentileza 
Ilaneza 
mientreza 
naturaleza 
nobleza 
fiquezas 
sinplega 

The infix -(I)CELLUS > -EZIELLO > ECILLO 
(between the root CARNIS and the suffix) carnigero 

camicero 
PIGR71TIA peresa 
POTIONE pogofio 
RATIONE ras6n 
RATIONE razon 
RATIONE rrazon 
RATIONE razonar 
SATIONE sagon, 
SATIONE sazon 
TITIONE tizones 

I do, however 
, include the wordsfranquesa, peresa and rason in my data count 

because they are possible examples of seseo. I place them, for convenience only, 

under the phoneme /d/. 

(V)/kj/ 

ACEES azes 
MINACIA amenaza 
Prefix en +* LAM erdazos 
Denvative of FACIIES fagal 
FACEENDA fagendera 
FACIENDA facinda 
FACIIET fazie 
FACEENDO faziendo 
FACIENDA fazenda 
FACEENDA fazendera 
Derivative of FACEES ffaza 

(r)/dj/ 

*ADMORDIUM almorzado 
almuerm 

According to Menendez Pidal (1987,148), Latin (C) /dj/ is expected to produce /t'/ 

(i. e., *VIRDIA > berp, GRANDIA > granqa) It seems unusual that a voiced 

consonant /d/ + /j/ would yield a voiceless outcome such as /t'/. Despite the voiced 

feature of /d/. the resulting phoneme after the <r> would end up being syllable- 

initial after a consonant and thus in a position of neutralization. I have consulted a 
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Alfonsine corpus (Kasten & others 1997, see file ALFAINDX. ALL). This 
investigation reveals that of the three examples of words derived from 
*ADMORDILTN4, the grapheme used is, without exception, <z> and not <c> or 
<9>. Examples include almorzar, almorzeste, almuerzo. It appears that late 
thirteenth century forms had /d/. The appearances of forms with <ý> would be 

significant after that period and might suggest devoicing common to phonemes, in 
Old Spanish, in syllable-initial position after a consonant. 

(V) /dj/ 
GAUDIUM gogar 
GAUDIUM goso 
GAUDIUM gozo 

According to Men6ndez Pidal (1987,148), Latin (V) /dj/ is expected to produce 1'j1. 
Examples include PODIU >poyo and MODIU > moyo. He does point out that for 

GAUDiUM, the 'regular" result of (V) /dj/ would be goqo but it is more common 
to find gozo. This alternation between <y> and <q> is seen in BADIU > bayo and 
bap and *RADIA > raya and raqa. I have consulted a database which contains a 

complete set of texts and concordances of the Alfonsine corpus (Kasten & others 
1997). This investigation reveals that of the three examples of words derived from 

GALJDRJM, the graphernes used are. <z> as seen in well over one hundred 

examples such as gozar, goza, gozamos, gozo and <c, q> in six examples such as 

go, Vo, goqia and goda. I do, however, include the word goso in my data count 
because they are possible examples of seseo. I place it, for convenience only, under 

the phoneme /dz/. 

Please note that: Ety. Cat. = etymological category, Ortho. Rep. = 

orthographic representation, C. = century, No. = number, (v) = vowel, and (c) = 

consonant. All phonemes are considered to be in the intervocalic position unless 

otherwise noted. The examples of words from which the data comes represent all 

types of the words in a specific document or text but not every single example of 

the word. For example, if I have listed dezir, dezimos and dezid and the number 
tokens in the next column is 8, one can assume that one or more of the words listed 

was repeated in the text or document concerned. For an overview of the 

geographical locations'. see the map entitled 'Map of the Iberian Peninsula and the 

Locations from which the Textual Evidence Comes' (3.1.1). 
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3.1.2.2 10 th /11th 

DATE 10 TH /IIT"c. LOCATION San Millin de la, Cogolla, (in the province of La Rioja) and 
Santo Domingo de Silos (in the province of Burgos) DOCUMENT/TEXT TheSan 

Milldn and Silos Glosses 

Phoneme /dz/ 
E! X. Cat. & 13"' c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Ex-amples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v) W (e/i) > /d/ <Z> <-c-> acetore, dicere 
placet, dicet 24 92 
bicinos, facen, beces 26 

<-z-> fezot 14 
26 

<-S-> cusina, 14 
26 

I 

Phoneme 11 
Etv. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(c) /tj/ > /tS/ <g/c> <Z-> forzaret, fuerza 5 100 
5 

(c) /k/ (e/i) > /t'/ <9/C> <C-> dulce 3 100 
incentitu 3 
carcere 

/kkj/ > /t/ <g/c> <-Z-> brazaret 1 100 
I 

initial /k/ (e/i) > /t/ <g/c> <C-> cierto, certe 5 62.5 
8 

<Z-> zierta, zerte 3 37.5 

/kti/ > /ts/ <9/c> <-z-> endrezaran 100 

/sk/ (e/i) > /ts/ <g/c> <C-> parescen 8 88.9 

nascentia 9 

aborrescet 

<-S-> naiserenso 
9 
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Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13t Expected Spellin2 Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Late spoken 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> ansiosu 21 87.5 
usuale 24 

/ns/ -- /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> preso, presas 3 12.5 
24 

Phoneme pt 
Ely. Cat. & 13pe. Expected Sgelling Ortho. Rep. & ExaniDles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <SS> <-ss-> pressa 1 50 
2 

<-s-> basallos 1 50 
2 

/rs/ > /ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> abiesas 1 100 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13pt'c. Expected Spelligg Ortho. Rev. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ps/ > /j/ <X> <C-> cleisco 12 92.3 

escieret 13 

<-S-> eleiso 1 

13 
7.7 

3.1.2.3 

DATE late 12'h c. LOCATION Toledo DOCIUMENTITEXT Auto 

Phoneme fd'/ 
Ely. Cat. & 13"' c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rev. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v) W (e/i) > /dz/ <Z> <-C-> decid, face, iace 6 43 
decides, pace 14 
facinda 

<-Z-> dezid, dezimos 57 
dezir 14 

Phoneme Y/ 
Etv. Cat. & 13'h c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

initiaVk/ (e/i) > As/ <9, C> <C-> percebida 2 100 

percibistis 2 
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/sk/(e/i) > /t'/ <9, C> <-C-> pertenecera 10 91 
nacido, nacida 

<C-> offecremos 9 

Phoneme I 
Ely. Cat. & 13tpc. Expected Spelling Ortho. ReD--& ExamiDles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /Z/ <s> <-s-> usada 1 100 
1 

Phoneme 11 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Exi)ected Spelling Ortho. Rem & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/j> <-i-> meior 100 

Phoneme p 
Ely. Cat. & 13 Expected Soelling Ortho. Reg. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/(V) > ISI <X> <-x-> dexara, dixo 2 100 
2 

3.1.2.4 Early 13 th century - 1200 to 1249 

DATE 1200-36 LOCATION Burgos DOCUMENUTEXT MenendezPidal 

Phoneme /d/ 
Ety. Cat. & 13'h c. Exvected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExamDles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(V)/k/(e/i)> /dz/ <Z> <-g-> figo, fagemos 13 
omegillo 13 
facer, digen 

Phoneme II 
Etv. Cat. & 13"c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > As/ <9, c> 

(C)/tj/ > ts 

<-c-> acaeciere 2 100 
2 

margo 100 
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/kkj/ > /ts/ <-g-> pedago 100 

initial W> As/ <-C-> recibo, recebimos 2 100 
2 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 131tIc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/S/ > /Z/ <S> <-S-> casa, queso 13 100 
cosa, quisiere 13 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
/SS/ > /s/ <ss> <-ss-> passare, passar 2 100 

2 

/rs/ - fss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> suso 100 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. 13 c. Expected Spellinp, Ortho. Re% & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /> /3/ <W J/I> <-j-> fijos, fijo 12 100 
<-i-> meiorada, fiia 12 
<-g-> mugier, muger 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. 13tpc. Expected Svellin Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <X> <-x-> exido, exidas 3 100 
3 

DATE 1207 LOCATION Old Castile DOCUMENT/TEXT Cid 

Phoneme 
Ety. C t. & 13pc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /d'/ <Z> <-Z-> aduzir, aduzen 9 100 

Phoneme 
Ety. C t. & 131'Ic. ExiDected Spelling Ortho. Rej!. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <9, C> <-q-> acaegiere, aparegidos 2 100 

acrege, amanegio 9 
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Phoneme I F 

c. EXD Ely. Cat. & 13' ected Spelling Ortho. ReI D. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat.. 

Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> acusado, besa 140 100 

casa, cosa, desean 140 

Phoneme 
esposas 

Ety. Cat. & th c. Ext )ected Su)ellillg Ortho. ReD .& ExamUles No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/ > /s/ <ss> <-ss-> apriessa, espesso 20 95.2 
21 

<-S-> espesos 1 4.8 
21 

/ps/ ---. > /ss/ > /s/ <ss> <-ss-> aquessa, esso 40 95.2 
dessa, essa 42 

<-S-> eso, desa 2 4.8 
42 

/rs/ - /ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-ss-> atrauessauan, cosso 3 13 
ayusso 23 

<-S-> ayuso, yuso 20 8.7 
23 

Phoneme 11 

Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Exp ected Spelling Ortho. Reo .& Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

MAY > /3/ <g/j/i> <-g-> ageno, agena 21 100 
<-J-> aguijan, aguijar 21 

aguijaua 
<-i-> aguiiar, aguiiauan 

arnoiadas 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <X> <-X-> aduxier, aduxieron 7 100 
aduxiessen, dexassedes 7 

/ssj/ > /S/ <X> <-x-> baxan, abaxo 4 100 

aquexan 4 
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DATE 1220 LOCATION San Leonardo, El Burgo DOCUMENT/TEXT Men6ndez 

Sofia Pidal 

Etv. Cat. & 13"'c. Expected Spellin2 Ortho. Rep .& ExamMes No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /dz/ <Z> <-Z-> faze, omezilo 9 90 
uezinos 10 

<-g-> figiere 1 10 
10 

Phoneme P 
Etv. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep .& Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

Phoneme in 

Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Ex 

/sk/ (e/i) > /t s <9/C> <-q-> conogjda 1 100 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13tFc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Exameles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/S/ > /Z/ <s> <-S-> casadas, quisier 100 
chereloso, cosa, puso 9 

Phoneme P 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. ExL lected Spelling Ortho. Rep .& Exam ples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <SS> <-ss-> huessos, passare 3 100 
3 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Exp ected Svellin2 Ortho. Re p. & Exam Wes No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /> /3/ <g, /j/i> <-i-> fiios 3 100 
<-g-> mugieres 3 

initial i(v) > /3/ <i/j/g> <j-> jurar 100 

DATE 1206-15 LOCATION Toledo DOCUMENT/TEXT Men6ndez Pidal 

Phoneme to 
Etv. Cat & 13 Expected Spellin Ortho. Rep. & Examoles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /dz/ <Z> <-z-> fazemos 7 63.6 
fezo, dizen 1 

<-q-> plaýiendo 4 36.4 
<-c-> ficieron 1 
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Phoneme 

, 

pt 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

Initial /k/ (e/i) > /t'/ <9, C> <-C-> recebiemos 1 50 
2 

<-Z-> rezebimos 1 50 
2 

Pboneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13'1 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Exarugles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> quisiere, cosa 5 100 

5 

/ns/ > /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> remaso 2 66.7 
prisieron 3 

<-ss-> remasso 1 33.3 
3 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13ptc. Expected Svellin2 Ortho. Rep. & Examoles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <SS> <-ss-> passar 100 

/PS/ - /SS/>/s/ <ss> <-ss-> essa, essos 4 100 
4 

/rs/ - /ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> assuso, ayuso 5 100 

suso 5 

Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & 131t C. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij I' /3/ <g, /j/j> <-j-> hijo, majolos 7 100 
7 

Phoneme p- 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > /j/ <X> <-ss-> delessa, delessos 2 100 
2 
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DATE 1243 LOCATION Cordoba DOCUMENT/TEXT Men6ndezPidal 

Pboneme 
Ety. Cat & 13" 

Mc. 

Expected Smiling Ortho. ReD. & Exam1ples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(efi) > /dz/ <Z> 

Phoneme P 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spellin 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <q, c> 

Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & 131t c. Expected SI)ellinp_ 

/S/ > /Z/ <s> ' 

Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & 13'pc. Expected Spelling 

(v)/lj I >131 <g, /j/i> 

3.1.2.5 

<-c-> vecino 2 100 
<-g-> vegino 2 

Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-g-> aparegidos 3 100 
<-C-> aparecidos, conocidas 3 

Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-S-> casas, cosa 7 100 
7 

Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-g-> agenos, mugier 4 100 
4 

DATE 1278 LOCATION Briviesca, Castilla del Norte DOCUMENUTEXT Menendez 
Pidal 

Phoneme 
Ety. Ca .& 131t 

Me. 
Expected Spellina 

(v)/k/(e/i) > Idl <Z> 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Expected Spellin 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <9, G> 

Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-c-> ficiesse 100 

Ortho. Rep. & ExamUles No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-C-> pareciemos 2 100 
2 



Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & Btpýc. Expected Spelling 

/S/ > /Z/ <S> 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13pc. Expected St)ellini! 

/ps/ --* /ss/>/S/ <SS> 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 

-131tic. 
Expected Spelling 

(v)/Ij /> /3/ <g, /j/i> 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13 

p'c. 

Expected Spell' 

iks/ (v) > ISI <x> 
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Ortho. 
-Rep. 

& Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-S-> casa, puso 2 100 
2 

Ortho. 
-Rep. 

& Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-ss-> esso 3 100 
3 

Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-j-> fijos 5 100 
5 

Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

dixo 100 

DATE 1250 LOCATION Quel, Ripja Baja DOCUMENUTEXT Menendez 
Pidal 

Phoneme 10 

Etv. Cat. & 13 EXDected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Exarnjales No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

> /d/ <Z> <-z-> uezino 1 100 
1 

Pho neme 11 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Exr)ected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examy)les No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /Z/ <S> <-S-> quisiere 1 100 
1 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. ExDgeted Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExamLlIes No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/i> <-j-> fij 02 100 
2 
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DATE 1252,1258 LOCATION Rioja Baja, Castilla DOCUMENTITEXT Men6ndez 
Pidal 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat & 13"Ic- Expected Spel. ling Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

> /Z/ <s> <-S-> quisiere 1 100 
1 

Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 3 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rem & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/i> <-j-> fijos, fija 7 100 
7 

DATE 1285 LOCATION Avila DOCUMENUTEXT Men6ndez Pidal 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 131t 

Mc. 

Expected Spelling Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /d/ <Z> <-Q-> tregientos 1 100 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Cat. & 13 Expected Stwiling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > As/ <w> <-g-> perteneýe 1 100 

Phoneme 
Ely. Cat. & 13 Expected Simlling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /Z/ <s> <-S-> casas, cosa 1 100 
1 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Svelligg Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> pasaron 100 

Phoneme 
Ety. Ca .& 131tic. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/kl /> /3/ <g, /j/i> <-g-> conegeras 3 100 
3 
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DATE 1258,1274 LOCATION Toledo DOCUMENT/TEXT Men6ndez Pidal 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 131t 

Me. 

Expected Spellinj! Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/vi(e/i) > /dz/ <Z> <-Z-> doze, omezillos 8 47 
plazos, fazen, dizen 17 

face, fegieron, facer 9 53 
17 

Phoneme 
Ely. Cat. & 131t'g. Expected SiDellin Ortho. ReD. & Exarugles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <9, C> <-C-> pertenecias 100 

Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 13 EXDected Spelling Ortho. Rev. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> casas, quesieren 1.5 75 

cosa, poderosos 20 

<-ss-> poderossos, resses 4 25 
cassas, quissieren 20 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Svelliqg Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/j> <-j-> fijos, fija, ffijos 9 100 
<-g-> muger 9 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13toc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExampLes No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > /j/ <X> <-X-> exidas, exido 2 100 
2 

DATE 1273 LOCATION COrdoba DOCUMENT/TEXT Men6ndez Pidal 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Expected SRelli! Ig Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /d/ <Z> <-Z-> ffaza, faze 2 66.7 
3 

<-g-> dj ge 1 33.3 
3 
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Phoneme p 172 

Ety. Cat. & 13 Exp ected Spelling Ortho. Rep 
.& Exam pLIes No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/rs/ ---* /ss/ > /s/ <ss> <-SS-> ssusso 1 50 
2 

<-S-> yuso 1 50 

Phoneme p 2 

tc. ExD Ety. Cat. & 13 ected Svel-ling Ortho. ReD 
.& Examo les No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /> /3/ <g, /j/i> <-j-> ffij a, fij o 3 100 
3 

initial i (v) > /3/ <i/j/g> <j-> juro 1 100 
I 

DATE 1270 LOCATION Jaen DOCUNMNT/TEXT Menendez Pidal 

Phoneme /d"/ 
Etv. Cat. & 13'he. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rev. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /dz/ <Z> <-q-> dige, fagal 80 
ffigieron, ffigiesse 5 

<-z-> trezientos 1 20 
5 

Phoneme 11 
Etv. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-ss-> poderosso 2 66.7 

sesso 3 

<-S-> quisieron 1 33.3 
3 

Phoneme 11 
Ety. C t. & 13 c. Expected Svellin Ortho. Reg. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <SS> <-ss-> passen 1 100 
I 

/PS/ --, - /ss/>/s/ <ss> <-ss-> desse 1 100 
1 

/rs/ - /ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> suso 100 
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DATE 1272 LOCATION SeviRe DOCUNEENT/TEXT Men6ndez Pidal 

Phoneme 10 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. EXDected Spelling Ortho. Re 

.& Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /d/ <Z> <q-> quinge 100 
3 

Phoneme 11 
Ell. Cat. & 13 EXDected Spelling Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/S/ > /Z/ <S> <-S-> cosa 100 

Phoneme 11 
Etv. Cat. & 13 EXDected Spelling Ortho. ReD. & ExampLes No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/j> <-j-> fij 02 100 
2 

3.1.2.6 14 Ih 
century - 1325 to 1368 

DATE 1325 LOCATION Trevifio, Burgos DOCUMENT/TEXT Men6ndez Pidal 

Phoneme Pi 
Ety. Cat. & 13 ExiDected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /&/ <Z> <-g-> dige, tregientos 3 100 
3 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. ExDected Spelline Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > As/ <9, C> <-g-> pertenegen 100 

initial /k/ (e/i) > /t'/ <9, C> <-g-> regibir 100 

Phoneme P 
Ely. Cat. & 13 Exvected SDellin Ortho. ReIR, & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> quasi 1 20 
5 

<-ss-> quassi, cossas 4 80 

quissieren 5 
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=j DATE 1330 LOCATION Navarra DOCUMENT/TEXT 
, 
Fuero general de 

Navarra (Version Q- Anonymous 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. 

-& 
13" 

Me. 

ExDected S12elling Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)W(e/i)> /d/ <Z> <-z-> aduze, desfiziesse 70 97 
dize, dezir, faze, plazer 72 
uezino, noziesse 

fage<n>, degir 23 
72 

Phoneme 
Etv. Ca .& 13; 'Ic. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examoles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <9, c> <9-, -C-> contesge, pasger 3 100 
3 

Phoneme P 
Etv. Ca .& 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Reg. & ExamMes No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> puso, cosa, casa 72 99 

cenisa, quisiere, 73 
refusar, cubdiciosos 

<-ss-> pussieron 11 
73 

/ns/ > /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> pesar, preso, prisieron 4 100 
4 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13ptc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <SS> <-ss-> passare, passar 6 40 
miesses, passados 15 
uassayllos 

<-S-> pasar, pasare 9 60 
15 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Ca .& 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /> /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> flios, mejorasse 13 100 

<-i-> conseio 13 
<-g-> muger 
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Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 . ExDected Spelling 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <X> 

DATE 1355 LOCATION Soria 

Phoneme 1 

-1 Ety. Cat & 13 Exi)ected Stwiliniz 

(v)/k/(e/i» /dz/ <Z> 

<S> fasen, faser, fase, plase 106 78 
plaser, veses 136 

Phoneme 11 
Etv. Cat. & 13 Expected Si)elling 

Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. ExDected Spelling 

/ss/> /s/ <ss> 

Ortho. Rep. & Examl2les No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-Ss-> deyssar, deyssaron 
.5 

100 
adussiesse 5 

DOCUMENT/TEXT, Proverbios Morales 

Ortho. Rev. & Examl! Ies No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-Z-> faze, fazes, dize 30 22 
dizjendo, dize, plaze 136 
vezes, vezinas, vezino, 
vezjno 

Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-S-> usando, usar 3 100 
3 

Ortho. ReI2. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-ss-> huessos, passado, passa 11 100 
passadas, passed II 

DATE 1330,1349,1368 LOCATION, Toledo DOCUMENUTEXT Menendez Pidal 

and Libro de Buen amor by Juan Ruiz 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13ý! Expected Spellin 

(v)/k/(e/i» /d/ <Z> 

Ortho. Rem & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

<-z-> faze, fezyese, bozes 28 97 
desdezia, dizen 29 

dezyr, dezyendo, narizes 

<-S-> rresare 13 
29 
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(v) /ti/ > /d'/ <Z> <-S-> peresa 1 100 
1 

Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & 13tpc. Exnected SL! elling Ortho. Ren. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ nagen, nage 
pareýe 

4 100 
4 

(c)/k/ (e/i) > /ts/ <9, C> <-ý-> togino 100 

Phoneme P 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> casas, cosa 28 88 

desposado, 32 
cosas, puso, dahosa, 
cobdigioso 

<-ss-> cassaf 13 
32 

<-Z-> genjza, cereza 39 
32 

/ns/ > /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> apreso, mesa, peso 7 100 
salpreso, seso 7 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13ptc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Reg. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/> /s/ <ss> <-S-> pasaron, pasada 3 100 
pasaje 3 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13"Ic. Expected Svelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)Aj /3/ <g, /j/i> <-j-> ffijo, ffija, mejoriaS 23 100 

consejas 23 
<-i-> trabaio 
<-g-> muger, agena, 

cogia 

<g/j/i> <-j-> viejo 7 100 
7 
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(v) /kl/ /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> ovejas 6 100 
6 

Phoneme 
Ely. Cat. & 13ptc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExamWles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <x> <-x-> dixiere, dexo, dexad 15 100 
dixiste, dixo, traxol 15 

/SS ./> /I/ <X> <-x-> abaxar 1.100 
1 

3.1.2.7 15 th century - 1403 to 1465 

DATE 14 10 LOCATION Pie de Concha, Santander DOCUMENT/TEXT Menendez 
Pidal 

Phoneme in 
Ety. Cat & 13 EXDected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/ki(e/i) > /d/ <Z> <-z-> dize, fazer 11 58 
trezjentos, vezino 19 

<-g-> dige, rrayges 8 42 
facer, fego, faýen 19 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 131t'g. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examl2les No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <9, C> <-9-> pertenegen 100 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /Z/ <s> <-S-> cosa, cosas, huso 5 100 

quisyerremos, uso 5 
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Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep, & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> trespasando 1 100 
I 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat & 13"Ic. ExDected Spellin Ortho. ReD. & ExampLes No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/lj /> /3/ <g, /j/j> 

DATE 1465 LOCATION Pchafiel 

<-g-> agenar, muger 10 100 
<-j-> fijo, fijas 10 

DOCUMENT/TEXT Cärcel ýdel Amor 

Phoneme I 
Etv. Cat. & 13'1 

Mc. 

Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExamDles No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i» Idl <Z> 

> or /t'/ <Z, C, ý> 

<-Z-> dizi, dizes, plaze, 
plazo 

<-S-> ras6n 

14 100 
14 

2 100 
2 

Phoneme P 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Exi)ected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Exarnifles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/> /s/ <ss> <-ss-> huessos 100 

DATE 1403-06 LOCATION Madrid DOCUMENT/TEXT- lEstoria del gran 
Tamorfin 

Phoneme 
Etv. Ca .& 131t 

Mc. 

Expected Spellin Ortho. Rei). & Exatnvles No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i» /d/ <Z> <-Z-> plaze, plazer, vezinos 2 39 
23 

<S> fasen, faser, plaser, veses 14 61 
23 

(v)/tj/ > /d Z/ or Itsl <Z, C, <-S-> rasön 2 100 
2 
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DATE 1414,1415 LOCATION Toledo DOCUMENT/TEXT Menendez Pidal 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 131t 

Mc. 

ExDected Sgelling Ortho. ReD. & Exa-ml2les No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /dz/ <Z> <-Z-> dozientos 1 100 
1 

Phoneme 11 
Etv. Cat. & 13 C. ExDected Spelling Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> fermosos, cosa 6 100 

quiso, vso 6 
quisiere 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Ca ý& 13 Expected SRelling Ortbo. Rer). & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <SS> <-ss-> confesso, passados 2 100 
2 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected S12elling Ortho. Rev. & Exarngles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /> /3/ <g, /j/i> <-i-> foia 22 100 
<-j-> foj a, 22 

/-t(v)l-/ > /3/ <g, /j/i> <-j-> viejo 2 100 
2 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13ptc. Expected Spelligg Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <x> <-x-> dexar, dixo 2 100 
2 

DATE 143 8 LOCATION Toledo DOCUMENT/TEXT Arcipreste de Talavera 

Phoneme In 
Ely. Ca & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i)> /d'/ <Z> <-Z-> fazer, fazes, vezes 71 69 
faziendo, omezillo 103 

dize, dezir, diziendo, 
reluze, bozes, suzia 

<-S-> desplase, plaser, veses 31 30 
fasen, dise, fases, faser 103 
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coces 11 
103 

(v)/tj/ > /d/ or /t'/ <Z, C, ý> rasön 100 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat & 13"Ic. Ext)ected Smiling Ortho. Rem-& Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <g/sg/c> <-C-> contecen, nacen 5 100 
fallecio, merecemos 5 

Phoneme I 
Etv. Cat. & 13tpc. Expected SIRellin Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> quisiera, cosa, usar 90 98 
deseo, quiso, casas 92 
causa, puso besasen, 
usO, raviosoprovechosa, 
usandose 

<-z-> ceniza, cenizienta 22 
92 

/ns/ > /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> condesar, esposo, pesar 7 100 
pesarian 7 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13p'c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> pasados, gruesa 10 100 
hueso, mesar, poseer 10 

pas6, traspasar, pasar 

Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & 13" c. Expected Spellin Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> aguijOn, meajuela 46 78 

trabajar, fija, mejor 59 
<-g-> muger, agena, ageno 

(v)/kl > /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> bermeja, sortija 3.5 
59 

(v)/91/ > /3/ <g/j/i> <-J-> tejado 1 1.7 
59 
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/dj /3/ <g/j/j> <-j-> enojos 2 3.4 

59 

/3/ <g/i/i> <-j-> vejedad, viejo, vieja 5 8.5 
59 

initial i (v) 1 /3/ <g/j/i> <j-> juro, jarnds 2 3.4 
59 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13ptc. ExDected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/Ics/ (v) > /j/ <X> <-x-> dixo, dexa, dixe 18 100 
dexad, 18 

/ssj/ > /s/ <X> <-x-> quexändose 100 

DATE 1444 LOCATION Toledo DOCUMENT/TEXT Vida de Sanct 
Isidoro 

Phoneme I 
Etv. Cat & 13'1 

Mc. 

EXDected Spelling! Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i)> /d/ <Z> <-z-> dizes 1 16.5 
6 

<S> dise 1 16.5 
6 

<C> dicendecir, facer 4 67 
6 

Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & 13tFc. Expected Svelling Ortho. Rev. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> usar 100 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat & 13p'c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examl2les No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/> /s/ <ss> <-ss-> confessemos, confessare 5 100 
confessando, passada, 5 
passado 
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DATE 1482 LOCATION Cuenca DOCUME-NT/TEXT Cr6mca de Espafia 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 131' 

Me. 
EXDected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExarnDles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i)> /dz/ <Z> <-z-> dizia, dizir, diziendole 98 98 
dizijendoles, plaze, plazer 100 
plazen, plazia, plazie, 
plaziendo, plazo, fazes 
vvezino, vezinos, vezindad 

<S> dise I 
100 

<C> placer I 
100 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. ExDected S12elling Ortho. Rei). & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> usar 100 

Phoneme I 
Ety. Cat. & 131t c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/> /s/ <ss> <-ss-> confesso, confessaron 5 100 
passadas 5 

DATE 1438 LOCATION C6rdoba DOCUMENUTEXT Coronaci6n 

Phoneme in 

-v. 
Cat. & 13 Expected Soelling Ortho. Rep. & Exarngles No. of Tokens % of Total Et 13 c 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i» /clz/ <Z> <-z-> dizense, dizir, plazia 6 60 

plaziente, vezinas 10 

<s> dise, desir 4 40 
10 

Phoneme pt 
Ety. Cat. & 13t c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/> /s/ <ss> <-ss-> passado, passadas 16 100 
16 
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DATE 1465 (terminus ad quem) LOCATION Andalusia DOCUMENT/TEXT 
Cancionero de Baena 

Phoneme I 
Etv. Ca -& 13tl 

Ic. 

Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)W(e/i)> /d/ <Z> <-Z-> fezJeron, feziste, bozes 108 95 
fizo, vezes, faze, fazer 114 
doze, dezjr, fazenda, 
plazer, pazjble, dizen 

<-s-> fiso, fasen, desjr, veses -6 
5 

fesiste 114 

(v)/ti/ > /d/ or /t'/ <Z, C, ý> <-S-> franquesa 1 100 
1 

(v) /dj/ > /d z/ or /t'/ <Z, C, <-S-> goso 1 100 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13'pc. Expected Spellin Ortho. Ree. & Examnles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > As/ <9/C> -C-> nasge, contesgier 44 100 
ennoblegido, ensaudege 44 
fallesge, bastege, guamesgeron 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /Z/ <S> <-S-> qujso, risa, conqujso 89 
puso, pesqujsa, casa, 120 
deseo, casado, deseja 
devisa, donoso, gozoso, 
osado, posa, famoso 

74 

<-ss-> pusso, cassada, desseo 30 25 
cobdigiossos, devissa, 120 
possa, ussan, qujsso, 
cossas, gassallado, dessejando, 
gozossos, onrrossa, ossar, ossadia, quissyron, 
deleytossa 

<-z-> cenjza 

/ns/ > /s/ > /z/ 

11 

120 

<S> <-S-> pesa, meses, desposaron 26 84 

esposo, pesar, seso, preso 31 
mesura 

<-ss-> ssesso, Pessar 5 16 
31 
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Phoneme /s/ 
Ety. Cat. & 13'h c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examnles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/SS/ > /s/ <ss> <-Ss-> passaua, espessos 6 30 
passados, passo 20 

<-S-> pasados, pasamos, vosa 14 70 
pase, pasan, traspaso 20 

Phoneme P 
Evy. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExarnR Les No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> mejor, congejos 47 100 
fljo, ffija, trabajos 47 
consejos 

<-g-, g-> gela, gelo, muger 
escogida, acogida 

(v)/dj > /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> enoja 1 100 
I 

(v)/Cl /> /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> orejas, espejo 2 100 
2 

/-t (v)l- /> /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> viejo 1 100 
I 

Phoneme p 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <X> <-x-> floxo, dixo, dixere 18 95 
dexa, dexaron 19 

<-j-> deja 15 
19 

3.1.2.8 , 61h century -- 529 to 1532,1562 

DATE 1562 LOCATION Avila DOCUMENT/TEXT. Vida de Santa Teresa 

k-li, Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13th c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Exarngles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /d/ <Z> <-q-> ager, degia, veges 35 100 
dir, isiete, yýo, yýieron 35 
rregar, doýe, aýia 

<-c-> veces 
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Phoneme in 
Etv. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spellinj! Ortho. Rep. & ExafnDles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <&> acaegio, parege 22 100 
conoger, favoregia 22 
encareger 

Phoneme 
Ely. Cat & 131tic. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/S/ > /Z/ <S> <-S-> casa, deseaba 31 100 
casi, penosa, cosa 31 
posada, quisiera 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat & 13p'c. Expected SmIling Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> confesar, pasaban 12 100 
confesures, pasaron 12 
priesa, pasola 

/ps/ - /S S/ > /s/ <ss> <-s-> ese 1 100 

Phoneme p 

Ety. Cat. & 13 c. ExDected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g/j/i> <-j-> mejor, trabajos 5 100 
yjos 5 

initial i(v) > /3/ <g/j/i> <j-> jurar, jugaba 4 100 
4 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Exi)ected Spellin Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) <x> <-j-> dejaba 100 

DATE 1529 LOCATION Guadalajara, Spain DOCUAMNT/TEXT Company 

Phoneme /dzI 
Ety. Cat. & 13"' c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /, lz/ <Z> <-Z-> dezis 1 100 
1 
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Phoneme 
Ely. Cat. & 13 EXDected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > /ts/ <&> pareýiere 3 75 
4 

<-z-> parezeme 1 25 
4 

initial /k/(e/i) > /ts/ <9/C> <-g-> regibi 100 

Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> cosa 3 100 

preso, presos 3 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/PS/ - /ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> ese 1 100 
1 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. ReD. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <X> <-j-> deje 1 100 
1 

DATE 1531 LOCATION Fuensalida, Toledo DOCUMENUTEXT Company 

Phoneme 
Etv. at. & 1310' 1 ExpectedSpelling Ortho. Rep. & Exam ples No. ofTokens %ofTotal 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > <Z> <-Z-> aplazible, hazer 9 100 
dize, plazer 9 

Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

Initial /k/(e/i) > /t/ <qlc> <-g-> regibida 2 100 
<9-> resgebido 2 
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Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 

-- 
13'tIc. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/S/ > /Z/ <S> <-S-> casa, cosas 100 
deseamos, deseo 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 13"Ic. Expected SDelling Ortho. Rep. & ExarnDles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ss/ > /s/ <SS> <-S-> paso 100 

Phoneme Ip 
Ety. Cat. & 13 c. Expected Spellinj Ortho. Ren. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/j> <-j-> trabajos 2 100 
2 

(v)/kl /> /3/ <g, /j/i> <-j-> aparejados 100 

Phoneme p 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling. Ortho. Reo. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/ssj/ > /S/ <x> <-X-> quexaremos 1 100 
1 

/ks/ (v) > ISI <X> <-x-> traxere 100 

DATE 1529 LOCATION Baeza, Ja6n DOCUMENUTEXT 
. 

Company 

Phoneme 
Ety. at. & 131tIc- Expected Spelling Ortho. Rev. & Examoles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)W(e/i) > /d/ <Z> <-z-> dezir 1 100 
1 

Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Exi)ected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examules No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/s/ > /Z/ <S> <-Z-> quizieren 1 100 
1 

Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Expected Spellin Ortho. Rev. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
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(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/j> <-g-> recoger 100 

DATE 1532 LOCATION Villa de Pedroso, Seville DOCUMIENUTEXT Company 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 131t 

Mc. 

Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. 
-& 

ExampLes No. of Tokens % of Total 
Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/k/(e/i) > /dz/ <Z> <-z-> haze, hazemos 6 100 
6 

Phoneme 
Etv. Cat. & 131P S. Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

/sk/(e/i) > As/ <9/c> <-q-> acregentamjento 1 100 
I 

initial /k/(e/i) > As/ <&> <9-> resgebido 1 50 
2 

<-s-> resiben 1 50 
2 

Phoneme P 
Ety. Cat. & 13 Expected Spelling Ortho. Rep. & ExamPles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 
Late spoken 
Latin /s/ > /z/ <S> <-S-> causa 20 

5 

<-ss-> caussa, dessea 4 80 
escussa, repossado 5 

Phoneme Iti 
Ety. Cat. & 13t c. Expected 

-Spelling. 
Ortho. Rev. & Exarnvles No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total in Ety. Cat. 

(v)/Ij /3/ <g, /j/i> <-j-> mejor, trabajo 3 100 
hijos 3 

Phoneme 
Ety. Cat. & 13p-. Expected S12elling. Ortho. Rev. & Examples No. of Tokens % of Total 

Total iii Ety. Cat. 

/ssj/ > /s/ <x> <-x-> baxa 1 100 
1 
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CHAPTER4 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

In this section. ) I organize the data in this order: 
1. chronologically by century or date 
2. geographically, beginning in the northern region of the Iberian 

Peninsula,, moving towards the central then southern regions of 
the Iberian Peninsula. When there are several documents for one 
location (i. e., section 3.1.2.7 - documents such as those dated 

1414,1415 and 1438 are all located in Toledo), I combine the 

tokens under the heading Location: Toledo (see section 4.4) and 

calculate the percentages based on the combined token count. 
3. by phoneme 

a) adding up the total number of tokens of same graphemes 

within all etymological categories corresponding to that 

phoneme 
b) calculating the percentage of the total number of tokens 

for that specific grapheme to the total number of tokens for 

all graphemes corresponding to the same phoneme. 

then in the next chapter, make some observations and draw some 

conclusions based on the data. 

4.1 10 TH Al TH Centuries (3-1.2-2) 

Location: San Millan de la Cogolla (in the province of La Rioja) and Santo Domingo 
de Silos (in the province of Burgos) 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 

These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphemes 

<-C-> 24 92 
26 

<-Z-> 24 
26 

<-S-> 14 
26 
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AS/ <C-> 8 29.6 
27 

<Z-> 8 29.6 
27 

<-Z-> 2 7.2 
27 

<-S-> 1 4 
27 

<C-> 8 29.6 
27 

<-S-> 24 100 
24 

/s/ <-SS-> 33.3 
3 

<-S-> 2 66.7 
3 

<C-> 12 92.3 
13 

<-S-> 1 7.7 
13 

4.2 Late 12th Century (3.1.2.3) 

Location- Toledo 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

<-Z-> 8 57 
14 

<-C-> 6 43 
14 

AS/ <-C-> 10 76.9 

13 

<C-> 3 23.1 
13 
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/z/ <-S-> 1 100 

/3/ <-j-> 50 
2 

<i-> 
.1 50 
2 

/f/ <-X-> 2 100 
2 

4.3 Early 13 th Century - 1200 to 1249 (3.1.2.4) 

Location: Burgos 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ 13 100 
13 

/tS/ 5 83.3 
<-C-> 6 

1 16.7 
6 

/z/ <-S-> 13 100 
13 

/s/ <-SS-> 2 66.7 
3 

<-S-> 1 33.3 
3 

/3/ <+> 12 100 

<-i-> 12 
<-g-> 

/j/ <-X-> 3 100 
3 



Location: Old Castile 
192 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Graphern % of Total These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-Z-> 9 100 
9 

AS/ 9 100 
9 

/z/ <-S-> 140 
140 

100 

/s/ <-SS-> 63 73.3 
86 

<-S-> 23 26.7 
86 

/3/ <-g-> 21 100 
<-j -> 21 

/f/ <-X-> I1 100 

Location: San Leonardo, El Burgo, Soria 

Phoneme Grgphemes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

<-Z-> 9 90 
10 

1 10 

10 

1 100 
I 

9 100 
9 

/s/ <-ss-> 3 100 
3 
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131 <-i-> 3 75 
<-9-> 4 

<i-> 1 25 
4 

Location: Toledo 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-Z-> 7 
II 

63.7 

4 36.4 
<-C-> II 

AS/ <-C-> 1 50 
2 

<-Z-> 1 50 
2 

/Z/ <-S-> 7 87.5 
8 

<-SS-> 1 12.5 
8 

/s/ <-SS-> 5 50 
10 

<-S-> 5 50 
10 

<-j-> 7 100 
7 

<-SS-> 2 100 

2 

Location. Cordoba 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 

T Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-9-> 2 100 

<-C-> 2 
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/tS/ <_ý_> 3 100 

<-C-> 3 

/z/ <-S-> 7 100 
7 

/3/ <-g-> 4 100 
4 

4.4 Late 13'h Century - 1250 to 1299 (3.1.2.5) 

Location: Briviesca, Castilla del Norte 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total N o. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-C-> 100 

/tS/ <-C-> 2 100 
2 

/z/ <-S-> 2 100 
2 

/s/ <-ss-> 3 100 

/3/ <+> 5 100 
5 

/j/ <-X-> 4 Iuu 
4 

Location: Quel, Riqja Baja 

Phoneme Grgphemes Used in No. of Tokens for G[apherne % of Total 

These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphemes 

/d'/ <-Z-> 1 100 
I 

/z/ <-S-> 1 100 

/3/ <-j-> 2 100 
2 
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Location: Rioja Baja, Castilla 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No, of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total These Sources Total No. of Tokens of AM Graphernes 

<-S-> 1 100 
I 

131 <+> 7 100 
7 

Location: Avita 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All &aphemes 

/d'/ 100 

AS/ 100 

/z/ <-S-> 1 100 

/s/ <-S-> 100 

/3/ <-9-> 3 100 
3 

Location: Toledo 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/dz/ <-Z-> 8 47 
17 

9 53 
17 

<-C-> 1 100 

I 

<-S-> 15 75 
20 
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<-SS-> 4 25 

20 

9 100 
<-g-> 9 

/s/ 100 
2 

Location- COrdoba 

Phoneme Graphernes U5ed in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphemes 

<-Z-> 2 66.7 
3 

133.3 
3 

/s/ <-SS-> 1 50 
2 

<-S-> 1 50 
2 

131 3 75 
4 

<i-> 1 25 
4 

Location: Jaen. 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/dz/ <-Z-> 1 20 
5 

4 80 
5 

/z/ <-S-> 1 33.3 

3 

<-SS-> 2 66.7 
3 

/s/ <-SS-> 2 66.7 
3 
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33.3 
3 

Location: Seville 

Phoneme Graphemes Used in No. of Tokens for CiTapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ 3 100 
3 

/z/ <-S-> 2 100 
2 

/3/ <-J-> 2 100 
2 

4.5 14 Ih Century - 1325 to 1368 (3.1.2.6) 

Location- Trevifio, Burgos 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

100 
3 

AS/ 2 100 
2 

/z/ <-S-> 1 20 

5 

<-SS-> 4 80 
5 

Location: Navarra 

Phoneme Grgphernes, Used in No. of Tokens f6T Grapheme % of Total 

These Sources Total No. of Tokens of AJI Graphernes 

/d/ <-Z-> 70 97 

72 

2 3 
72 

AS/ -C-> 3 100 

3 
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/Z/ <-S-> 76 99 

77 

<-ss-> 1 1 
77 

/s/ <-SS-> 6 40 
15 

<-S-> 9 60 
15 

/3/ <-i-> 13 100 
<-i-> 13 
<-g-> 

Location: Soria 

Phoneme Graphemes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphemes 

<-Z-> 30 22 
136 

<-S-> 106 78 
136 

/Z/ <-S-> 3 100 
3 

/s/ <-SS-> 100 

Location: Toledo 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grgpheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

<-Z-> 28 93.3 
30 

<-S-> 2 6.7 
30 

/ts/ 5 100 
5 
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<-S-> 35 90 

39 

<-SS-> 1 2 
39 

8 
39 

/s/ 3 100 
3 

131 36 100 
36 

<-g-> 

/s/ <-X-> 16 100 
16 

4.6 15 th Century - 1410 to 1465 (3.1.2.7) 

Location: Pie de Concha, Santander 

Phoneme Graphernes-Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-Z-> 11 58 
19 

8 42 
19 

AS/ 

13/ 

100 

<-S-> 5 100 
5 

<-S-> 100 

10 100 
10 



Location: Pefiafiel 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Graphern 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/jz-/ <-Z-> 14 
16 

<-S-> 2 
16 

/s/ <-SS-> 

Location: Madrid 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Graphern 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/j-z/ <-Z-> 9 
25 

<-S-> 16 
25 

Location- Toledo 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/&-/ <-Z-> 73 
113 

<-S-> 35 
113 

<-C-, > 5 
113 

A-s -C-> 5 
5 

<_s-> 

<-z-> 

104 
106 

2 
106 

/s/ <-SS-> 7 
17 

200 

of Total 

87.5 

12.5 

100 

% of Total 

36 

64 

of Total 

65 

31 

4 

100 

98 

2 

41 

10 59 
17 
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13ý <-j-> 
<-i-> 
<-g-> 

81 
84 

3 
84 

96.4 

3.6 

/S/ <-X-> 21 100 
21 

Location- Cuenca 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens. for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens ofAJI Graphernes 

/jz-/ <-Z-> 98 98 
100 

<-C-> I I 

100 

<-S-> I I 

100 

/Z/ <-S-> 1 

I 

100 

/s/ <-SS-> 5 100 
5 

Location: COrdoba 

Phoneme Graphernes. Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/&Z, / <-Z-> 6 60 
10 

<-S-> 4 40 
10 

/s/ <-SS-> 16 100 
16 

Location: Andalusia 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grgpheme % of Total 

These Sources ' Total No. of Tokens of AJI Graphernes 

/a-Z/ <-Z-> 108 93 

116 
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<-S-> 8 7 

116 

ft-s 44 100 
44 

<-S-> 115 76 
151 

<-SS-> 35 23 
151 

151 

<-SS-> 6 30 
20 

<-S-> 14 70 
20 

<-i-> 51 100 
<-g-> 51 
<9-> 

/j/ 18 95 
19 

<-j-> 15 
19 

4.7 16'h Century - 1529 to 1532,1562 (3.1.2.8) 

Location: Avila 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-q-, -C-> 35 100 
35 

AS/ 22 100 
22 

/z/ <-S-> 31 100 

31 
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/s/ <-S-> 13 

13 
100 

5 55.5 
9 

4 44.5 
9 

1 
I 

100 

Location: Guadalajara, Spain 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-Z-> 1 100 
I 

/tS/ 4 80 
5 

20 
5 

3 100 
3 

100 

100 

Location: Fuensalida,, Toledo 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grapheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-Z-> 9 100 
9 

AS/ 2 100 
2 
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100 

100 

/31 <-j-> 3 100 
3 

/j/ <-X-> 2 100 
2 

Location: Baeza, Jaen 

Phoneme Graphemes Used in No 
- of Tokens for Grai3heme % of Total 

These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

<-Z-> 1 100 
I 

100 

1 

131 <-9-> 100 

Location: Villa de Pedroso, Seville 

Phoneme Graphernes Used in No. of Tokens for Grgpheme % of Total 
These Sources Total No. of Tokens of All Graphernes 

/d'/ <-Z-> 6 100 
6 

/tS/ 2 66,7 
3 

<-S-> 1 33.3 
3 

<-S-> 1 20 
5 

<-SS-> 4 80 
5 
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13ý 

/s/ 

100 

100 



CHAPTER5 

SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS 

My goal , in this thesis, has been to find a satisfactory and comprehensive 
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explanation for the history of the sibilants in Peninsular Spanish. It is my 
contention that the devoicing of the Spanish s1bilants is not a peculiar or 
extraordinary phenomenon. On the basis of many factors (1.1,1.2,1.3), it can be 

argued that it is 'natural' that the Old Spanish sibilants developed in the manner 
they did. Yet, how does one account for the history of the Old Spanish sibilants 

when other Romance languages have maintained the [+voice] and [-voice] contrast 
( 1.4)? 

In pursuit of this goal, I have attempted to determine the geographical and 
chronological origins and diffusion of the sound changes (merger of the [+voice] 

sibilants and [-voice] sibilants to the [-voice] realization) by an orthographic 

investigation of several medieval documents and texts. Furthermore, I have 

discussed the causal factors (both language internal and external) that were 

instrumental in motivating, promoting and diffusing these particular sound changes 

within Spanish. 

Firstly, I summarize the findings of the orthographic investigation and offer 

conclusions regarding the information gleaned. Secondly, I summarize the 

discussion of those factors that were instrumental in motivating, promoting and 

diffusing these particular sound changes and offer concluding remarks regarding 

those factors. 

5.1 Summary of the Orthographic Investigation 

Please note that the graphemes in angle brackets <> in the charts refer to 

those graphemes, used by the various authors, that were gleaned from the 

documents and texts. In some cases,, the grapheme is consistent with late-thirteenth 

century standard Romance orthography and, in some cases, it is not. In this analysis, 

I employ the phrase 'the expected (phoneme) is represented by (a particular 

grapheme)... ' The 'expectqd phoneme' refers to the phonemic outcome, of a 

certain category of Latin words, that can reasonably be deduced from the relatively 

regular spelling of the Alfonsine texts. For example, the Latin F. &CRRE and words 



of similar structure are placed under the etymological category of (v) /k/(e/i) > 
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/d'/. This means that when /k/ is preceded by a vowel and followed by an /e/ or /1/, 
then the /k/ is expected to follow a developmental trajectory resulting in /d/. This 

phoneme is represented , in the standard Alfonsine spelling system, by the grapheme 
<z>. The resulting word under the Alfonsine spelling system would befazer. It is 
taken to be axiomatic that when one gleans infori-nation regarding the merger of the 

voiced sibilants with the voiceless sibilants, orthographic evidence, by way of 
departure from late-thirteenth century standard Alfonsine spelling norin, only shows 
that a merger or neutralization of voice may be going on or is complete. Spelling 

change does not, however, reveal the phonological result of the merger. 
There was no establishment of a standard orthography before the thirteenth 

century for Iberian Peninsular Romance and, therefore, It Is difficult to say anything 
definitive on the issues of deaffrication and devoicing before that time. 1, however, 

give the results as stated in the data. Note that the phrase 'no data available" means 

that I did not or was unable to find appropriate texts or documents from which to 

glean data and, therefore, I did not collect data for a particular area during a given 

century. It could also mean that, within a certain text or document, I did not find 

orthographic evidence of a given phoneme. Furthermore, all graphemes are in the 

intervocalic position except where indicated (i. e., the hyphen after the grapheme <g- 

> indicates that this grapheme is word-initial or syllable-initial after a consonant). 

For word examples used in the following analysis, please consult the appropriate 

section in chapter three (3.1.2). 

5.1.1 10 th /I I th 
and 12 th CenWries 

5.1.1.1 SummM Chart for the I Oth /II th Centuries (3.1.1.1,3.1.2.2,4.1) 

/d'/ As/ /Z/ /s/ /3/ 
- -ISI Ko- r -th 

San <c>92% <c->29.6% <S>100% <ss>33.3% No data <sc>92.3% 
Nfilldn de <z>4% <z->29.6% <s>66.7% available <s> 7.7% 
)a Cogolla <s>4% <z>7 2% & Santo . 
Domingo <s> 4% 
de Silos <sc>29.6% 
Central 

No data No data No data - No data No data No data 

available available available available ýV, "a""' available , 11a available 
--ýo--uthem 

- - 
No data No data No data 0 No data 0 No data data ý4o 

available available available available 1- available available 
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5.1.1.2 SummaKy Chart for the Late 12'h CentuEy (3.1.1.2,3.1.2.3,4.2) 

/d'/ AS/ 
.- 

/Z/ /S/ /3/ /f/ 
Northern - 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

Central 
Toledo <z>57% 

<c>43% 
<c>76.9% 
<c-> 

23.1% 

<s>100% No data 
available 

<i>100% <X>100% 

Southern 
No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
available 

No data 
avallaW 

5.1.1.3 Conclusions for the I O'h/ I I'hand l2thCenturies 

Various issues regarding the language, orthographic representations and 

purposes of the glosses in the San Millan and Silos glosses (3.1.1.1), debates over 
the origin of the author of and the linguistic and dialect influences on the Auto de 

los Re es Magov (3.1.1.2), and lack of consistency in the use of graphemes in the Y 

tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries make it impossible to determine any 

occurrences of devoicing in the sibilants (3.1.2.2,3.1.2.3). The reason for this 

impossibility is that there was no establishment of a standard orthography in 

Romance before the thirteenth century in the Iberian Peninsula. I do not want to 

imply, however, that the use of the graphernes is chaotic or that the lack, or apparent 

lack,, of evidence of devoicing means that there was no devoicing in this early 

period. There appears to be experimentation in finding ways to orthographically 

represent the new phonemes of Romance. Even though there is much debate over 

the authorship of Auto de los Reyes Magos, its author was not consistently using the 

same grapheme in some of the same words (i. e., dezid and decid). Was the use of 

<c> in decid simply due to the influence from Latin orthography (DTCRRE) or was 

the author attempting to represent a new phoneme by using <Z> in dezid or was 

there confusion and possible merger of the phonemes /dz/ and /t/? 

During the eleventý and twelfth centuries (1.4.5.1), there was a great deal 

of dialect mixing and contact in Toledo. In 1085, Toledo became capital of Castile 

and Leon during the reign of Alfonso VI. Many people came to Toledo and were 



from Castile, Leon, Asturias, Galicia, Navarra,. Arag6n, and Catalonia. The 
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Crusades attracted many Christians from around Europe to come to the Iberian 
Peninsula to fight against the Moors. With this influx of people came many of 
Gallic origin that spoke French. During the twelfth century, the Clunlac archbishop 
Raymond (1124-5 1) in Toledo created a school of translators to translate documents 
and texts from Arabic to Romance then from Romance to Latin. There was an 
increased urbanization, which served as the basis for the development of 
widespread network of weak social ties (1.4.4,1.4.4.2,1.4.5). 

5.1.2 13 th 
centgr y 

5.1.2.1 SummaTy Chart for the early 13 th CentuTy - 1200 to 1249 (3.1.1.3, 
3.1.1.5, 
3.1.2.4,4. 

/dZ/ AS/ /Z/ /s/ /3/ /f/ 
Northern 
Burgos <9>100% <q> 100% <S>100% <ss>66.7% <j, l, g>100% <x>100% 

<s>33.3% 
(rest of) <Z> 100% <9>100% <S> 100% <ss>73.3% <j, l, g>100% <X>100% 
Old <s>26.7% 
Castile 
Soria <z> 90% 100% <S>100% <SS> 100% <j, i, g>100% No data 

<ý> 10% available 
Central 

<z>63.6% <c> 50% <s>87.5% <ss>50% <i>100% <ss>100% 
Toledo <c, 9>36.4% <z> 50% <ss>12.5% <s>50% 
Southern 
Cordoba <c, q> 100% <C, 9>100% <S> 100% No data <g> 100% No data 

available available 
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5.1.2.2 Summaly Chart for the late 13"' Century -1 50 to 1299 (3.1.1.5, 
3.1.2.5,4.4) 

/d'/ /tS/ 
- 

/Z/ /s/ /3/ /S/ 
Northem 

_ _ Briviesca <c>100% <C>100% : ýS >100% <SS>100% <j>100% <X> 100% 
(few 
tokens 
collect 
Quel <z>100% No data <S> 100% No data <i>100% No data 
(few available available available 
tokens 
collected) 
Northem 
Rioja No data No data <s> 100% No data <j> 100% No data 
Baja (few available available available available 
tokens 
collected) 
Avila 100% <9>100% <S>100% <S>100% <g> 100% No data 
(few available 
tokens 
collect 
Central 
Toledo <z>47% <c>100% <s>75% No data <j, g>100% <X>100% 

<ý>53% <ss>25% available 
Southern 
Cordoba <z>66.7% No data No data <ss>50% <j>100% No data 

(few <c, ý, >33.3% available available <s>50% available 
tokens 
collected) 

Jaen <z>20% No data <s>33.3% <ss>66.7% No data No data 
<q, >80% available <ss>66.7% <s>33.3% available available 

Seville <9>100% No data <s>100% No data <j>100% No data 
found only in available available available 
syllable-initial 
position after 
a consonant 

5.1.2.3 Conclusions for the 13'hCentua 

Any comment regarding data from the thirteenth century could be 

misleading since full standardization of spelling had not yet occurred in the early 

thirteenth century, being established in the late thirteenth century. Therefore, I am 

cautious in the conclusions I draw regarding the neutralization of voice in the 

sibilants (3.1.2.4) during this century, In the northern, central and southern regions 



of the Iberian Peninsula the use of <q> or <c> in the intervocalic position to 
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represent expected /d/ is widespread. This possibly could indicate that as early as 
the thirteenth century,, neutralization of voice in the dental-alveolar sibilants is 
widespread throughout the northern,, central and southern regions of the Iberian 
Peninsula. The data were gleaned from such words as faze 'he does/makes', fiql*ere 
'(that) he did/made' , jazen1jacen 'they do/make', facer 'to do/make', feql'eron 'they 
did/made', dicen1dizen 'they say'. Harris-Northall (1992) argues that, indeed, 
deaffrication had already begun by the mid-thirteenth century. It could be argued 
that there was no devoicing at this early period and the use of <c, q> was due to 

influence from Latin orthography. Arguments regarding interference from Latin 

orthography depend to which century one is referring. It is highly possible that 
during the tenth, eleventh, twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, in which there was 
experimentation in orthography, Latin orthography could have an influence on the 

use of <c> from Latin -C-. However, in subsequent centuries in which the 

Alfansine system is becoming the standard across the Peninsula, interference from 

Latin is less unlikely. In all cases after the twelfth century,, the expected /ts/ in the 

intervocalic position is represented exclusively by <(s)9, c>, the exception being 

one token in the data from the thirteenth century (rezibimos - See discussion in 

section -3 ). 1.2.1.2. ). 

There is possible evidence of confusion for the /z/-. /s/ contrast by the early 

thirteenth century. Of course, before standardization, any possible evidence of early 

neutralization of voice needs to be treated with caution. Some of the possible 

evidence of the confusion between /z/ and /s/ in the first half of the thirteenth 

century can be seen in the words espesolespessos, esolesso, remasolremasso and 

desaldessa. If there were influence from Latin orthography in the early thirteenth 

century, then one would expect these words to be spelled with <ss>, except in the 

case of remasolremasso , in which one would expect <s>. Some of the possible 

evidence of the confusion between /z/ and /s/ can be seen in the words 

ayussolayuso. The mainstream development of Latin /rs/ to Old Spanish is /s/, as 

seen in URSU > osso. However,, the words such as ayuso, yuso and suso most 

frequently appear in with <s>, which may suggest that they were assimilated into 

Latin /s/ - /ns/ words, which-show Old Spanish /z/ (e. g., CASA > casa and MENSA 

> mesa). An investigation of the Alfonsine corpus (3.1.2.1.2) reveals that of the 

examples of words derived from SGRSUM and DEORSUM, the grapheme used. in 
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over 1200 examples is <s>. Examples include asuso, devu., 0, su, ý 0 yUSO 
aayuso, ayuso, deyuso andyuso. The grapheme that is used in 12 examples is <ss> 
in these examples: desIO, su, "O, aYuSSO, deyusso and yuso. Therefore, any 
evidence of neutralization based on the graphemes in these words should be 
discounted. 

However, some of the evidence (3.1.2.5) is seen in the latter part of the 
thirteenth century when the Alfonsine standard was being established. This 

evidence is seen in words such as espesso/evpesos, casas/cassas, quesierenl 
quiSsieren '(that) they wanted', poderososlpoderossos 'powerful', resses (instead of 
the expected reses) 'heads of cattle', pasaron (instead of the expected 

passaron). This evidence seems to confirm neutralization of voice in /z/: /s /in 

Central and Southern Spain. Cano (1988), Macpherson (1975) and Penny (1991) 

argue that confusion in the sibilants began in the north and spread south. My data 

indicates that neutralization of voice is seen in the south during the same period as it 

is seen in northern. and central Spain. Ford (1900) places devoicing of /z/ during the 

mid-sixteenth century, which in light of my data , is too late. 

The expected /3/ is exclusively represented by <j>, <g> or <i>, which are 

the expected graphemes. The expected ISI is represented by <x>, which is the 

expected grapheme or by <ss>, which is not an unexpected representation in areas 

to the east of Castile. Wright (1982,252) observes that the poetry of Gonzalo de 

Berceo (? 1196-1265? ) includes the use of <ss> to represent ISI. 

Some of the possible evidence of neutralization of voice in the sibilants in 

the early thirteenth century is seen in Northern and Central Spain. Much of the 

possible evidence of neutralization of voice in the latter part of the thirteenth 

century is seen in Central and Southern Spain. It was during the thirteenth century 

that there was great demographic and dialect mixing (1.4.5.2) in the region situated 

between the Ta o and the Guadiana and in the valley of the Guadalquivir. The 

conquest and repopulation of the new territories focused on the urban centres such 

Cordoba (1236), Jaen (1246), Seville (1248), and Cadiz (1250). Although one must 

be caution about any conclusions regarding neutralization of voice based on 

orthographical. evidence during this century, one of the linguistic consequences of 

the massive movement of pdople and dialect mixing could likely be the 

deaffrication and devoicing in the sibilants (1.4.1). 



5.1.3 14 th centuEy - 1325 to 1368 

5.1.3.1 Summaly Chart for the 14'h CentuEy - 1325 to 1368 
11 1) rN 

(3.1.1.4,3.1.1.5, 
L1c 
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/d'/ AS/ /Z/ 
- --- -7- 
/s/ 

.- 11 

/3/ /S/ 
Northern 

Burgos <9>100% <9>100% <s>20% No data No data No data 
<SS>80% available available available 

Navarra <z>97% <9, c> <s>99% <ss>40% <j, l, g> No data 
<9>3% 100% <ss> I% <s>60% 100% available 

Soria <z>22% No data <S>100% <ss> 100% No data No data 
<s>78% available available available 

Central 
Toledo <z>93.3% <ý> 100% <S>90% <S> 100% <j, l, g> <x> 100% 

<s>6.7% <ss>2% 100% 
<Z> 8% 

Southern 
No data No data No data No data No data No data 
available available available available available available 

5.1.3.2 Conclusions for the 14"' Centuly 

1. Merger of voice in the dento-alveolar and alveolar sibilants and its 

diffusion are seen in the northern and central regions of the Iberian 

Peninsula 

2. There is possible evidence of seseo in Toledo as early as 1330 and in 

Soria in 1355. 

During the fourteenth century, /&/ is regularly represented by both <z> and 

<q> in the North and by <z> in the central region of the Iberian Peninsula. 

Evidence of this can be seen in the words dice, perteneqen, faze, face<n>, dezir and 

deqir. /z/ is represented by <s> in Navarra in 99 % of the cases, whereas /s/ is 

almost equally represented by <s> (60%) and <ss> (40%). It is in Burgos that one 

sees the use of <ss> for /z/ in 80 % of instances, and in the central region of the 

Iberian Peninsula, the use of <s> for both /z/ and /s/ is widespread. This spelling 

confusion could indicate merger of voice In the north and central regions of the 

Iberian Peninsula. Examples include quassi 'almost', cossas 'things', quissieren 

'(that) they wanted, pussieron 'they put", passarelpasare 'he will pass'), cassas 

'houses'. Cabrera Morales (1992) sees devoicing as having occurred in the 

fourteenth century, particularly in the latter half According to Alonso (1969), 

devoicing of sibilants in the word-final position had occurred as early as the 
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thirteenth century but argues (as does Montollu 1945) that voiced sibilants in the 
intervocalic position remained voiced until the fifteenth century. 

There is possible evidence of seseo in Toledo as early as 1330 in such words 
as rresare 'I will pray' and peresa 'slowness, laziness'. More compelling evidence 
of seseo in Soria in 1355 is seen in such words asfazelfase, fazes1fasen, Pla,: eýPlase 
and vezeslveses. This evidence (and evidence seen in the fifteenth century (5,1.4)) 
places deaffrication much earlier than do Alonso (1955), Cuervo (1895), Ford 
(1900) and Tuulio (1962), who see deafffication as not having occurred until the 
sixteenth century. Alonso ( 195 5,3 8 1) states that the <q> represented the phoneme 
/ts/ until the early seventeenth century. Penny (1991) places deaffrication in the 

north during the fifteenth century. 
Early deaffrication and merger of voice are linguistic consequences of the 

great demographic and dialect mixing that had occurred in northern and central 
regions of the Peninsula during the twelfth and thirteenth century (1.4.5.1,1.4.5.1) 

The data that I have collected for this period offer no evidence of merger 

regarding /3/ and /f/. 

5.1.4 
. 
15 th centuly - 1403 to 1465 

5.1.4.1 Summaly Chart for the 15thCenqpj - 14 10 to 146 5 (3.1.1.4,3.1.1.5, 
3.1.1.6,3.1.2.7,4.6) 

/d'/ /tS/ /Z/ /s/ /3/ 
Northern 
Pie de <z>58% <9>100% <s> 100% <s> 100% <gj> 100% No data 

Concha,. <9>42% available 
Santander 
Peftafiel <z>87.5% No data No data <ss> No data No data 

<s>12.5% available available 100% available available 
Central 
Madrid <z>36% No data No data No data No data No data 

<s>64% available available available available available 
Toledo <z>65 % <9, C>100 % <s>98 % <ss>4 I% <g, lj>loo% <X>100% 

<s>3 I% <z>2 % <s>59% 
<c, 9>4 % 

Cuenca <z>98% No data No data No data No data No data 
<c>l% available available available available available 
<s>l% 

Southern 
Cordoba <z>60% No data No data <ss>100% No data No data 

<s>40% available available available available 
Andalusia <z>93 % <sqýC>100% <s>76 % <ss>30 % <j, g> 100% <x> 95 % 

<s> 7% <ss>23% <s> 70% <j> 5% 
<Z>I% 



5.1.4.2 Conclusions for the 15'h CýýEqM 

There is further, compelling evidence of the merger of the [+voice] 
and [-voice I dento-alveolar and alveolar sibilant phonemes and its 
diffusion in the northern, central and southern regions of the Iberian 
Peninsula. 

2. In Central Spain, there is strong evidence of seseo in Madrid (1403- 
06), Peilafiel (1465) and Toledo (1438). 

3. In Andalusia, evidence of seseo is seen, especially in C6rdoba. 
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I assert that seseo began in the central region of the Iberian Peninsula 

and spread southwards during the great dialect mixing and contact 
that occurred in Central and Southern Spain during the thirteenth 

and subsequent centuries (1.4.5.2,1.4.5.3). 1 also contend that 

early seseo is not exclusively Andalusian. In fact, any further 

evidence of seseo appears in the sixteenth century and in one word 

only (i. e., resiben, in Villa de Pedroso). 

4. There is possible evidence of merger of /3/ and ISI. 

During the fifteenth century, the etymologically expected /d/ is regularly 

represented by both <z> and <ý> In the North, indicating possible neutralization of 

voice (3.1.2.7). In Toledo, etymologically expected /d/ is represented by <Z> in 
65% of the cases and significantly by <s> in 31% of the cases, as in the pairs 

vezesIveses, fazer1faser, plazerlplaser 'to please', dizeldise 'he says/tells' and 
fazen1fasen. The use of the grapheme <s>, which by this time, most probably 

represented /s/ and not /z/ (see below and 5.1.3.2), is strong evidence of seseo in 

Toledo as early as 1438 (4.6). Moreover, in Pefiafiel, Madrid and Cuenca, evidence 

of seseo is seen in such words as plaser, faser, fasen, veses, rason and dise. It 

appears from this evidence (and from evidence found in Soria and Toledo in the 

fourteenth century - 5.1.4.1) that seseo is not exclusively Andalusian. In the late 

thirteenth/early fourteenth centuries, seseo could be an outcome of dialect mixing 

and contact (1.4.5.2,1.4.5.3,5.1.3.2). There is evidence of seseo in Andalusia, 

especially in Cordoba,,, in such words as desir, dise, fiso, fasen, desyr, veses, fesiste, 

franquesa and goso. I discuss the issue of seseo below in more detail. 

By this period , in all of the Iberian Peninsula, there is a merger of the 

phonemes /z/ and /s/ > /s/. It seems that the grapheme <s> is the preferred grapheme 

in this merger. Examples include trespasando-passados, cosa-cossas 



casado-cassada, uso-ussan, qqjso-qqjsso, pussolpu. vo, desseo- deseja. The 
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use of <s> for /s/ can be seen as early as the eleventh century in La Rioja (3.1.2.2), 
in the thirteenth century in Toledo (3.1.2.4), in the northern and central central 
regions of the Iberian Peninsula in the fourteenth century (3.1.2.6) and In all regions 
by the fifteenth century. /3/ and ISI are almost exclusively represented by the 

expected graphemes <i, J, g> and <x>. Possible evidence of merger many be seen 
in the use of <j> for <x> in the word deja 'he leaves'. 

Why is seseo today the norm In parts of Andalusia and not in Northern or 
Central Spain, despite possible evidence of seseo In the northern and central regions 
of the Peninsula in the 1300s and in the northern, central and southern regions of the 
Peninsula in the 1400s? Throughout its history, what we now know as standard 
Spanish has been a product of a series of dialect mixtures (1.4.5.1,1.4.5.2,1.4.5.3). 

Beginning at least as early as the ninth century, the resettlement of the Burgos area 
brought speakers of a number of Romance varieties from regions such as Cantabria, 

to the north. The Reconquest saw a new phase of rapid expansion southward 
towards Toledo. Those choosing to remain in the reconquered kingdom included a 
large ntunber of Mozarabs, Moslems and Jews. New arrivals to the Kingdom of 
Toledo (including towns such as Guadalajara, Madrid and Talavera) saw a 

significant number of Christians from Galicia, Asturias, Leon, Castile, Navarra, 

Aragon, Catalonia and France. There was an increased urbanization which lead to 

an increase in dialect mixing and contact (1.4.1,1.4.5.1,1.4.5.2) and which served 

as the basis for the development of widespread network of weak social ties 

(1.4.4.2). When social ties between individuals are weak and numerous (i. e., the 

strength scores applied to the social network of individuals are lower compared to a 

higher score of individuals with denser, more multiplex relationships), innovation is 

most likely to spread throughout the speech community. During the end of the 

1300s, despite Pedro I's (1350-1369) attempts to destroy the nobility, there was a 

rise of social mobility in which any citizen or farmer could obtain a high social rank 

(Hillgarth 1978,54). This increase in high rates of social mobility correlates 

directly with the development and spread of linguistic change (Labov 2001,509). 1 

contend that during this repopulation of the northern and central regions of the 

Peninsula beginning in the rnid to late 1300s, seseo was a linguistic outcome. By 

the 1400s, there was a significant slowdown in the immigration into Toledo, which 

was still a source of settlers who went south during the continuing Reconquest 
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(1.4.5.3). Perhaps seseo then continued to be a variant within Castile during the 
fifteenth century and was reallocated a new social or stylistic function (1.4.1). There 

is evidence of seseo in the Arcipreste de 7'alavera, where Martinez de Toledo 
(3.1.1.6) uses the vernacular of the time through sayings and witticisms and through 
the speech of female characters who are seen as undesirable individuals. This could 
indicate a reallocation of the seseo as a marginal variant used by uneducated, 

undesirable individuals. It is conceivable that seseo existed outside the norm of the 

speech community but it eventually gave way to distinction and disappeared. 

Between 1212 and 1264, under Alfonso IX, Fernando III and Alfonso X, the 
Christians eventually conquered the valley of the Guadalquivir. The conquest and 

repopulation of the new territories focused on the urban centres, such as Ja6n, 

Cordoba and Seville. Many of the early settlers of Seville came from the northern 

regions of the Peninsula. The majority, however, came from Burgos, Palencia and 
Valladolid, in Old Castile. There were also significant numbers from Navarre, 

Catalufta, New Castile (Toledo, Cuenca, Huete and Alcaraz) as well as other 

reconquered cities in Andalusia. There was great demographic and dialect mixing in 

the valley of the Guadalquivir during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Since 

Castillans (1.4.5.2) were the largest group to settle Seville, it is possible that 

immigrants from the north carried the variant of seseo southward. Although I do 

not have evidence of the numbers of speakers of seseo, minority features often 

succeed (Penny 20001,48) in the simplification process seen in dialect mixing and 

contact (1.4.1). One possibility for its adoption is the fact that for four centuries 

(from the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries) Andalusia was subjected to constant 

influx of peoples from all over the Peninsula and the speech community of 

Andalusia was continually opened to innovation and change due to weak social 

networks and ties (1.4.5.1,1.4.5.2,1.4.5.3). Devoicing and subsequent merger of 

the phonemes /z, ý, z, s/ to become /§/ would then seem a natural consequence of 

the great dialect mixing and contact in Andalusia during those centuries (1 
. 
4-5). 

I 
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5.1.5.1 SummaEy Chart for the 16'hCentuEy - 1529 to 1532,1562 (3.1.1.7, 
3.1.1.8,3.1.2.8,4.7) 

' S /d / / A /Z/ /s/ ý/S/ /3/ /f/ 
Northern 
Avila <C, 100% <s> 100% <S>100% <i>100% -<i>100% 

100% 
Central 
Guadalajara <z> 100% <q>80% <s> 100% <s>100% No data <j>100% 

- 
<z>20% available 

Toledo <z>100% <sq, ý> 100% <s>100% <s>100% <i>100% <x>100% 
Southern -... 

Baeza <z>100% No data <z>100% No data <g>100% No data 
(few tokens available available available 
collected) 
Villa de <z>100% <sq, ý>66.7% <s> 20% No data <j>100% <X> 100% 
Pedroso, <s>33.3% <ss>80% available 
Seville 

5.1.5.2 Conclusions for the 16 th CentM 

1. There is possible evidence of -1ezeo in the southern region of the 
Iberian Peninsula. 

2. There is possible evidence of the merger Of 13/ and /f/ in the northern 

and central regions of the Iberian Peninsula. 

By the sixteenth century, there is continuing evidence of the merger of 

/d'/ and Y/ in the northern and central regions of the Iberian Peninsula (3-1.2.8). 

Examples include pareqiere '(that) he appeared/seemed% parezeme 'he seems to 

me', aqer 'to do/make', doqe, pareqe, hazer 'to do/make', dize 'he says/tells', go. Zo 

'joy'. However,, in Andalusia, it appears that /d/ is still regularly represented by 

<Z> 

Neutralization of voice between the phonemes /z/ and /s/ is evident in the 

exclusive use of the grapheme <s> in the northern and central regions of the Iberian 

Peninsula. In the southern regions of the Iberian Peninsula, there is possible 

evidence of zezeo when the expected /z/ is represented by <zý> (and not <s>), as in 

quizieren. According to Frago Gracia (1985,1993), qeqeo-zezeo were well 

established in Seville. However, with such a small number of examples in my data, 

it is difficult to say anything conclusive regarding the development of zezeo. 



Possible evidence of the merger Of /3/ and /f/ can be seen in the northern 
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and central regions of the Iberian Peninsula in the sixteenth century. Examples 
include deje 'I left' and dejaba 'he used to leave'. Cano (1988) places confusion in 
these phonemes as early as the thirteenth century and, by the early fifteenth century, 
Frago Gracia (1983) sees their neutralization in Andalusia. Kiddle (1975) dates their 
confusion in the North as beginning in the mid-sixteenth century but their contrast 
as remaining in the South until the last decade of the sixteenth century. 

In an examination of approximately 2200 tokens and many pages of 
documentation, I find no evidence of a shift of locus of /s/ > /0/ nor for /I/ > 
/h/ and little evidence for ISI > /x/ (3.1.2.7,3.1.2.8). This does not surprise me 
since this shift does not produce a change in the phonemic inventory of Spanish 

except where /x/ merges With /h/ < Latin F-. Graphemes (i. e., <c> and <j> and 
<g>) that were once used for phonemes that are no longer part of the phonemic 

inventory of the language (Le., /t'/ and ISI) can be used for the new phonemes (i. e.,, 
/0/, /x/,, /hI, section 2.3.1.3.3). Penny (1991) and Macpherson (1975) place these 

shifts of locus during the mid-sixteenth century, becoming the norm by the mid- 

seventeenth century. However, for Alonso (1976), the shift /s/ > /0/ did not occur 
in the seventeenth, but rather sometime in the eighteenth, being the norm by the 

nineteenth century. 

5.2 Further Conclusions Regarding the Causal Factors Motivating, 
_Promoting 

and Diffusing the Sound Changes 

Although I have shown through the data that the merger of the [+voice] 

sibilants and the [-voice] sibilants was widespread in most parts of the Iberian 

Peninsula (except Portugal and Catalonia), as early as the late thirteenth/early 

fourteenth century and that there is Increasingly stronger evidence of merger in 

subsequent centuries,, the issue of the actuation problem must be addressed. Why 

were the merger of the sibilant phonemes and the diffusion of the sound change so 

widespread and why did these occur so early on in the history of the Spanish 

sibilants? Pieces of the puzzle as to why the Spanish sibilants followed their 

particular development patlý can be found in the causal factors (both language 

internal and external) that were instrumental in motivating, promoting and diffusing 
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sibilants to the [-voice] sibilants) within Spanish. 

It is clear through the interrogation of UPSM database (1.1.2.2) that the 
unmarked state of the sibilant phonemes is [-voice]. The history of the Spanish 

sibilants seems to be consistent with the language universals that were derived from 

synchronic evidence in UPSID (L 1.3.2,1.1.3). The phonemic inventory of Old 
Spanish is consistent with the implicational universal: if [+voice] sibilants, then 
voice] sibilants. During its history, the phonemic inventory of Spanish never 
contained more L+voice] sibilants than L-voicel sibilants, which is consistent with 
this synchronic universal: In languages with sibilants, the number of [+voice] 

sibilants is almost never greater than the number of [-voice] sibilants. Also, if a 
language has only one type of sibilant, it will be voiceless. Spanish is in tine with 
this statistical universal, since its sibilant inventory contains only voiceless 

phonemes (L 1-3). 

The internal motivations include ease in the articulation of voiceless 

sibilants in comparison to the voiced sibilants and the conditions that made the Old 

Spanish sibilants ripe for merger. I agree with Pensado (1993 - section 2.4.2), who 

argues that devoicing in the sibilants is not a peculiar phenomenon and that the 

strengthening of frication, a fundamental characteristic of sibilant phonemes, is 
directly related to the devoicing of the sibilant. The stronger the frication, the more 
likely that a sibilant will devoice. Voicing in the sibilants is articulatorily and 

acoustically more difficult than voicelessness and it can be argued that the ease of 

articulation in the voiceless sibilants may encourage the change from voiced 

sibilants to voiceless sibilants (1.2.3,1.2.3.1,1.2.3.2,1.2.3.5,1.2.4). 

Other internal motivations for devoicing include defective distribution of 

the sibilant phonemes, low functional load, the number of phonetic features on 

which the opposition depends and the discriminability of the phonetic feature on 

which the opposition depends. These can be seen as necessary conditions that 

condition the sound change (1.3.2,1.3.3,1.3.4). In word-initial and syllable-final 

positions, there is no phonemic contrast based on voicing- The voice contrasts of the 

minimal pairs is in the intervocalic position. Concerning the distribution patterns of 

the Old Spanish sibilants, I have looked at various authors' comments (Alarcos 

Llorach 1986, Alonso 1969, Boyd-Bowman 1980, Lloyd 1987, Menendez Pidal 

1987) and have gleaned information about the distribution patterns according to the 



data I have collected. The voice feature., as suspected, is relevant only in the 
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intervocalic position, except for the 131: ISI opposition in the word-initial position. 
Perhaps defective distribution (L 1.4.1.1) played a role in the merger of the sibilant 
phonemes, since there was effectively only one environment (intervocalic) in which 
any possible confusion from a merger could occur. 

In the case of Spanish, the number of homonyms created in the merger 4; 7-- 
of the sibilants was probably very low in Old Spanish. and most of the known 

minimal pairs belonged to different word-classes. Even those belonging to the 
same word-classes were so different in meaning that, in context, there would not be 

any confusion. Therefore, there is low resistance to change. I agree with Lantolf 
(1979) who argues that the low functional load of the voice contrast in the sibilants 
is not the cause of the subsequent merger but rather 'it was a system-Internal 
condition that permitted the Castilian speaker to remodel his linguistic system 
without hampering communication' (Lantolf 1979,305). Moreover, the voice 
feature, which was the only feature that distinguished the opposing phonemes, 
might be considered unstable (1.3.2,1.3.3). 

The consistency with language universals and internal motivations may be 

necessary conditions to allow sound change,, but they do not address the actuation 

problem. Why is it that the sibilants merged in Spanish and not in other Romance 

languages? Why did the merger in Spanish happen when it did and not earlier or, 
indeed, later in the history of the language? Some authors (Martinet 1951-52, 

Menendez Pidal 1950) would argue that influence from speakers of Basque (2.4.3) 

brought about a change in the sibilant phonemic system and encouraged the merger 

of the voiced and voiceless sibilants in Iberian Peninsular Romance. I would agree 

with Lantolf (1979), 
- 
Widdison (1995), Pensado (1993) and Trask (1999), who reject 

the Basque substratum theory, arguing that it is doubtful that such a small bilingual 

community could exert such an influence and that there is no evidence that Basque 

was ever spoken on such a widespread basis as to have any effect on Romance in 

the early medieval period. Answers to the actuation problem lie in the unique 

history of dialect mixing and contact and the social structures of medieval Spain 

(1.4). Dialect mixing and contact (1.4.1) and dominance of the weak ties (1.4.4-2) 

within the social structure of medieval Spain are likely to be the language external 

motivations that encouraged and promoted sound merger in the history of the 

Spanish sibilants. Medieval Spain was subject to a great deal of social upheaval 
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and migration during the Moorish invasion of Visigothic Spain, the expansion 

of the Christian conquest, the resettlement of Andalusia, the establishment of 
Madrid as the Castitian capital and the colonization of the Americas (1.4.5). The 

merger of the [-voice] sibilants and [+voice] sibilants and the subsequent diffusion 

of those sound changes throughout the lexicon are expected consequences of the 

dialect mixing and contact and the dominance of weak social ties within the social 

and demographic history of the Iberian Peninsula (1.4.5.1,1.4.5.2,1.4.5.3). As I 

have stated in the analysis of the data earlier in this chapter, the data I have 

collected reflect these consequences. 
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